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clock. This mahogany veneered case is 29 inches tall, has two clip
door latches, two Howard type glasses that are original, brass pendulum bob with wood stick, original dial that has been repainted,
and no doubt original iron weight and old hands. The 8 day time
only weight driven movement is running. This is the first Pratt banjo
I have sold or even seen. $800-$1200.

1.
$2000
Diamond head banjo timepiece by Wayne R. Cline, Bowling Green, Ky., ca 2000. Like new version of the style
made by Daniel Monroe of Concord, Mass. Glasses were
painted by Tom Moberg, the dial is signed by Cline and
is in perfect condition. After inspecting the clock inside
and out it apparently has never been run. The case is
stamped “63” and has the serial number “C636 6904”
stamped on the back meaning it was when Cline finished the clock. I don’t know the combination to those
numbers. The case is 42 inches tall, has brass rails, eagle
on the top, iron weight signed “Wayne Cline”, and brass
pendulum bob with tie down. This is only the second
Diamond Head made by Cline that I have sold. $2500$3500.
2.

5.
$1250
Ithaca Calendar Clock Co. “No. 6 ½ Shelf Belgrade”,
ca 1880. Overall a very nice clock, but does have
some deficiencies, the worst probably is the break
and glue back of the small leaf on the top crest. The
backboard is an old replacement and as usual at
least one of the paper dials was replaced. That is
generally the norm for Ithaca calendar dials. The
case is made of ash wood, the unusual wood pendulum swinging in front of the lower dial is original and
in good condition. The movements are original,
clean, and running properly. The case is 32” high,
clean and polished, has numerous incised designs all over the case
and they are gold filled, even the pendulum. All three hands are
correct, calendar roller papers are original, and the lower dial paper
is original and signed several ways. This is an uncommon model and
by and large is in good condition. Ly-Calendar, page 139. $1500$2000.

$300
Chelsea Clock Company, “Willard Banjo Clock”, ¾ size,
33 inches high, ca 1931. It is fitted with a standard Chelsea 8 day striking lever movement. The hand painted
panels feature the, “Mount Vernon”. It is fitted the
brass eagle, brass side rails, both doors have push button latches, and there is a signed “Chelsea” winding
key. The mahogany case is 32” high, full size is 42”,
brass bezel with a bowed glass over the painted metal
dial. The glass is missing but can be purchased. Numerals are recessed, black paint filled, and the dial is signed,
“Chelsea”. It has the correct hands and wall hanger.
The case is pristine. Ly-Clocks, Volume 2, page 68; and
“Chelsea Clock Company / The First Hundred Years”,
page119. $500-$750.

6.
$2000
Ithaca Calendar Clock Co. “No. 13 Shelf Kildare”, ca
1880. This is a very rare model in the most original
condition possible. The mahogany case is all original,
and has been cleaned and polished without removing any of the original finish. There is a complete
label on the backboard, original glass pendulum,
original dials, hands, movements, and everything
that came with it originally. All the intricate parts on
the outside and inside are all intact and are original. I
believe if the clock is restored correctly, black dials,
etc. the clock could be worth $6000 to $8000. Ly-Calendar Clocks,
page 143. $2500-$3000.

3.
$1000
E. Howard & Co. Boston, “Regulator No. 10”, figure 8reissue. This clock was from the Gerald & Peggy Keith
collection of very fine clocks. This one was bought by the
Keith’s by advance subscription when only 500 of the
clocks were made and offered only to NAWCC members.
They were sold and delivered in 1976. The serial number
of this clock is 324. It was a one owner clock and although now over 42 years old, is perfect, never ran unless
testing to make sure it ran. It came to us in 2011 from the
Keith Estate and we sold it in 2012. It has now come to us
from the second owners Estate. The movement is 8 day,
time only, and weight driven. It is properly signed and
stamped everywhere just as the originals were. It is a walnut case,
33” high, with proper door latch, glasses, dial, and hands, all identical to an original ca 1880 Howard figure 8. This model has been sold
at several auctions, always bringing from $2500 to $3500. We have
seen the original No. 10’s sell at auctions for up to $15,000. No wonder these reproductions are so popular. They don’t come any nicer
than this one. $1500-$2000

7.
$300
Atkins Clock Co. “London” model, one of the most successful models made by the company. They came configured many ways. This
clock may be the most common, ca 1863. It has
plain columns, rosewood veneer, gold foil tablets,
and stands around 17” high. Very nice repainted
original dial, hands, glasses, door knobs, and the
label remaining inside on the backboard. Practically all door knobs on Atkins clocks are ivory and
this one is no exception. However, I cannot find
another clock with this exact shape of ivory latches. They may be original for Atkins was known for
experimenting and he would do it on every clock
he made if he could, always trying to find the best way to do something. This rosewood case is beautiful. The clock is a keeper. The
movement is 8 day and strikes a coil gong. Reference: “The Clocks of Irenus Atkins”, by Gregory and
King, 2004, page 83. Case, glasses, etc. pictured and
described. $300-$500.

4.
$750
“Daniel Pratt & Sons, Reading, Mass.”, banjo clock, ca
1852. This company bought cases and movements
from many different clock makers. As you can tell this
case and movement look almost identical to banjo
clocks made by E. Howard & Co. of Boston. I have
never seen a paper label inside an early banjo clock.
There are two labels in the right side of the base in
this case. They are complete and original. One label
identifies the maker and the various sales locations,
the second one gives directions for operation of the

8.
$400
“Ithaca Calendar Clock Co., Ithaca, New York”, a
rare double dial mantel clock, “Mantel Index”, ca
about 1875. I have not sold this model in 45 years of
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case is marked “7” in several places. The 8 day lever movement is
running and striking ships bells half hours and hours. The dial is
signed, “Ships Bells” and “J. E. Caldwell & Co.”. They were the selling dealer. $1000-$2000.

selling, nor can I find where any large live auction houses have sold
this model and for that matter including the No. 16 Hanging Index.
This oak case is 28 ¼ inches high, complete, original, and in the original finish. Apparently has not been overly cleaned and polished. The
dials are very good, age is unknown, but Ithaca dials are paper and
more than likely changed at some time. Ithaca called the case
carved, I would say more etched. The running movement is 8 day,
time & strike with perpetual calendar. Silver pendulum and key included. As you know some Ithaca cases are numbered and dated,
some are not. This case is marked, “No. 54 / 7-98”. I would have
thought it was made much earlier. Ly-Calendar, page 147. $500-$750.

12.
$500
Ithaca Calendar Clock Co. “Shelf Library”, ca 1880.
This is an excellent walnut case that has been well
cared for but not cleaned and polished, and it is 25”
high. There are no breaks or repairs (backboard split
and glued) and the top looks like it is carved but is
not, just good cabinet work by the Ithaca factory.
They put scores of etched designs over the top.
There are applied ornaments and moldings around
the dials. It has nickeled dial rings, original glasses,
old dial pans and hands. Movements are original but
unsigned, and in good operating condition. Included
in the case is the correct pendulum, and old calendar rollers. The
movement is 8 day, time, strike, and alarm. It is pictured in Millers
Calendar Book, page 51; and in the “Reference Book of Ithaca Calendar Clocks”, by George Snow, Ithaca, NY, but not in Ly-Calendar.
$500-$750.

9.
$450
“New Haven Clock Co., New Haven, Conn., 8 day
“Willard” banjo, ca 1929. The clock with its various
parts is identical to the Willard banjo clocks pictured in
the catalogs. The hands, pendulum, pulley, weight,
and things like the brass side rails, brass eagle, bowed
glass, etc. are all original and correct. There is a complete paper label on the back. The solid mahogany
case is 43 inches long, is complete and all original. The
finish is dark just from aging and no attempt has been
made to remove the dark finish but it has been kept
nice by polishing. This model is weight driven, 8 day
time only brass movement that is clean and running.
The metal dial has some minor wear or discoloration
but thankfully has not been cleaned because that may
discolor it more. The decorated glass panels are identical to those
pictured in the catalogs for this model. Ly-New Haven #192. $500$750.

13.
$2000
Ithaca Calendar Clock Co. “No. 3 ½ Parlor-Black Dial”, ca 1881. This
clock has an 8 day, double spring, time and strike movement that is
clean and running. We believe this clock to be 100% original, including the paper dials that are usually always replaced. The bottom dial
(glass) is original and a few of the numbers show a little fading of
the silver paint. All the hands are original; there is a winding key, and
a crystal and beveled pendulum that is etched on
the front, “ICCCo”. Unlike the white dial model this
pendulum is flat on the back and not as thick. The
wood backboards, all glasses, calendar rolls, and
wood trim are all original. The movements are both
original and operational. If you wanted me to list
the faults of this clock, I would say, there are none
evident. There is nothing out of the ordinary such
as breaks, splits, repairs, etc. It has normal 130 year
wear. The 20 ½” high walnut case has ebony trimmings and elaborate carvings, and some nickel plated accessories. This one is about as nice as they
come, not pristine, but very nice. These black dial clocks sold for
$5000 and more, then tanked badly below $2000. Now I see they
are selling back up to $3000 and more at live east coast auctions.
Ly-Calendar, pages 132-135. $2500-$3000.

10.
$450
Seth Thomas Clock Co. “Office Calendar No. 4”, ca 1875. The rosewood veneered case is 28” high, clean, polished, all original, and as
good as they come. It has all the ornament buttons
around the door, and two original painted dials. It is
unusual to find the old Seth Thomas clocks that do not
have a lot of paint problems on the dials. There are a
couple of paint chips on the calendar dial. There is a
complete label on the back of the door and a door
hook on the side of the case. The label has a notation
of the date it was put in operation by the first owner, it
says, “Sept 1st, 1875”. The 8 day time only spring movement is running and the calendar is functioning properly as it also perpetual and accurate even for leap years.
Inside behind the calendar movement is another label of instructions. It has the correct pendulum bob, an old key, and three original hands. Ly-Calendar, page 249. $1000-$1500.
11.

14.
$800
E. Howard & Co. Boston, “No. 5 Banjo”, ca 1880. Rosewood grained
cherry case is 29” high, all glasses are original. Bubba attempted to
put paint on the back of the bottom glass to cover some minor
paint loss. Of course he screwed it up and made it worse. The case is
clean and polished, has good graining, no repairs or new wood
parts, and has the two original door latches. However, I am guessing
the weight fell at some time and Bubba ran to the shop
and glued the hinged side of the base back to the side
panels. Again he messed it up. A child could have done
better. It needs to be glued back properly. The old dial,
pendulum, iron weight, tin weight baffle, pulley, and 8
day movement are all original. The dial has the original
paint that is still in excellent condition and has the correct and original signature, but is so nice it leads me to
believe it could have been repainted. The movement is
signed properly, and the weight is marked with a “5”.

$1000
Chelsea Clock Company, extremely rare “Willard Banjo” with ships bell movement, ca 1927. I cannot find
another example of a Chelsea banjo with ships bells
although I know they made some. The company records show they began making them in 1927. The collector who owned this clock indicated he paid $2500 for
it. The 43 inch mahogany case is original, clean, polished, has no visible damage or repairs. Our collector
would not have bought it if it were not near perfect.
The hand painted glasses depict Perry’s victory over
the British on Lake Erie in 1813. It has a brass eagle,
brass winding key signed “Chelsea, brass side rails,
brass bezel holding the bowed glass, two push button
door latches, and round balls decorating the base. The
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been overly cleaned or polished and the natural smoke and other
pollutants have been partially rubbed off, and some remain. Both
dial pans are original, and the dials were repainted at some time.
We believe all four hands are original, same with the nickeled dial
rings. The Fashion glass, brass bell, and the complete inside label,
are all original as well. The label says the clock was
made by the Seth Thomas Clock Co. solely for the
Southern Calendar Clock Co. The three finials are
original hand have good points, it has a correct
door lock with a key. The two movements are said
to be the finest movements ever made by Seth
Thomas, and both are operating as they should.
Overall this is a good example of the No. 4. It
came to us with a collection of fine and rare clocks
and the owner told us this clock was believed to
have been with one family since purchased new in
1880. Ly-Calendar Clocks, page 286. $1500-$2000.

And again, Bubba jumped to the rescue and added weight to the
weight to make the movement perform better. You don’t do that to
a nice clock. Fix the movement. There is no screw in the pendulum
tie down, otherwise this is a good straight No. 5 in fixable condition.
Ly-American Clocks, Volume 1, page 117. $1000-$1500.
15.
$500
“Wayne R. Cline, Bowling Green, KY”, 8 day miniature
Diamond Head banjo, ca 2004. This clock is perfect, or
near perfect with no blemishes, scrapes, bruises, etc.
We have sold recently the full size Diamond Head banjos and in years past many of his other miniature and
full size clocks. Since his passing collectors have been
hoarding his beautiful clocks in anticipation of rising
prices. Tom Moberg painted all his glasses and every
part of each clock was made by highly skilled craftsmen. I have never heard of a complaint about any of
his clocks. The dial is in beautiful condition which leads
you to believe is has probably been in a box under
someone’s bed. The case is stamped, “61” and has the
serial number C6166904 stamped on the back. Mr.
Cline signed the dial, the case and probably the movement as was his habit. $750-$1000.

19.
$350
Ansonia Clock Co. rare oak hanging clock, “Queen Isabella”, ca 1904.
I have never owned this model before and have sold hundreds of
Ansonia clocks. This is another great clock from the
Ohio collection of several hundred super clocks that
came to us just before Christmas 2017. They all were in
running condition and only repaired if something was
askew. This 38 ½ inch high case has the original alligatored finish, several carved pieces, lots of jig saw pieces, and the original dial and hands, pendulum, wood
stick, and most of the paper label on the back. The
dial is signed two places, has some stains but is all
there. The movement is 8 day, spring, time and striking half hours on a gong, and running strong. LyAnsonia #624. $400-$600.

16.
$2000
Ithaca Calendar Clock Co. shelf model double dial, “No. 5 Emerald”,
ca 1880. This is the 30 day model, double spring movement, in a 33
inch high walnut case with burled panels and ebonized trim, nickel bezels and pendulum bob, just as
the Ithaca catalogs describes it. Both the running
and calendar movements are just like the examples
pictured in Ly-Calendar and other publications. This
case has been cleaned and presents itself very well.
A door between the dials is removable I would
assume to hang or remove the pendulum. The
clock has only one flaw that I see. On the carved
top there was a tiny piece broken off and a new
piece made and glued in place. This is only the third
Emerald model we have ever sold. I do know they
are very rare, hence the high price estimate in LyCalendar, page 138. $2500-$3000.

20.
$1500
“Foster S. Campos, Pembroke, Mass.” Lyre banjo, ca 1982. The
carved mahogany case stands 42 inches high, is like
new and pretty well all original. His trademark pine tree
is painted on the tablet. The dial is signed, “Wm.
Mather / Randolph Center Vermont / No. 1”, and the
case is stamped “1”. The case is in overall excellent
condition, the movement is properly signed, “Foster
Campos”. The 8 day weight, pendulum, and 8 day
weight movement are original stock and the movement is clean and in running condition. Wm. “Bill”
Mather was a 50 year clock collector who passed in
2011. For whatever reason he wanted the dial on this
“No. 1” Foster Campos lyre banjo to bear his name. He
sent it to “The Dial House” with instructions how he
wanted it painted. I have my reasons for thinking why he did it, because I have done the same thing. Note that this lyre banjo is identical to the Campos banjo in the January 2018 auction, No. 202. $2000$3000.

17.
$500
Seth Thomas Clock Co. “Office Calendar No. 6”, ca
1888. Everything on and in the clock is probably
original, great black label on the door, two original
repainted dials, good glasses, old pendulum bob,
original calendar rolls, and two original movements
behind the dials. The calendar rolls are not very
dark, but that is the way they always are if original.
Minute, hour, and calendar hands are original. Not
long ago we could be talking $1200-$1500 for this
clock, in this condition. The factory stamped the
date made on many of their clocks. The date on
this one is 1888. The Seth Thomas calendar clocks
have 8 day movements in them and this one has
been serviced and is running properly. The walnut case is 32 inches
tall, clean, polished, and in super nice condition. Ly-Calendar, page
250-251. $500-$750.

21.
$300
Seth Thomas Clock Co. “Signet V.P.”, ca 1880. We
see so few of this model we forget it is an early
wall clock. At first glance it has a modern or art
deco appearance. This may be the first and only
Signet I have ever sold. I sold it to this collector in
the January 2001 auction for $717. He had the dial
repainted to be identical to the Signet pictured in
Ly-Seth Thomas #1027. The 23” walnut case is excellent, all trim pieces are original as is the nice

18.
$1200
Southern Calendar Clock Co. “Fashion No. 4” ca 1880. We believe
this clock is 100% original. The walnut case is 32” high, has the original finish and lightly coated with crust. All that means is, it has not
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25.
$1000
Seth Thomas Clock Co. “8 Day Parlor Calendar”,
ca 1863. This old calendar clock is as original as I
have seen. I doubt if anything has ever been done
except the rosewood veneered case has been
lightly cleaned. There are no repairs or problems
that jump out at you. Both dials have been repainted and the roller papers are original. Not
sure the upper hands are original. The gong, pendulum bob, and perhaps the old winding crank
also appear to be original. All the movements are
original and signed, running movement is strung
and powered by two large iron weights, and it is running. The Mix
Brothers calendar movement is also operating properly. Original
reverse painted American Eagle glass in the center as are the two
original glasses covering the dials. The two large iron weights are
period. Excellent (Thomaston) label inside that covers most of the
36 inch backboard, and a large (Plymouth Hollow) label on the back
of the middle glass with directions for operation. The rosewood
veneered case is 36.5” high, has a door lock with key, and the lock is
working. Ly-Seth Thomas, page 102; Ly-Calendar #628. $1000-$1500.

finish. Inside is a complete black label, original brass pendulum bob
and a key. Very good glasses and black trim in strategic places for
effect. The movement is 8 day, spring driven, time only and running
briskly. I wish I could keep it. This rare model had a short production
cycle, 1880-1885. $750-$1000.
22.
$500
“Welch, Spring & Co., Forestville, Conn.”, wall calendar clock,
“Round Head Calendar No. 4”, ca 1868-1884. The rosewood case is
32 inches tall, time dial behind the large wood bezel
and glass, the calendar dial is much smaller and behind the bottom door and glass. There are 5 hands
and all of them appear to be original. As usual the
two dial are different colors as the top dial is exposed to the elements each time the door is opened
while the bottom dial is encased in a metal container
behind the bottom door and is never exposed or
touched for that matter. The metal container has a
label identifying tht the calendar movement as a “B.
B. Lewis Perpetual Calendar”. There is most of a
large label on the backboard behind that lower door. The upper
movement is running and goes for 8 days and strikes a coil gong on
the hours. Ly-Calendar, page 344. $650-$1000.

26.
$400
Seth Thomas Clock Co. “Regulator No. 2”, ca 1897. This 36” oak case
has a factory date stamped on the back, “7981”. I am sure everyone
is sick of me touting the Seth Thomas wall clocks, particularly the
No. 2 Regulators, but it has to be the most stylish clock ever made.
It goes with any décor in any room of the house, office, or store.
They are quiet, time only, weight driven, and extremely well made
and very reliable. The movements seldom need service unless you
hang one in a cement plant or somewhere dusty or
smoky. This case is light/medium oak, clean, with all
original wood parts. I cannot tell that it has ever
been cleaned, in fact I thought it was a reproduction
until I delved further in it. The clock is all original,
including the painted dial. The dial is beginning to
blister but so far no flaking. Inside the case is a like
new paper label, beat scale, original brass bob and
wood stick, original weight, and three original hands.
I have never seen brass so bright and clean, and I
mean all the brass. The movement is a strong runner, has not missed a beat here in my office. Ly-Seth
Thomas, pages 276-277. $1500-$2000.

23.
$400
New Haven Clock Co. wall hanging, “Saturn”, ca 1911.
Solid oak case is very nice, clean and polished exposing the fine looking oak grain but is retaining the
many years of smoke or other pollutants. Some are
removed with polishing but a certain amount works
its way into the wood to make it darker. It is 35” high;
all wood parts are original as are all the internal parts
including the beat scale, pendulum ball, wood stick,
large weight, and pulley. The signed brass one weight
movement is running strong. The dial shows slight
aging but has no wear or chips, large hands are original as is the seconds hand. Ly-New Haven, page 144. $500-$750.
24.
$1000
Ithaca Calendar Clock Co. “No. 5 ½ Hanging Belgrade”, in a new
reproduction case. Extraordinary oak case, the color
of medium oak, grooved designs all over the front
and sides most are gold filled. Note the two dial
boards and pendulum are also covered with grooved
designs of various shapes and sizes. This model has
black dials with gold numbers and lettering, and the
calendar rolls are black with gold lettering. I was sure
excited when I photographed this clock for the ones
I have sold in the past went for over $5000 and up to
$8500. Then I began to notice how nice it was, almost like new, and it is. Note the clean case, shining
clean movements, and they are all running. The oak
case is 37” tall, has many delicate wood parts that
are easily broken or lost. To the best of our knowledge everything is
correct on the clock and there are no glaring repairs or breaks. The
black dials are also new, but on original period dial pans. The nickel
plated 30 day movement is period and signed by E. N. Welch and
marked as being made for Ithaca. The calendar movement is a reproduction. The hanging Belgrade is a rare model and I cannot find
a recorded sale of an original at any of the east coast auctions. The
last ones we sold were in the January 2008 and July 2010 auctions,
one bringing over $8500. Ly-Calendar, page 139. $1000-$2000.

27.
$500
F. Kroeber, New York, “Regulator No. 31”, ca 1883. For whatever
reason that I cannot explain there are railroad initials carved into
the base. They certainly appear to be factory made initials not some
later day things. The initials look like, “P C & St L”,
but the complete paper label inside reads, “Penn
Central & Youngstown Southern Railroad”. I sold a
similar clock 10 years ago and I called the initials,
“Pittsburgh, Cincinnati & St. Louis Railroad”. The
finish of the 34” high walnut case has been cleaned
and polished. There are carved pieces on the top
and base. The glass is held with original putty. The 8
day movement has been kept in good running order,
the movement is signed. There are two complete
paper labels inside on the backboard. This clock has
a $1500 book value in Ly-Kroeber, page 107, and that
does not take into consideration the signed railroad
logo. The one we sold ten years ago went for $620
plus 10%. $750-$1000.
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lot of nice wood work around the dials. It was reported that the very tip of the base “may be a later replacement but extremely well done and matched to
the case”. I believe the clock was once the “Shelf
Steeple” model that was converted to a “Hanging
Steeple”, (supposed to have two finials on the base)
so it is priced accordingly. No matter which model it
is, it is a very rare clock. I have never sold a Hanging
Steeple, and sold only one Shelf Steeple in 45 years.
Ly-Calendar, page 153. $800-$1200.

$500
Chelsea Clock Company, Banjo Clock”, ca 1940. It is
fitted with a standard Chelsea non-strike, 8 day weight
driven movement that is running nicely. The hand
painted panels feature English and American warships.
It is fitted on top with a brass eagle, has brass side
rails, both doors have push button latches, and there
is a signed “Chelsea” winding key. The mahogany case
is 36” high, brass bezel with a bowed glass over the
painted metal dial. The dial paint is original and is not
pristine but very acceptable for its age. It has the correct hands and wall hanger. The case is nice and clean,
and polished. Ly-Clocks, Volume 2, page 68; and
“Chelsea Clock Company / The First Hundred Years”,
page119. $750-$1000.

29.

32.
$500
Seth Thomas Clock Co. “Office Calendar No. 7”, ca
1884. Two perfect labels inside the case, a black and
gold one on the door and a white one on the backboard with instructions for the calendar movement.
Models No. 4, 6, and 7, are very similar in looks and
confused by many collectors. The walnut case of this
model is 26.5” high, it is clean, in very good condition,
and has all its original veneer and button ornaments
on the door. Both dials have been repainted, the
three hands are the correct type, and the calendar
roller paper is old. Most Seth Thomas dials do not look near this nice
after 130 years. The upper movement is 8 day, time only, signed and
running. The calendar movement and all the lower parts are correct
and functioning. It really bothers me to price Seth Thomas calendar
clocks this low. In my opinion the most attractive and best quality of
any calendar clocks ever made. Ly-Calendar #608; Ly-Seth Thomas,
page 96. $650-$900.

$600

Waltham Watch & Clock Co. ca 1930 banjo clock. This
clock uses Waltham’s famous 8 day timepiece lever
driven movement that is signed, numbered and running properly. The original internal parts is just the
movement, there is no pendulum needed. The 40 inch
mahogany case was made to accommodate either a
lever movement or a weight driven movement. The
case is clean and in excellent condition. The throat
glass has a painting of George Washington and the
bottom glass is a painting of Mt. Vernon. The dial is
original, signature is good, hands are original, and the
two door latches are in good working order. Mahogany
case has the original finish, stands near 40” high, and
retains the original brass eagle, brass side rails, and
brass sash holding the good bowed glass. This style
Waltham banjo clock normally sells everywhere, in the $1500- $2000
range. Our collector bought it 14 years ago at the height of rising
clock prices. Ly-American, page 248. $750-$1000.

33.
$1200
George B. Hatch, Attleboro, Mass. Number 5 wall regulator in very
nice condition, ca 1870. This clock is often called a
banjo for that is primarily what Hatch made. Weight
driven 8 day banjo type movement has been serviced and is in good operating condition. The original
dial has excellent paint. I cannot call it repainted for
everything else about the clock is near perfect also.
The black and gold glass is excellent as well. Correct
wood stick and brass bob, and the hands are of the
type that were or would have been on this clock. The
iron weight (banjo type) and the baffle board, are
excellent and original. The rosewood grained case is
near perfect with a beautiful polish finish, latches on
top and bottom doors. In good condition this model generally sells
for $5000 and up. This one is better than good condition so should I
expect to get $5000. $1500-$2000.

30.
$500
Seth Thomas Clock Co. “Regulator No. 2”, ca 1887.
The old oak case is near perfect, 36 inches high and
made with good solid oak. Considering the clock may
have been used somewhere other than a residence,
it is miraculous that the clock is in such pristine condition. More amazing is the dial condition. A clock this
old, especially a Seth Thomas clock, normally will
have a lot of paint chips. There are a couple of chips
with touch up paint and a few tiny chips outside the
dial ring, but overall a very nice 140 year old dial. You
will note the 8 day movement is a typical time only
signed brass movement and is running, All the brass
is very clean and shining, clock is running, very nice label inside, and
hands are normal ST hands. Bezel with glass latches, bottom door
is locked with the winding key. A very good looking clock, and
priced considerably below the current selling prices for No. 2’s. LySeth Thomas, pages 274-278. $600-$900.

34.
$500
Ithaca Calendar Clock Co. shelf clock, “Granger”, ca 1884. I have only
sold one other of this model in 44 years and I cannot find where one
has sold at any other auction anywhere. Therefore, I
assume it must be rare. The walnut case is 25 inches
tall, complete, clean and all original. I believe the
clean dial is also original as are the hands, nickel
pendulum with the original and proper chain attachment, door latch, and all internal parts. The 8 day
movement is running, striking the coil gong and
calendar is changing properly. There are fragments
of a label on the backboard. I am not sure if the
backboard is installed correctly. It is old and I feel
original but I think it should be fastened has been
altered. Ly-Calendar #352-A. 650-$850.

31.
$750
“Ithaca Calendar Clock Co., Ithaca, NY”, wall clock named, “Hanging
Steeple” ca 1877. It has an 8 day spring, time and striking movement
and a perpetual calendar mechanism. The movement is signed “E.
N. Welch, Forestville, Conn. Manufactured for the Ithaca Calendar
Clock Co.” The walnut case is 31 ½ inches tall, retaining the original
finish with a nice shine. Complete label on the back, two good replacement dials that are many years old just not original, probably
original calendar rollers, correct hands, nickel pendulum bob, and a
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38.
$1000
Waltham Clock Co., Waltham, Mass. 8 day time only
weight driven movement, ca 1930. In a mahogany case
42 inches high, 10.5 inches wide and with reverse painted tablets that have slight paint flaking. The mahogany
case is very nice as is the painted metal dial. The hands,
eagle on top, brass side rails, brass pendulum bob and
wood stick, the iron weight and pulley are all correct.
The weight chute at the bottom has the typical metal
covering and pendulum tie down arrangement. The
individual case parts are stamped, “7”. The dial is
signed “Waltham”. The 8 day movement is signed,
running and original to the case. The stylish case is plain
in that there is no gold paint, etc. but does have the
balls around the base. Ly-American Clocks, Volume 1,
pages 246-247. This clock has always booked around $2500 but in
recent years retails for a little less. $1200-$1500.

35.
$1250
Wayne Cline, Bowling Green, Ky. made this fine wall
banjo clock several years ago. It is an identical copy of
the Boston area banjo clocks made in the 17th century.
Mr. Cline’s clocks have always been in great demand
and since his passing a few years ago, collectors have
been snatching them up whenever they could find
them for very few become available. This 8 day one
weight timepiece is in good running condition and
shows his signature on the movement, weight, and
dial as “Wayne R. Cline / Bowling Green, Ky.”. Each
case he made was marked several places and in several ways. This case is stamped, “41”, and stamped on
the back, “C4157402” which was his dating system. His
cases were of extremely high quality and collectors say
are every bit as nice as the high priced early banjo
clocks. It has a large brass eagle, brass sash with bowed glass, painted dial by the Dial House, painted glasses by Tom Moberg depicting
Perry’s victory over the British on Lake Erie in 1813. The nice mahogany case is about 42 inches high, has gold ornaments on the base,
pendulum and tie down, and iron weight.

39.
$400
LeCoultre Atmospheric clock, new or near new, in a bright gold case
that is almost 9 ¼ inches high and 8 ¼ inches wide.
The dial is signed, “LeCoultre / Made In Switzerland”. I have sold a great many Atmos clocks but
have never had one this clean and bright inside and
outside. A lever front bottom, frees the pendulum
to turn. As most of you know the clock is perpetual
running and wound automatically by changes in
temperature and pressure. The LeCoultre PR Dept.
says, “The Atmos, the clock that lives on air. The only clock of its
kind in the world. The constant changes in the temperature of the
air are enough to keep it permanently wound”. The clock is running.
Our estimate $500-$750.

36.
$900
“Waltham Watch & Clock Co.” ca 1930 banjo clock. This
clock uses Waltham’s famous 8 day timepiece weight
driven movement that is signed and numbered. The
original internal parts are the movement, pendulum,
pendulum stick, weight chute metal cover, lead weight,
and winding key. It is missing the original tie down bar
but our collector made his own. The throat glass and
bottom Mt. Vernon glass has a few minor paint chips
that have been spot covered. There is a gilt rope trip
around both painted glasses and gilt covered balls on
the base. The dial is original, signature is good, hands
are original, and the two door latches are in good working order. Mahogany case has the original finish, stands
near 41” high, and retains the original brass eagle, brass
side rails, and brass sash holding the bowed glass. This style Waltham banjo clock regularly sells everywhere, in the $1000-$2000
range. Ly-American, page 248. $1000-$1500.

40.
$500
Ansonia Clock Co. “Single Post Crystal Palace”, ca
1875. The eight day movements used in the Single Post
Crystal Palaces were made by the “Waterbury Clock
Co”, and is so signed on the movements. The two
barrel pendulum is signed, “Davies’ Pat d Appl For”.
Walnut case is 17 ½” high including the glass dome.
The walnut base and post are excellent, two piece
dial with attached brass decorations, and the inner
dial signed “Waterbury which gave me ulcers. It is not
original to the clock. I thought the clock was a Waterbury clock. No, it is an Ansonia clock but they used Waterbury movements. The movement is running and striking a nickel bell on the
hours. Both parts of the paper dial have been replaced. Overall this
clock is a fine example of the Single Post model and about as good
as one could hope to find. Ly-Ansonia, page 101. $600-$750.

37.
$500
“Seth Thomas Clock Co., Thomaston, Conn.” shelf clock they called,
“Parlor Calendar No. 1”. A complete white label on the back of the
door shows the clock was sold and started running on “September
1st, 1878”. This clock and most of the clocks numbered from 1-100 came from a collector who collected only the finest examples of each model
that he could find. He was also a repairman so
every clock is in fine running condition, or was
when they left his home. The 34 inch rosewood
case is very nice, he made no effort to change its
looks or to remove the 150 years accumulation of
smoke. No doubt there are some minute chips or
bubbles. Both dials have been professionally repainted, the hands are the correct type, the brass
pendulum and key are with the case. The clock
strikes on a coil gong, the calendar rollers are very
dark and original and the calendar is changing properly. The large
iron weights are surely original. I was shocked to find I had never
sold an exact copy of this model. Ly-Seth Thomas, page 104; LyCalendar, page 258. $500-$750.

41.
$400
Ansonia Clock Co. “Crystal Palace No. 3”, ca 1875. Eight day movement is signed, “Ansonia Clock Co., Ansonia, Conn. U.S.A.”, and is
running strong and striking hours on the bright and
shining nickel bell. The walnut case is 17 ½” high including the glass dome. The walnut wood is excellent, has a factory engraving on the top of the base
that says, “Davies pat’n”. It has very good mirrors,
original inner dial, replaced dial ring, and attached
brass decorations. This is a fine example of the No. 3,
and about as good as one could hope to find. Unfortunately the glass dome is cracked, in the back of
course, and was glued nicely, and frankly does not
show from the front, BUT it is broken. Ly-Ansonia,
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correct. A complete and very good label is inside on the base. You
are probably tired of me touting that this is America’s most collected clock. There must be one in every home. They are also the best
made clock, never need repairs or service if you treat them as you
should. Ly-Seth Thomas, page 277. $500-$750.

pages 96-99. $500-$750.
42.
$500
Ansonia Clock Co. “Crystal Palace No. 1 Extra”, ca
1880. An excellent example and near perfect excepting for slight wear to the paper dial. The dial
is signed as is the 8 day time and bell striking
movement. The movement is running, as are all
the 200 clocks in this fine collection. The pendulum is original of course, as are the two statues,
mirror, base, and the extraordinary dial surround
which Ansonia only used on a handful of clocks.
Most importantly, the old glass dome is original to the clock, however it has a repaired crack on the back. If you turn it around you
will have a repair on the front. I have never seen one repaired any
better, never the less, it is cracked. The clock, with dome, is 19.5”
high, without the dome about 17” high. This one would be in the top
10% of all the Crystal Palaces we have sold if not for the glass. LyAnsonia, page 95. $500-$750.

46.
$750
Wm. L. Gilbert Clock Co. “Regulator No. 4”, ca 1881. This is another
of Gilbert’s very fine wall clocks, and seemingly pretty rare for I find
only 2 sales in several years among the nations auction houses.
There are some minor problems; the bottom finial is
attached properly but I would put some glue on it to
hold better. On the top with its great carvings, is a
large bust of some character, the tiny finial ornaments
each side of the door, and a lot of other fine wood
work. There are three good glasses, painted on the
front glass “True Time”, a modern replacement signed
paper dial with seconds dial, three hands, nickel dial
rings, nickel weight, nickel pulley, and nickel beat
scale. The pendulum ball and wood stick are original,
but our degenerate friend Bubba, cleaned the nickeled
bob in his ultrasonic cleaning machine and it dissolved
the nickel, leaving the ball copper colored. The walnut
case is 51” high and a very attractive clock. Gilbert’s
original 8 day, time only, unsigned movement runs
fine. There are no surprises, i.e. extra holes anywhere; it is a good
original clock. I cannot find that I have ever sold a No. 4, and I cannot find but one sale of a No. 4 at any other auction. It must be a
very rare model. Ly-Gilbert #340. $1000-$1500.

43.
$500
English Skeleton clock, an ordinary London made clock with a single
fusee, scrolled design and fretted dial, old dome and
base, ca mid to late 1800’s. It is not a striking clock so
you will not need to stop it when company comes for
the night. Brass clock rests on four posts that are attached to the wood base. Silver dial has painted and
recessed numerals, slight wear on the dial, and is not
signed on the dial or movement. In fact we cannot
find a number or mark of any kind on the metal or
wood. The movement was recently serviced and the
chain fusee and other parts are clean as a pin. It is
running strong. Large, heavy brass pendulum hangs in the back.
Wood base has three turned wood feet and is slotted on top to hold
the original glass dome that fits perfectly. With the dome in place
the clock is 17” high. $650-$1000.

47.
$500
“The E. Ingraham Company, Bristol, Conn.”, wall
calendar named, “Ionic Calendar”, ca 1886. This
model has a 12” time dial and a 10” calendar dial,
and 5 hands. It appears both dials have been repainted. The rosewood case is 29.5” high, is clean
and polished and looks great. The rosewood is a
beautiful wood. Excellent labels inside, in fact near
perfect. One on the backboard, one over the calendar movement in the lower door. This may be the
only clock that has heavy oversized hinges on the
doors. I am sure it is because the doors are so
heavy, particularly the lower which has the calendar movement in it.
The upper movement is signed, 8 day, time and striking on a coil
gong. Inside is a period brass pendulum bob and an old winding key.
Overall the clock is in very good condition, has two great movements, and is performing properly. Ly-Ingraham, page 112; LyCalendar, page 106. $750-$1000.

44.
$350
“Boston Clock Co. Boston”, crystal regulator clock, “Delphus”, ca
1884. Maker of fine and unusual clocks, a forerunner of Chelsea
Clock Co. The company was known for having tandem winding systems in their clocks, where the time and strike are
wound by turning the key in opposite directions in
the same keyhole. This 11 inch high gold plated
case has four glasses, front and sides beveled glasses, two doors with knobs, standing Cathedral gong
and a most unusual signed back plate on the eleven
jeweled 8 day movement. The silver back plate is
completely covered with etched drawings. The
porcelain dial ring is perfect, inner dial is very unusual with a lion’s head figure and other designs. The 8 day movement is running and striking half hours on the gong. Ly-American,
Volume 1, page 75. $500-$750.

48.
$750
“The Prentiss Clock Improvement Co. New York”, signed on the old
dial. Signed on the dial of the Prentiss we sold in the Jan. 2007 auction was, “Prentis Calendar & Time Co. New York”.
This clock is their “Empire With Calendar” model, ca
1897. If you are not familiar with this type clock, or
the maker, you may want to do some research before bidding. It is not your normal calendar clock.
The entire oak case top lifts off the movement and
backboard. A clock novice could have a serious
breakage problem if the clock is not handled properly. The upper glass has been replaced, upper paper
dial and dial pan are correct but worn and dirty. The
clock case was cleaned and polished. The clock is
almost complete and we were told, functioning

45.
$400
Seth Thomas Clock Co. “Regulator No. 2”, ca 1890.
Near perfect 36.5” oak case, very clean, polished,
ready to hang and enjoy. All wood case parts and internal parts appear to be original to each other. The
metal dial was repainted and looks like new. Thankfully many buyers want their dials to look like new. It is
signed in two places, and has three correct hands. The
signed 8 day movement is running, the pendulum,
pendulum stick, brass weight, and beat scale, are all
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bezels are original, as is the lock on the case side. Both dials and
hands are original. They are yellowed slightly and the paint is very
good for ST clocks of this age. It has the complete door label, old
pendulum and key, brass bell, and 8 day signed movement that is
running and striking hours on the bell. Ly-Seth Thomas #257. $500$750.

properly. From what I can find out if the winding arbor is above the
6, two springs are wound at the same time. Two springs, depending
on the size, means it would run, 30, 60, or 90 days. The winding
arbor for an 8 day movement is between the 4 and 5. The calendar
mechanism has its own huge spring and the time movement has
only one large spring. We believe the collector could not find a second spring that would match. However we were told it runs on one
spring and the calendar mechanism is operating properly. The very
nice oak case is 37” high, signed on the base, “Property of the
Prentiss Calendar & Time Co. New York / 4252”. We could fill two
pages with information about this clock, most of which anyone
interested in buying already knows. It is a very nice example of a
rare calendar clock. Ly-American, Volume 2; and Ly-Calendar #553.
$1000-$1500.

52.
$300
Antique “Victor Talking Machine Co.”, phonograph and horn, ca
1910. Serial No. 10844A, company record No. VIC 111. Overall in very
nice condition, plays well, all parts including oak box are clean and
polished. The original horn is in good condition
and has the original Victor emblem painting of
the phonograph and dog. The consignor of this
outstanding collection of rare early American
clocks also had a collection of phonographs
which we will also be listed in this auction. It is
difficult to establish a value for Victor products
for we see the exact items selling from low hundreds to thousands. $500-$1000.

49.
$350
Southern Calendar Clock Co. “Fashion No. 2”, ca 1877.
This model is walnut veneered, stands 31” high, and
was the last Fashion model that was veneered. Others
were made of solid walnut. It was the first model with
three finials, and almost impossible to find one with
good original veneer. The majority of the veneer on
this case is holding tight. There are some other small
chips that were also sanded and stained. The finials
are correct replacements turned from walnut and
stained to match the case but they made them an inch
too tall, very obvious that the spires are too high. Good paper label
inside, a correct pendulum bob, and a good 8 day brass movement
made by Seth Thomas Clock Co. for Southern Calendar Clock Co. It is
clean and is running and striking a brass bell each hour. Not too
many years ago if a No. 2 was in excellent condition it might bring
$2000, of course this one is not excellent and this is today, not several years ago. Ly-Calendar, page 283. $500-$750.

53.
$150
“Vanophone” record player, ca about 1915. Reported to have been
made in Canada and sold in the US. Most all
of the information I will provide here comes
from the company’s advertising. “It plays
any record up to 12 inches and its beauty of
tone and clearness of reproduction are marvelous”. “The company declared itself to be
the world’s largest manufacturer of talking
machines”. “The music profession stands
amazed at its perfection of reproductive quality. It is beautifully
enameled in black and gold. The powerful motor is sure, smooth,
and absolutely noiseless. Has the exclusive automatic brake, yet it
weighs only 12 pounds.” Blah Blah Blah on and on, sounds like our
TV ads of today. Notwithstanding the hype it is a neat piece. $200$350.

50.
$2000
Seth Thomas Clock Co. “Regulator No. 18”, ca 1883. A
clock for lovers of “big clocks”, it stands 54” high,
great oak case that has been cleaned/polished, and
came right off the consignor’s great room wall where
it had proudly hung for many years. Their clocks sure
are nice for they bought only the very best and in addition to being a collector he was a super repairman so
all the clocks they consigned run as they should. The
case is all original, and the dial was repainted many
moons ago, the three hands look to be original, same
with the brass weight, brass pendulum bob, wood
stick, brass beat scale, and the brass pulley. Part of the
old label is inside. The label was beat up pretty well by the weight
and pendulum knob hitting it. There are no extra holes anywhere
meaning the dial and movement are original to the case. The 8 day
movement is signed, and running. This is probably the nicest No. 18 I
have seen. Ly-Seth Thomas, page 300. Booked for $4500 several
years ago. That is what we got for some sold in previous sales.
$2500-$3000.

54.
$1000
Ansonia Clock Co. hanging, “Prompt”, ca 1901. One hundred percent
original walnut or mahogany case, 50” high, has no repairs or new
wood that I can distinguish. I can usually differentiate between walnut and mahogany. I can see the wood grain plainly, but cannot be
sure of the wood clearly. The case has been thoroughly cleaned and polished inside and out. As you can see
the large glass is fantastic and has only slight wear and
the two side glasses are also good. Note the insignia in
the center of the glass with the initials, “ACCo”, and
the flowers, butterflies, and bird. All the clock parts
are unquestionably original, the 8 day time and striking movement, new two piece paper dial, hands not
sure, brass pendulum bob, wood stick, and a signed
beat scale. The movement is signed and is running
very strong. This clock would look nice hanging anywhere and if you want an original clock, this one is
certainly appears to be all original. Ly-Ansonia #599.
$1250-$1500.

51.
$450
Seth Thomas, Thomaston, Conn. “Parlor Calendar
No. 4”, ca 1871. (The label is dated September 1st,
1878). A sticker above the label says, “Pop’s old
clock. Has his year of birth on it”. Clock is in “as
found” condition, finish has darkened, probably
never cleaned, has some corner veneer chips, worst
is on the top right and it is not all that bad. The walnut case is 25 inches high. The glasses and brass

55.
$400
Waterbury Clock Company “Calendar No. 43”, ca 1912. If I say perfect you will expect too much so I will say it is about as nice as you
will find to be over 100 years old. The oak case is 28” high, has the
original finish, all original wood parts, and appears not to have been
cleaned yet is not smoky. Old signed dials, aged of course, but still
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many rare and valuable models of the Edison
phonographs but it will be up to you to decide
the value of this model. The serial No. 259430
shows on the makers label with tons of other
info. Millions of Edison phonographs were sold
but the public soon discovered that the flat discs
made by Victor and Columbia had better sound.
Cylinder phonographs peaked about 1903 and
then the disc machines began to outsell the Edison machines. The black and brass horn is very nice but I am not
willing to say it is original to this phonograph. I found these early
Edison phonographs were selling or trying to be sold on EBay anywhere from $500 to over $3000. We have 6 different machines playing cylinder records in this auction so chose to sell the records separate.

very good, again, to be 100 years old. Apparently the old paper dials
were cleaned slightly somehow. The old calendar rollers are very
dark. Running movement is 8 day with Cathedral
gong strike and it is running properly and calendar
functioning correctly. Glass paint is original, very
minor flaking but appears to have been rebacked
when viewed from the back side. In addition to
being a calendar clock, it is a striking model. One
pretty good label on the back and one that is
sparse, old pendulum bob, a winding key. That is
much more than we normally see on any old clock.
This is an excellent example of this model. LyWaterbury #238. $500-$750.
56.

$600
Waterbury Clock Co. banjo, “Willard No. 2”, ca 1906.
Mahogany case is 42” high, has all the balls and finials,
very good painted glasses, and cast gilt trimmings that
include the sash and rails. About 50% of the paper label
is on the back, correct Waterbury brass pendulum bob
and wood stick. Bowed glass over the porcelain dial, and
original hands. The dial is near perfect, and the clock
overall is excellent, with the normal nicks and wear after
100 plus years of use. The 8 day weight driven movement is a timepiece only, running, and signed. Proper
original iron weight that came with the clock. Clock
books today over $1500. I just wish it would bring what it
was selling for 15 years ago. Ly-Waterbury #122. $750$900.

59.
$400
“The Columbia Graphophone”, ca early 1900’s. A label inside the
lock down top cover is complete and says the type of this machine is
“BKT”, and the label is signed, “American Graphophone Co., and the
machine sells for $30.” It is a nice original oak case with proper handle, locking levers on both ends, black metal
base and some nickel plated parts. I do not
know if the old horn is original to this model. It is
the way our collector had it displayed. The motor runs properly and the sound is like all sounds
on this type machine, not a good listening sound
in my opinion but in the late 1800’s we did not
have high deft TV and all the other systems.
$500-$1000??

57.
$2000
“Seth Thomas, Plymouth Hollow, Conn.”, printed
on the label of this hanging, “Regulator No. 1 Extra”, ca 1863. I have several early trade catalogs
dating back to 1863, and this model was pictured in
the 1863 catalog. The Plymouth Hollow on the label
and pendulum also dates the clock back to the
1860’s. Rosewood veneered case is 44” high, complete with all original parts. The doors have original
glasses, key locking lower door and a locking knob
on the bezel. The veneer is exceptional and if repairs have been made to the case, and it is reasonable to think there were, I cannot detect them. I do
notice some rough places on the base caused by
hauling the clock to me. The only change I see to the entire clock is
a Dial House repainted dial. The hands, brass bob, gold stick, door
key, sliding weight partition, beat scale, and the two old weights,
are all near perfect and original. The weight partition board with the
label attached is now covered with a piece of glass to prevent damage by the pendulum. The 8 day time and strike movement is pictured in Ly-Seth Thomas #846-A. Other photos of the No. 1 Extra are
on pages 272-273. This clock has been hanging in the home of a long
-time collector until removed to our location. Mr. Ly’s panel of experts give the No. 1 Extra Time and Strike, a book value of $5000.
Our experience has shown that this model in excellent condition
should bring $4000-$6000. Wait a minute, that was years ago. Now
one of my favorite clocks is selling for chickenfeed. This clock even
has the special Seth Thomas pendulum with the factory engraved
and is signed by Seth Thomas at Plymouth Hollow. The pendulum
alone is worth a ton. Also the time and strike models are exceptionally rare. $2500-$3000.

60.
$500
Edison Home Phonograph, ca 1898. A
label inside the top cover says this
machine is, “Edison Standard Phonograph-Type D”. The serial number copied from the top plate of the machine
is, “654988”. I failed to show the top
cover with the handle in the picture
but it is very nice oak as is the bottom section. As you see this model
has the big horn suspended or held by a rod and chain, out in front
of the instrument. The horn or original and signed by Edison. I could
not get the machine to play. It appears to be complete but may
need some internal inspection. $500-$1000.
61.
$1250
Wm. L. Gilbert Clock Co. “Regulator No. 10, Hanging”, ca 1910. We seldom see this model, and have
only seen a couple sell in 40 years. There was one
sold in an east coast auction 15 years ago for over
$5000, not nearly as nice as this near perfect clock.
We have sold many Regulator No. 11 models, none as
nice as this clock. Some may complain that the 53”
oak case is too nice but we see no indications it has
ever been overly cleaned or refinished. Perhaps polished or rubbed, but when you see no black in the
multitude of grooves and carvings, you have to feel
that it has been protected thru its existence. It came
to us with the superb collection of clocks, and the
collector said it was the one clock in his house that everyone tried to
buy. Label on the back is mostly there. Accessories are brass and
nickel; bob, weight, pulley, beat scale, and dial rings. Two good
glasses, one side glass has a crack, one held with the original putty,
other two with new putty, colored over. Good wood stick, burl in-

58.
$500
“Edison Home Phonograph” ca 1898 or into early 1900’s. There are
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enameled iron base is clean and shining, retains
good gold in the etched designs, and has very
few imperfections. The two piece porcelain dial
is perfect however it does not have the Ansonia
insignia we normally see on their dials. So, is it a
new dial? I don’t know. It has the original hands,
open escapement, and beveled glass in the
sash. The case is metal except for the two brass
side ornaments. The movement runs 8 day, is signed and running
with a correct pendulum, and strikes a standing gong on hours and
half hours. Ly-Ansonia #466. $500-$750.

sert in the back board, repainted dial, three correct hands, and the
original 8 day time only movement. If I were a Gilbert collector, this
clock would not leave the house. Ly-Gilbert, page 135. $1500-$2000.
62.
$350
“Birge, Mallory & Co. / Bristol, Conn.”, triple decker
clock, ca 1837-1843. The 8 day, two weight movement in this case is called a “strap frame”. The 39”
high case is mahogany veneered. It has been
cleaned and polished and restoration on parts of
the case such as renewed gold paint, veneer repairs where needed. Both doors, top and bottom,
are beveled, or angled; both have brass escutcheons, key locks, and a key. I believe the top glass to
be original, the middle more than likely, and the
bottom I lean to a repaint or rebacked glass. The
eagle top, capitals and bases on the half columns
top and bottom, and full turned middle columns,
are all gold. The backboard is one piece of wood, and is original. The
practically complete paper label is dark but very good considering
its age. The brass movement is signed, “BM&Co”, and it is complete, and we in running condition. The two old iron weights and
brass pendulum where hanging when the clock was brought to us.
Good looking wood dial has a good amount of gold on the four corners and the rings around the numerals. This collector restored this
clock to look like an original would have looked. Check out, “The
Contributions of Joseph Ives to Connecticut Clock Technology, 18101862”, by Kenneth D. Roberts, page 263. $500-$750.

65.
$400
Seth Thomas Clock Co. “Regulator No. 2”, ca 1890. Dark oak case is
36 inches tall, very clean, highly polished, but is dark and ready to
hang and enjoy. Thankfully it has not been cleaned of its nice original finish. It has darkened over the 125 years since it was made but
personally I like my oak clocks to be dark like walnut, mahogany,
etc. All wood case parts and internal parts appear to be original to
each other. The painted metal dial is only slightly
soiled/aged, the slightest hint that the paint may be
fragile, but that is normal for ST dials for they usually have lost a lot of paint by this time. It is signed in
two places, and has three correct hands. Signed 8
day movements is running, pendulum, pendulum
stick, brass weight, and beat scale, are all correct.
No label or evidence there ever was one. America’s
most collected clock. There must be one in every
home. If I had unlimited money and a huge warehouse I would buy everyone that came up for sale.
Ly-Seth Thomas, page 277. $500-$750.

63.
$2000
Seth Thomas Clock Co. “Regulator No. 9”, ca 1899. One of the most
popular case styles, at least for the four feet and under clocks. I
have had a case like this since I first started collecting in the early 1970’s. It is hanging in my den
to this day. This 48” high case may be cleaner
and nicer than mine but I do not wish to swap.
The books say it was made in walnut and cherry,
sorry but most seem to be made of oak. This
case was never very dark like most old clocks
that lived where coal was burned or tobacco
was used. The case has been lightly polished but
there are still sections that have smoke accumulation. My collection of wood samples tells me
this case was made with red oak, not white oak
like most oak cases. It certainly has a different
look, straight line grain, not curly cue like white
oak. Everything appears to be original, the
movement, the signed dial, three hands, brass bob, wood stick,
brass pulley, brass weight, and brass beat scale. There is some
touch up on the dial. The back of the case has a factory stamp indicating the clock was made in 1899. It is running and only needs a
place to call home. If I only had a bigger house it would stay here. Ly
-Seth Thomas, page 287. Has booked over $4500 for several years.
The last sale I can find was 2015 for over $3600. $2000-$3000.

66.
$450
Welch, Spring & Co. shelf calendar clock, “Arditi”, ca 1885. One of
the first calendar clocks this company made using the Gale patented
calendar movement. Inside is a nice Gale label with operating instructions. That is the pendulum hanging on the calendar movement in the picture. I forgot to remove it, sorry. The Welch Spring 8
day upper movement is signed by Welch, is running nicely and striking hours on a coil gong. There are no extra
holes around the movements or dial pans. Walnut case is 27” high, there has been no attempt
to clean it and it is very dark and crusty, but
looks good. There is no case damage or repairs
evident. The case design is very nice but void of
any applied or carved pieces, just some good
jigsaw work and grooved designs over the top
and side ornaments. The glass is original, so are
both dials and hands. Everything else is old and
original. Ly-Welch, page 62. $500-$750.
67.
$800
Seth Thomas Clock Co. “Regulator No. 1”, ca 1874. A very nice polished mahogany veneer case stands 34” high, and is like all the examples pictured in the catalogs except most had a
seconds dial. It is interesting that when they styles
were changing from No. 1 to No. 2 they were almost
identical. Some No. 2’s had the label on the sliding
partition in the beginning. All the cases with bases
like this one, were 34 inches. Gold gilt and black
painted tablet is extra nice. If there is a serious nick,
chip, or repair anywhere on the veneered case, I cannot see it. The veneer is polished, smooth, and as
nice as you will see on a clock 140 plus years old. The

64.
$400
Ansonia Clock Co. statue clock, “Don Juan”, ca 1894. This metal
figure clock was the only statue clock in this huge collection of early
American clocks. Like No. 62 it seems he wanted just one of certain
type clocks. Many collectors seem to have that pattern of collecting. These old Ansonia statues did not retain their original finish
very well but some enterprising person had a new finish put on the
statue. It really looks very nice. The case is 22 inches high and 20
inches wide, complete and original as best we can tell. The black
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some former owner for the name Hulkenberg does not show up in
any clock publications that I can find. The nice painted metal dial has
the Ansonia insignia in the center and has their name and address
on the bottom. Ly-Ansonia, pages 174-175. $800-$1200.

old dial pan has new paint, and it appears they did not completely
clean the pan of original paint. Good black label and white beat
scale on the sliding partitions over the weight chute. Pendulum bob,
stick, hands, and gold paint around the lower glass, are all original.
There are no key locks on either door which leads me to believe the
clock is a very late No. 1or an early No. 2. The clock is in operating
condition and will make a fine addition to any collection. Ly-Seth
Thomas, pages 269-277. $1000-$1500.

71.
$500
Seth Thomas Clock Co. “Regulator No. 30”, ca 1975.
Golden oak case is a reproduction and copied from
an original Seth Thomas clock. It is clean and polished
as you would expect. It is 49” long, complete, and
has no damaged parts. It came to us from the collector’s wall where it had been providing excellent timekeeping and personal enjoyment for many years. The
painted dial is near perfect, and has three correct and
original hands. The dial ring is polished, so is the
weight, pendulum bob, and beat scale. The wood
stick and all other accessories including the door
locks, movement mounts, and the 8 day movement
are all replicas of Seth Thomas stock. A very nice reproduction. LySeth Thomas #306. $750-$1000.

68.
$500
Chelsea Clock Co. “No. 1 Pendulum”, office regulator in quarter
sawn oak, ca 1898. We have a good looking 34” high oak case that
looks to be all original and is complete. Correct
door latches and glasses are original. The 8 day
movement is original to the case, signed, and is
running. The serial number on the movement is
11026. Dates on the complete label on the back of
the door are 1907 and 1908. Probably some repair
person did something to the clock. The brass pendulum bob and wood stick are correct, and the iron
weight is correct. The dial was professionally repainted. The pendulum tie down and baffle board
over the weight are like new. The door latches do
not work to my satisfaction but I am not a repairperson so did not tinker with them. I get the impression that this clock was in an industrial setting, more dirty than
a home would be. I am going by the case back which is very smoky.
It can sure be improved but maybe not to the $3000 value that it
was just a few years ago. Ly-American, Volume 1, page 78. $600$900.

72.
$750
Seth Thomas Clock Co. “Regulator No. 6”, ca 1885. This valuable
clock case has not been cleaned and restored. That does not mean
that it is in bad condition, I suspect it is because everything was
pretty nice and he chose to leave it that way. All the internal parts,
such as the 8 day time only movement, pendulum, weight, beat
scale, practically a complete black label, painted
dial, and the hands, all appear original to the case.
The pendulum, weight, beat scale, dial ring, and
even all the screw heads inside the case are nickeled. The dial is signed and the paint is original.
None of the nickel parts have been polished. The
door glass has been replaced and Bubba appears
to have struggled nailing the wood strips in place.
There are two key door locks, four perfect and
correct finials as nice as any Seth Thomas made. If I
were to keep this clock I would lightly clean and
polish the nice case. Every time I get a No. 6 in here
I want to keep it. Not only are they very attractive
but they use the same movement found in the
Seth Thomas No. 2 Regulators and that means they
never wear out, they just keep on running. If you
follow our auctions you know in the past we have
sold Regulator No. 6’s in several recent auctions, fetching anywhere
between $5000 and $10,000. Ly-Seth Thomas, page 284. $1000$1500.

69.
$1000
Waterbury Clock Company, “Regulator No. 67”, ca 1906. Dark oak
case is 50” tall, retaining the original finish, dark with smoke accumulation, but is clean. There are pressed designs
on the top rail, ripple molding below that, and
several layers of other molding. The large door
has ripple molding all around. There are two door
hooks and a large glass. We cannot say for sure
the glass is original. The base has applied wood
ornaments. The signed dial is holding its original
paint with light touchup around the three screw
holes. The brass bob, wood stick, signed porcelain beat scale, and brass pulleys, are all original.
It has a complete label on the inside bottom of
the case. The 8 day time only movement is running. The iron weights are coated with varnish
making it impossible to tell if they have imitation
graining underneath the varnish. The only demerit is scuff marks on
the backboard where the pendulum banged around during hauling.
Ly-Waterbury #573. $1250-$1500.

73.
$1100
“Welch, Spring & Co., Bristol, Conn.”, No. 2 Calendar, ca 1878. There
is a two weight time only movement in the top part of this double
dial calendar clock. In the bottom is a B. B. Lewis mechanism regulating the month and date. In the center of the
upper dial there is a hand that gives the days of
the week. The rosewood veneered case is 36
inches tall, has door latches on both doors, original glasses, good veneer that is clean and polished, but there will be some small veneer nicks
on the rounded bezels. The imperfections are
hard to see unless you inspect closely. Top dial
has been repainted, bottom appears to be original but with some discoloration. I believe all 5
hands are original, same with the pendulum bob
and other parts of the clock. The two labels are

70.
$750
Ansonia Clock Co. “Santa Fe”, a double weight time
only eight day movement in a large 52 inch walnut
case, ca 1904. It has carvings, turnings, etchings from
top to bottom, full turned columns on the sides and
everything with a dark stain. It is probably a little
darker than when new but it is clean and polished
and very attractive in the dark case. The large 8 day
weight driven movement is running. The beat scale is
signed by Ansonia, weights, pendulum and wood
stick are original. The pendulum ball is signed, “F. J.
Hulkenberg” and I would assume is the name of
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very dark and resembles mahogany more than walnut. The only
fault I find with this clock is a small veneer chip on the base and
some loose veneer that resembles where you may have damaged it
slightly at some time many years ago. It is worn and has rub marks
but it is perfectly fine with us just the way it is, being original, so I
did not bother to have any unneeded repairs made. The 8 day time
only weight driven movement is high quality with a solid back plate,
cut pinions, maintaining power and a second’s hand. The case lock,
brass pendulum and wood stick, weight and pulley, and the three
hands, all appear to be original Seth Thomas stock. The weight, pulley and dial rings are brass and the beat scale is porcelain. The two
piece porcelain dial is perfect, is signed, and has a seconds dial.
There is one door lock on the side and two glasses on each side. LySeth Thomas, page 283. $10,000-$15,000.

pretty good considering they are 150 years old. The 8 day time only
movement is powered by two round iron weights which we also
believe are original to the clock, and it is running as intended. LyWelch, page 72.
74.
$500
New Haven Clock Co. large wall clock
“Commodore”, with a 30 day time movement, ca
1883. The large oak case is as nice as any oak clock
I have seen. Not just the unusual case style but the
graining and richness of the wood make it look
more like walnut. There are some very nice carvings on the door over the dial and some good jig
saw work from top to bottom of the large 46 ½
inch high case. Other than polish and cleaning the
only change made to the clock was to repaint the
dial. It was painted by The Dial House and has the
proper logo and is signed, “Thirty Day”. The very
large dial pan is 16.5” square. Both glasses are old,
original, hard to tell. The repainted dial, hands, polished brass bob,
wood stick, and signed beat scale, are all original. As with all of New
Haven’s 30 day movements, this one is strong running and keeps
accurate time. Ly-New Haven #556. $650-$900.

77.
$500
Seth Thomas Clock Co. “Office Calendar No. 1”, ca 1875, per the catalogs. The label on the wood panel that was on the back of the door
was replaced with glass bearing a previous owners name and town.
The rosewood veneer grain is just outstanding, flowing in numerous
directions and matched skillfully by the craftsmen who assembled
the case. It surely has been cleaned and polished
some especially on the door, but there is smoke on
the sides of the case or in the crevices on the outside. I know it has not been refinished, scrubbed
with a brush, etc. for it is just too nice. There are no
veneer problems that jump out at you. The painted
dials are original, top has been repainted, bottom is
original. There are some spots on the bottom dial
where the paint has chipped. The hands are correct,
so are the weight, pendulum bob, and special pendulum hanger. The calendar roller papers are dark,
and that is the only hint of smoke on the front. I still
do not think they are dark from smoke, but only age.
The time movement runs 8 days and was in good running condition
when we took it off the collector’s wall. Gracious, the clock is at
least 140 years old, a part of America’s early clock history and not
long ago was selling near the $5000 range. The 8 day movement is
time only and original to the case, and the calendar parts are all
original to the clock. Ly-Calendar, pages 246-247; Ly-Seth Thomas,
page 90. The clock books at $5000 and more, we have been selling
them for $3000-$4000 not long ago. It sure is tempting to keep this
clock. $750-$1000.

75.
$400
Three Weight, Grand Sonnerie, Vienna Regulator, ca 1875. Brass
movement is signed by the maker’s trademark insignia, “CF”, or
“GF”, or something else, it is hard to decrypt. Double coil gongs
on the back of the movement that sound the quarters and hours.
Called a “Blind Man’s Clock”, because when it strikes quarter hours
and hours during the night you know what time it is. It strikes one
time 15 minutes after the hour, then strikes the
number of the last hour. At 30 minutes past the
hour it strikes two times on one gong, and the number of the last hour on the other gong, etc. Near
perfect two piece porcelain dial and a great pair of
Vienna hands. Polished brass pendulum bob, porcelain beat scale, three matching brass weights, three
matching brass pulleys, and a winding crank. The 54
inch light to medium walnut case is very nice, full
grooved columns on the door, nice carvings below
the columns, carvings all over the top piece, carvings on the base and the very bottom carved piece
that I failed to glue in place for the picture, but
show it at the bottom. I believe the top is original to
the case but new pegs and peg holes have been
made. The walnut finish has been rubbed, now with
a slick furniture like finish. Picture frame on the backboard with a
darker walnut wood insert. There are three good glasses, wall levelers, and a door latch. $500-$750.

78.
$2000
Ithaca Calendar Clock Co. “No. 2 Regulator, Or Hanging Bank Clock”,
ca 1874. The early regulators “O”, “1”, and “2”, were very similar in
case design but the movements were different. The No. 2 case is
made of walnut and is 48” high, glass port on the
bottom, large finial on top. This clock is not perfect
by any means but for its age it is still ticking. If the
paper dials are not original they are missing a good
chance. The bottom paper dial has a tear repair
and slightly darkened. Both dials are original and
for their age are very nice. The time dial is not as
nice as the calendar dial, lots of tares and repairs
but the consignor chose to have original dials rather than new white dials. The upper movement is
8 day, two long wafer type weights. The perpetual
calendar movement was invented by Cousin Henry
Horton, the founder of the Ithaca Calendar Clock
Co. One door lock operated with the winding key.
Present are all the accessory parts, the two original
weights, brass pendulum bob, three hands, calendar rollers, ands

76.
$8000
Seth Thomas Clock Co. “Regulator No. 5”, ca 1885.
This is probably the most difficult of all Seth Thomas
regulators to find. I have only known of two others
selling. We like this type Seth Thomas clock because
it has a very soft tick and is time only. The case is
walnut standing 50” tall, has all the finials and other
wood parts, is very clean and polished and has a
good amount of carvings. There is burl walnut trim
on the case in several places. The entire case is as
slick as a ribbon and has a wonderful finish all over. I
am calling the case walnut because of the burl but I
guess it could be flame mahogany. The case is not
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both paper dials. Ly-Calendar #294. $3500-$4000.

82.
$300
Edison disc phonograph and records, c 1920. This is
a model No. C 150, one of the famous line of Edison
phonographs. The quarter sawn oak case is 43
inches tall and 20 inches wide, not including the
crank. The restored/cleaned and polished case is in
excellent condition but of course you will find a
moving nick perhaps. This wind up record player
works beautifully but after moving it long distance
I have not played it. If you desire I will have my
repair guy check it out before you spend your money. There is a large array of 78 rpm thick records in
the lower cabinet. The phonograph plays only this type of record.
Thomas Edison invented the phonograph in 1877 and presented it in
1912. The disc technology was far superior to that of other manufacturers, and the company repeatedly demonstrated superiority thru
a series of tone tests. $400-$600.

79.
$1000
Ithaca Calendar Clock Co. “No. 2 Bank”, ca 1880.
Double dial calendar clock made of walnut, standing
61” high, and was restored by Joel Warren or some
other good cabinetmaker some time ago. We believe there are a couple of new finials, copied from
originals, and other new pieces, especially the back
board, the base, and some internal parts. They were
so well constructed they are not evident. He glued,
straightened, cleaned, and polished the case, making it a clock anyone could be proud to own. The
clock is as prestigious as the No. 1 Regulator, but did
not have a sweep second hand. The two dials are
new paper. Calendar rollers are old. Correct nickel
pendulum bob and hands. The base screws on and
off easily, the originals would slide off. Originally, the clock could be
ordered and used as a shelf or wall clock. This is a very nice clock
but one that should be inspected hands on by any bidders. I will
email digital photos that can be enlarged but we recommend a personal inspection, if possible. I could have a repairperson check
things for you if you are a serious bidder. We would not like to have
the clock returned because of some piece of new wood that we
could not detect. If you are that fastidious, we would rather you not
bid on this clock. Unfortunately, our clocks are not perfect. LyCalendar, pages 128-129. $1500-$3000.

83.
$550
Seth Thomas Clock Co. mantel clock, “Lincoln”, ca
1896. Good 27” high walnut case, carved decorations on the base-sides, four turned knobs on top,
and some groves around the case. The two piece
dial has been repainted. The hands, beat scale,
nickeled dial rings, gong base, damascened nickel
pendulum, and other case parts are all original. 8
day movement is signed, clean and running, striking hours on a cathedral gong. It is missing the
correct strike side brass weight. It presently has a
Vienna weight that will power the strike side. The time weight is
original. The Lincoln, and its mate the Garfield, were made by Seth
Thomas to commemorate the only two presidents to be assassinated, up to the time the clocks were made. Ly-Seth Thomas, page 729.
$600-$800.

80.
$450
Seth Thomas Clock Co. “Parlor Calendar No. 5”, ca 1886. It is extremely clean and polished walnut case, standing 20” high. There is
a key lock on the side, two original glasses, pendulum, and winding
key. Two correct hands over the repainted original zinc time dial,
but I do not believe the calendar hand is original. The calendar dial is
also repainted and is a slightly darker shade than
the time dial. You can read the ST logo, patent
dates, and other inscriptions on the dials, they
are not dirty. Large 8 day brass movement is
signed, clean, and running. It strikes hours on a
shining brass bell. On the door, inside, is a paper
label, the same place I have always seen the labels on the No. 5 double dials and there is a complete dial behind the calendar movement with
instructions, not to oil. Ly-Calendar #632. $500$750.

84.
$600
“Seth Thomas Clock Co. Thomaston, Conn.”, metal
case alarm clock, “Vigil”, ca 1909. This is a new one
to me, don’t believe I have ever sold or seen this
model before. Described as having artistic design
the 12 ½ inch high case has the best rich gold finish
I have ever seen on a clock this old. I believe it is a
basket of flowers at the top and a female with
long flowing hair on the base with other flowers
and vines flowing all over the case front. The sides
and back also have an excellent gold finish over flower like designs.
There is a metal back door signed, “ST”. The original dial is also excellent and is signed. The hands and pendulum are the correct type.
The 8 day time and alarm movement is signed, clean, running, and
striking an alarm bell. Ly-Seth Thomas, #24. $600-$750.

81.
$300
Victor Talking Machine Co. “Victrola 100”, ca 1921. When sold new
this model was a popular middle priced machine. The mahogany
case is 43 inches tall and 21 inches wide excluding the winding
crank. The original selling price was $120 and the sales tag is still in
the original instruction book of operations. The mechanism was
functioning properly when removed from the consignor’s home,
but we have not examined the player since it
came to us. If you require we will have someone
check it before you bid. The bottom feet sit on
roller wheels. The doors allow the sound to vary
from loud to soft when playing the records.
There are several 78 records in the storage area
in the bottom. Coming with the machine was a
price list of available records in 1922, and a Victor
company book, “How to get the most out of your
Victrola”. $400-$600.

85.
$1200
Foster Campos Massachusetts Shelf Clock, commonly called the “Brides Clock”, probably ca around 1970.
The number on the case is, “46 04”. This is a beautiful clock, expertly constructed, as were all of Mr.
Campos’s clocks. The glass on top is signed by Mr.
Campos, his typical pine tree is on the bottom of the
dial, and the weight is signed by Mr. Campos. The
mahogany case is about 35 inches tall, painted off
white, hence the Brides Clock name, has ripple like
molding around both Tom Moberg glasses and painted designs on the base, and four turned feet underneath. The movement is typical Mass. shelf 8 day,
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perfect considering the age of the clock, but it will
have the usual edge nick or age spot. It has a clean
polished look but there is still a little black smoke in
the grooves and corners. Most will prefer that
smoky look rather than a refinished look. There are
buttons, applied ornaments and other fancy wood
work on the case, all are original and intact. It has a
damascened pendulum bob, wood stick, large Cathedral gong, original painted dial, and hands. The
dial is signed, the 8 day movement is signed, and it
still has the Geneva stops. The movement is clean
and is running and striking properly. This has always
been a popular model with collectors and we get very few of them.
Ly-Seth Thomas #1031. $650-$900.

one weight, time only piece with passing strike feature striking once
on the hours, brass pendulum bob, and an iron weight. It is running
of course. $1500-$2000.
86.
$650
Seth Thomas Clock Co. hanging clock, “Lobby 14 Inch”, ca 1896.
Factory mark on the case back showing date it was
made. Outstanding 28 inch walnut case is clean,
polished, and all original. There is some very nice
wood work on the case, carvings, applied ornaments, railings, etc. The dial is extra nice and unusual for ST dials to be this nice after 125 years but
since the case is so nice I will go with everything
original. It definitely did not hang in a factory or
railroad station, but more than likely in a clean
home. All three hands are correct, same with the
pendulum, the brass beat scale, and two key locking doors. Signed
15 day time only movement is running correctly, and retains the
Geneva locks. Ly-Seth Thomas, page 342. Booked for $2250 when
Tran Duy Ly published his books years ago. $750-$1000.

90.
$1200
Foster Campos, Pembroke, Mass., reproduction of a
scroll top Massachusetts Shelf Clock. This is an exceptionally nice clock, skillfully constructed, as were
all of Mr. Campos’s clocks. The case and the Moberg
painted top glass are signed by him. The mahogany
case is 35” tall, signed “18” on its various parts, has
four round gold feet underneath, and a decorative
brass finial on top. Both Moberg painted glasses are
extraordinary. The bottom glass features five sailing
ships and is inscribed, “Escape of the Constitution”.
The movement is a typical Mass. shelf clock 8 day,
one weight, time only movement, that has a passing
strike on the hours. It strikes one time on any hour,
on a brass bell located on top of the movement. It has a brass pendulum bob, and an iron weight. They do not come any nicer than
this clock. $1500-$2000.

87.
$750
Waterbury Clock Company “Calendar No. 32”, ca
1891. Unusual walnut case is 38” high, spindles top
and bottom, etched designs, and applied wood
ornaments all over. I have not seen this model before and I researched auctions all over the country
and could not find one sale. I assume it must be a
rare model. The finish is very nice, perhaps rubbed
a little or polished occasionally for there is very
little build up of smoke, etc. I am not sure if the
glass has been replaced, best assume it was, and
the dial papers are replacements, otherwise it appears to be original. In the bottom is a signed
porcelain beat scale, correct nickeled pendulum
bob and nickeled dial rings, all hands are right, and
there are labels everywhere. The inside label is black and to my eyes
hardly legible, but I do make out Waterbury Clock Co. On the back
are three large labels, mostly there. The movement is 8 day, time
and strike, and all parts are functioning properly. Ly-Waterbury,
page 111. The clock has always had a high book value, $2500 and
more, probably because it is so rare. $900-$1200.

91.
$550
Waterbury Clock Company, hanging clock, Calendar
No. 33”, ca 1908. dark 39” high Walnut case is 39
inches high, dark but clean and polished, apparently
has the original finish. This case is complete and all
original with the possible exception of the glass.
The glass is old ? but with new wood strips. Both
dials I believe are paper, with some aging, minor
stain and discoloration on the time dial, slight stains
around the screws holding the calendar dial, none
of which is hardly worth mentioning. The top dial is
signed, will not swear either are original. Original
pendulum bob, signed porcelain beat scale, and
three correct hands. The calendar rolls are not very
dark. There are three labels on the back, two about 100% , the third
about 75% remaining. There is a nice, complete label inside. Waterbury went all out for labels. The movement is 8 day, time, strike, and
running. There is also a signed Waterbury key. Ly-Waterbury #277.
Ly-Calendar #711. This clock has booked for over $2000 for several
years. $750-$1000.

88.
$350
Ansonia Clock Co. hanging, “Queen Anne”, ca 1901. This is one of
eight clocks in their Queen series, and one of many
that came to us with a collection of immaculate and
rare clocks. It was not made by an apprentice woodworker for there are many twists, turns, and cuts
never dreamed of. Clean and polished walnut case is
40” high, complete and all original. The fine walnut
case has barley twist columns each side, top, and
bottom. There is ripple like trim top and bottom,
finials, grooved designs all over, and other types of
wood trim. The paper dial is signed by Ansonia, the
hands are proper, and it has the correct brass bob
and wood stick. This fine clock deserves a nice painted dial, not paper. The movement is 8 day, time and
strike, and running strong. A very nice, clean, wall clock. Ly-Ansonia
#622. $500-$750.

Visit Hortonclocks.com for updates and corrections, and additional photos!

89.
$500
Seth Thomas Clock Co. hanging clock, “Panama”, ca 1880. Original
walnut case is 30” high, complete, has the original finish, and is near
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92.
$300
New Haven Clock Co. mini-mini OG, ca 1890. The
walnut case is 6 inches tall and 3 ½ inches wide.
The dial, hands, and door glass are original. The
dial is signed in 3 places; “Pat. Sept.23rd, 1890”,
“New Haven / Trade Mark”, and “New Haven
Clock Co Sole Manufacturers”. Feet on 30 hour
movement have been moved but movement is
certainly original to the case. It is running, but why
in the world would you want to run it. It is to look
at and admire. Winds in the back. I would call this a
Salesman’s Sample, but I have no proof of that. I have sold one or
two of these in the past. $400-$600.

checked back thru past auctions and noticed that the tops on the
Gilbert 11’s I have sold were not all the same. In Ly-Gilbert two No.
11’s are pictured and the tops are different. One thing I have learned
in 50 years of selling clocks is that all models of a clock are not necessarily the same. I have extra pictures of No. 11 tops so you can
check yourself. The movement is original to the case and there is no
evidence it has even been messed with. The weights, pendulum
bob, wood stick, three hands, two piece signed dial, and coil gong
appears to be correct and original. In the No. 11’s I have had previously both cords went to the top right of the case, one came down,
the other went across the case top then descended. In this one each
weight goes straight up to the rollers on each side of the case. LyGilbert #353. $1500-$2000.

93.

96.
$1500
“E. Howard & Co., Boston”, No. 28 Marble Dial clock, ca 1874. This
rare clock has a signed movement with recoil escapement. The
movement is signed, “E. Howard & Co. Boston 28”. The 8 day bell
striking movement has a counter weight inside the movement for
the minute hand. The movement is in good running condition and
came to us for a consignor who has pampered the clock for several
years. The weight is inside the case, did not, will not, disassemble to
take a picture. The 30 inch white marble case is in very good original
condition with only minimal wear to the numerals and as you can
see the dial signature is very strong. There are no
chips or marble breaks and with the original flicker
in the base of the case to start the pendulum while
the clock is hanging on the wall. On top of the
case, behind the front slab, is a slow faster adjuster. The pendulum is visible thru the lower section
with black and gold leaf painting. I have rarely sold
a Howard marble, thankfully, for they are very
heavy and usually have broken pieces of marble.
This is surely one of the few that remains very nice
throughout. Ly-American Clocks, Volume 1,
page130. $1750-$2500.

$600
Lenzkirsch RA wall clock, ca 1880. Walnut veneered case is 33” tall, carved top and tail, finials
top and bottom, three glasses, and ebony trim on
the top, base, finials, and case edges. Two piece
porcelain dial, porcelain RA bob insert, and porcelain beat scale. The hands are fancy, bob is brass
and nickel, and an old key is included. The brass 8
day movement is mounted to a brass backboard
mounting bracket. The bracket is signed, “D.R.P. /
9 Feb 1878”. A coil gong is mounted to the same
bracket. The movement is signed, “Lenzkirsch /
A.U.G. / 304682”. This clock is similar to many
others pictured and written about in the book,
“Lenzkirsch Clocks / The Unsigned Story”, by
George A. Everett. $600-$900.

94.
$1000
E. Howard & Co. Boston, “No. 5 Banjo”, ca 1880. Eight day weight
driven timepiece in a rosewood grained cherry case 29” high. It is a
good looking clock and has had very little if any restoration. The
glasses are strong with some touchup on the reverse. From the
front it looks speckled but that is because it had paint chips and was
touched up on the back with black paint. Both glasses should be
professionally rebacked to make this one a first rate
Howard. The bezel glass is original and still has the
original putty. Brass tie down, brass pendulum bob
with decorative pattern is very good, correct wood
stick, wind crank, and both door latches are intact
and operable. Old iron weight with the numeral “5”
cast into the iron. The dial pan and dial paint are
original with only a few small flakes around the
screw holes and hand arbor. The dial is properly
signed. There are no extra holes around the dial or
movement, and everything is original to the case.
The 8 day movement is held to the case correctly by
a center screw thru the back. Ly-American, page 117.
$1250-$1500.

97.
$1200
Seth Thomas Clock Co. deluxe mantel clock, “Atlas”, ca 1886. This
clock is top of the line for Seth Thomas parlor clocks. It has a special
three spring, 8 day, heavy movement, signed with the “ST” logo
and “Seth Thomas, Thomaston, Ct”. The movement is running, and
it strikes two nickel bells on the quarter hours,
and the hours on a cathedral gong. Only two
other models made by ST used this same movement, the Hecla, and the wall clock, Marcy. The
two piece painted dial is signed, it has been
professionally repainted, and it has correct
hands. Beautiful gold stenciled glass in the door
featuring a humming bird, key lock on the side,
and packaged in a near perfect 22 ½” high walnut case. Three quarter turned columns on the
door and the back edges. The case has been
lightly cleaned/polished but not to affect the
nice original walnut finish. In addition to the
nickel dial rings, other nickel accessories are, two nickel bells, cathedral gong base, pendulum hanger, and nickel pendulum bob with
damascened circles all over. A rare and superior clock that always
attracts collectors. We have been selling the Atlas and Hecla models
in the $2000 range during the slowdown of clock sales. Ly-Seth
Thomas, page 718. $1500-$2000

95.
$1200
Wm. L. Gilbert Clock Co. “No. 11 Regulator”, ca 1891.
You will not have to hide this 50” high walnut clock. It
is clean and polished, and ready to hang and enjoy. If
it hung in a house where there was coal smoke, this
clock does not show those signs. Original putty
around the side glasses, door glass probably a replacement. There is considerable detailed woodwork on
the case and it is all original and complete. The only
thing about the clock that may need some explanation is the delicate wood work on top of the case. I

98.
$750
“Waltham Watch & Clock Co.”, ca 1930 banjo clock. This clock uses
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99B.
$500
Wm. L. Gilbert Clock Co. “No. 11 Regulator”, ca 1891. We have sold a
good many of this model over the years always with great success
for it has always been a popular clock. This clock may not be the
finest of this model we have sold but there is loads of money making potential for a woodworker. The 50” high case is
made of solid cherry and has not been loved like most
No. 11’s we have sold. The problems I see are not major. Four of the wood balls on top and five small wood
strips below the balls, are missing. All the other wood
parts of the case look to be original, no repairs or new
parts visible. Some of the wood work is very detailed
and most unusual. There is a door lock on the side, old
winding crank, pair of iron weights and brass pendulum with the original wood stick. The weights run the
clock okay but are not correct. I did not hang the
weights for the picture. The paper dial is a replacement and I cannot vouch for the hands. The movement is 8 day, time and strike, mounted to a large iron
back plate, and is powered by the two weights that
descend each side of the case. The weight cords are wound around
one spool on the bottom of the movement, then the cords go up to
the top right, one crossing over the top of the movement to the left
side, then both descend each side of the case. As you know we have
always sold this model, in very nice condition, around $2500-$3500.
Ly-Gilbert, page 135. $750-$1000.

Waltham’s famous 8 day timepiece weight driven movement that is signed and numbered. The original internal
parts are the movement, pendulum, pendulum stick,
weight chute metal cover, pendulum tie down bar, and
the lead weight. The throat glass and the bottom Mt.
Vernon glass, were professionally restored by Tom
Moberg. The dial pan is original but repainted by the
Dial House. The signature is good, hands are original,
and the two door latches are in good working order.
Mahogany case has the original finish, stands near 41”
high, and retains the original mahogany finial and brass
side rails. This style Waltham banjo clock regularly sells
everywhere, in the $2000-$3000 range. Well it used to
and will again in a few years. Like the stock market, Buy
Low, Sell High. Ly-American Clocks, page 248. $800-$1200.
99.
$650
Waltham Watch Company, Waltham, Mass. banjo, “No. 1543”, ca
1930, a reproduction of Simon Willard’s 1825 banjo clocks. Mahogany case is 40.5” high, 10.5” wide, and 4” deep. This model has balls
on the base, brass side rails, brass, sash, and a brass
eagle. The buyer had a choice of hand painted glasses
depicting historical scenes; this clock has George Washington and Mount Vernon glasses. The Mount Vernon
glass has been rebacked around the edge where the
paint is prone to chipping, and the George Washington
glass has chipping in various places. Tom Moberg said
he could restore the glass for $100, or a little less if he
could remove the chipped paint in a reasonable time.
The dial is ivory enamel, signed “Waltham”, and with
original hands. In 1930 this clock sold for $85. The clock
has an eight day weight driven movement and pendulum with heavy brass plates. The pendulum tie down is
in place, it has the metal weight chute baffle, and an old
winding crank. The weight is correct; the 8 day movement is signed, running, and original to the case. The only small flaw
is the throat glass. This clock is pictured in Waltham’s trade catalogs, and Ehrhardt’s Book 2, page 165. $750-$1000.

99C.
$750
French three piece bronze set, ca 1880. The 8 day round French
movement is signed, “Japy Freres”. It is
typical of most all French movements of
that period, striking half hours and
hours on a standing gong. A hinged
bronze door covers the back opening.
The clock case is 13.5 inches high and the
side pieces are 11 inches high, not including the 2 inch high bases. All three pieces sit on a base that is covered with gold
gilt around the edges. Each of the pieces
has bun feet and is signed underneath in several coded ways. Maker’s numbers I suppose. The large base has some chips on the corners. I am just a rookie in the clock business but over my 45 years
collecting and selling clocks I have never seen a three piece set with
bases. The front of all three bronze pieces are intricately decorated
with animals and foul. The dial ring is slightly soiled and should clean
up easily. The hands are correct, as are the pendulum and key. $1000
-$1500.

99A.
$3500
“Foster S. Campos / Pembroke, Mass.”, mahogany
tall case clock, ca 2002. Mr. Campos made a great
many clocks of this same style that he called
“Grandmother Clock”. They were 60 inches tall and
made in the Roxbury style inlaid cases. Those clocks
generally sold in the $3500 range. Our clock is the
same style but is 88 inches tall. We have been told by
knowledgeable sources that he made less than a half
dozen of this model and they are rarely if ever seen
for sale. The case has his usual date and serial number markings. This one is marked 3 and 02, meaning
the third one made, and it was made in 2002. He used
foreign movements; this one has an English 8 day bell
strike movement with the usual large iron weights.
His name is on the dial and on the case. There are fan
inlays on the waist and base with other brass inlays
over the case, fret trim on the hood, and brass on the
quarter columns. The clock came to us with an outstanding collection of rare clocks. It was running before making the
journey to Kentucky and there is no reason it should not continue
running for many years. It is a keeper, I only wish I had room. $4000$6000.

99D.
$750
Congreve Rolling Ball Clock a working copy of
the original fusee clock invented by William
Congreve in 1808. It uses a ball rolling instead
of a pendulum to regulate the time. The ball
rolls down a zig zag track where it trips the
escapement which in turn reverses the tilt of
the tray and the ball rolls the other way. Information I was able to glean from the internet
said the Congreve clocks are unreliable timekeepers. I keep it on my desk, not as a time keeper but the rolling
ball noise to keep me awake. This clock has a bright 24K gold plating, even the winding key. The glass display case has a hinged front
door to open for easy winding. The wood base with drawer is a
beauty in itself. The picture showing the glass case I plagiarized
from the internet. My glass case is safely stored in its shipping car-
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large movement is mounted to an iron bracket, it is 8
day time only with Graham dead beat escapement and
maintaining power. Large brass covered zinc ball
(pendulum to us), long wood rod, knurled brass
weight, brass pulley, and brass beat scale, are all original. The brass dial ring matches the other brass accessories. There are three correct hands, and the 14” painted dial, are also original. The signed dial has some flaking pretty well all over. In good condition this clock will
usually sell for $5000 or more. (Used to) Ly-Seth Thomas, page 304. $2500-$3000.

ton and I did not wish to remove all the packing. The clock is on my
desk with the ball rolling constantly. I have never checked the
porcelain dials to see if it is keeping time, for frankly I don’t care as
there are many other timekeeping clocks hanging and ticking everywhere. $800-$1000.
99E.
$2500
“Seth Thomas, Thomaston, Conn.”, printed on the label of this
hanging, “Regulator No. 1 Extra”, ca 1865. I have several early trade
catalogs dating back to 1863, and this model was pictured in the
1863 catalog. The Thomaston or Plymouth Hollow on the label also
dates the clock back to the 1860’s. Rosewood veneered case is 44”
high, complete with all original parts and one of the nicest No. 1
Extra’s I have ever offered for sale. It has been in my collection of
near perfect Seth Thomas clocks that I thought I would never sell.
On the outside are the doors with original glass,
key locking lower door taking a male end key, and
a locking knob on the bezel. The veneer is exceptional and if repairs have been made to the case,
and it is reasonable to think there were, I cannot
detect them. The only change I see to the entire
clock is a Dial House repainted dial. The hands,
special brass bob with engraved picture of the ST
factory, gold stick, male end key, sliding weight
partition, beat scale, and the two old weights, are
all near perfect and original. The 8 day time and
strike movement is identical to the movement
pictured in Ly-Seth Thomas #846-A. Other photos of the No. 1 Extra
are on pages 272-273. This clock had been hanging in the home of a
long time collector until removed to our location where it has been
in my collection. Mr. Ly’s panel of experts gives the No. 1 Extra Time
and Strike with the special pendulum bob, a book value of $5000 (in
2005). Our experience has shown that this model in excellent condition should bring $4000-$6000 (in 2005). Some of my family hopes
this clock does not sell. $2500-$3500.

99H.
$1200
Southern Calendar Clock Co. “Fashion No. 4”, ca 1880. The Culver
brothers started this company in 1875 and the best marketing decision they made was to contract with the Seth Thomas Clock Co. for
the running and calendar movements for the Fashions. Most experts agree that the movements used in the Fashion clocks were
the finest Seth Thomas ever made. The clock is running and keeping
time as designed. The four hands, upper and lower dial, nickeled
bezels, calendar rollers, and Fashion glass, are all original and correct. The pendulum rod has had a piece of reinforcement metal added but you cannot see that in
the clock. It is very unusual that these original dials
have only some minor paint chips. Usually by now
both dials would have been so bad they had to be
repainted. The walnut case is 32” high, complete
and original. All three finials have good tips and we
cannot verify if there are factory lathe marks on the
ends because they are glued into the case. There is
a complete black label inside, the movements are
clean, signed, and running. Overall a good example
of the No. 4. Ly-Calendar, page 286. $1500-$2000.
99J.
$2500
Welch, Spring & Company, “Regulator No. 5”, ca 1873-1884. The No.
5 Regulator uses an eight day nickel plated movement with double
springs. The front plate is stamped, “E. N. Welch,
Forestville, CT. U.S.A.”. This is the same movement
that was sold to the Ithaca Calendar Clock Company
for use in some of their clocks. This is another fine
clock from the northeast doctor’s collection. He acquired his clocks many years ago, buying only the
best of the rare models. It has the original finish, very
dark with some crazing, needs to be polished and
some small details attended to. The walnut case
stands 52 inches tall. Complete with all the correct
fragile finials, two original glasses on each side, inside
gold frames, original glasses in the two front doors,
and overall the case is very nice. It has an original
painted dial that is near perfect, correct hands, pendulum bob, gold wood stick, and key. The bottom
door is key lock, with key, escutcheon is missing. We have not seen
this model previously, and if they are out in collections, we do not
see how they could be a whole lot nicer than this one. Ly-Welch,
page 98-99. $3000-$5,000.

99F.
$800
Ansonia Clock Co. wall clock, “Prompt”, ca 1901. One hundred percent original walnut or mahogany case, 50” high, has
no repairs or new wood. I can usually distinguish
between walnut and mahogany, but this case is
smoky dark, has not been cleaned or polished in a
while, but I am going to go with walnut. I can see the
wood grain plainly, but not the wood color clearly. As
you can see there is a large glass in the door and side
glasses. All the clock parts are unquestionably original, the 8 day two weight time movement, signed
two piece dial with seconds dial, three hands, pendulum bob, wood stick, and a signed beat scale. The
movement is signed and is in running condition but
the left weight cord is not in the pulley groove. Don’t
wind it until you put it in the groove. If you want an
original clock, this one is certainly all original. LyAnsonia #599. $1000-$1500.
99G.
$2000
Seth Thomas Clock Co. “Regulator No. 20”, ca 1909. A very large
mahogany finished case that stands 62” high and is more than one
man can handle. For the most part it is 100% original. It has been
polished with some of the modern products that also take some of
the smoke off the wood. The books say the tops were made to be
removed if a plain top is desired. My top is identical to the original in
every respect, including the type screws used to hold the finials and
top in place for it is removable if you like the flat top better. The

99K.
$1100
Large two piece French porcelain clock by, “Breguet a’ Paris”. The
dial and movement are both signed the same. The movement also
has a serial number, “495”. Breguet was making clocks in Paris in
the early to mid-1800’s. There are no visible missing, repaired, or
broken pieces. All the fingers, toes, and other sharp edge points, are
all intact. Nice colors on the porcelain as well as gold highlights. The
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you upwards of $10,000, but this one is so nice I would buy this one
and go to Florida for the winter with the money you will save. LyCalendar #606; Ly-Seth Thomas, page 94. $1000-$1500.

French couple is lollygagging in the flower garden, probably discussing the next
French election. The clock sitting on the
fancy wood base is 16 ½ inches tall, and
19 inches wide at the base. It has a very
nice porcelain dial and original correct
French hands. The clock is in running
condition, but we did not run it most of
the time we had it. I would recommend
you oil it if you plan to run it regularly.
We never see these fine French clocks for sale anymore. $2000$3000.

100.
$75
“E. N. Welch, / At The Old Stand The Late J. C. Brown /
Forestville, Conn.”, ca 1856. History is very confused
about J.C. Brown’s bankruptcy, Welch buying the business, and who made the clocks for a few years following. The books show no labels like the one in this 30
hour beehive clock. Similar labels pictured make no
mention of J. C. Brown. This mahogany veneered case
is 15 ¼ inches tall, has a correct door latch, glass type
that is pictured in the books, upper glass is cracked, original dial
with some flaking, old hands, coil gong, brass pendulum and the
brass movement signed, “J. C. Brown”. So that might date the clock
prior to 1855, before Brown went bankrupt. $100-$200.

99L.
$950
Seth Thomas Clock Co. “Office Calendar No. 2”, ca 1875. This is a
very large rosewood veneered case standing 42.5” tall, in very nice
condition. It came from a collector of a house full of awfully nice
and valuable clocks. One day recently we had over
600 rare clocks come in from 2 collectors. This case
has some light veneer damage, mainly the top,
base, and rounded rings around the dials. This is a
complete clock and a good restoration project for
someone who can repair a few veneer chips. The
movements, dials, weight, and pendulum bob, are
correct or original for this model clock. The painted
dials are 14.5” in diameter, there are good hands,
and inside on the back of the door is a large black
and gold label, all intact. It is signed, “Seth Thomas
Clock Company, Plymouth Hollow, Conn.”. The time
movement is 8 day, powered by one wafer weight
that descends a weight chute on the right side of the case. The calendar movement is perpetual. The door lock on the case side requires a male ended key to operate the lock. One will be with the
clock. A beautiful and large clock. I cannot believe how few of this
model we have sold in 45 years. Ly-Calendar, page 247. $1000$1500.

101.
$75
“E. Ingraham & Co., Bristol, Conn.”, wood cased mantel clock, “Venetian No. 2”, ca 1880.This rosewood
veneered case is 18 inches high and has an original
painted glass in the bottom and a replaced glass on
the top. The door latch, dial, hands, label, pendulum,
and the coil gong all appear to be original. The eight
day time and striking movement are running and operating properly. The case is clean, polished and very
nice and original but you may find a corner nick if you look hard. LyIngraham, page 269. $100-$200.
102.
$75
“Wm. L. Gilbert Clock Co., Winsted, Conn.”, wood
cased mantel clock, “Cottage”, ca 1875. The mahogany veneered case is 17 ¼ inches tall, darker than most
of this collector’s clocks for he apparently did not
remove all the smoke from the original finish. The
door latch and both glasses appear to be original as
well as the painted dial, coil gong, brass pendulum,
alarm movement and iron bell. The label as was expected is near perfect. The movements are functioning and ringing on their respective bells. The veneer is not as nice on
the edges of this case as most all in this collection of 350 clocks. For
the money it is plenty nice, just not excellent as most are. Ly-Gilbert,
page 306. $100-$200.

99M.
$1750
“Foster S. Campos, Pembroke, Mass.” Lyre banjo, ca
1982. The carved mahogany case stands 42 inches high,
is like new and all original. His trademark pine tree is
painted on the tablet and the dial. The dial is signed, and
the case is stamped “3” and “82”. The case is in overall
excellent condition, the movement is properly marked.
The 8 day weight is also signed “Foster Campos”. The 8
day time only weight movement is clean and in running
condition. $1750-$2000.

103.
$75
“N. Pomeroy, Bristol, Conn.”, shelf clock, ca 1858. This
round top rosewood veneered case is 18 ¼ inches tall
and looks like some Gilbert and Ingraham clocks of
that period. In fact the case is almost identical to
clocks by those makers with the door lock between
the glasses and the round medallions between the
glasses. Everything is original except for the paper
dial on the old pan. The glasses, lock, label, coil gong,
pendulum bob and 8 day movement are original to the case. It is
running and striking the coil gong on the hours. This is a pretty rare
clock. $100-$200.

99N.
$850
Reproduction of the Seth Thomas Clock Co. “Office Calendar No. 5”, ca 1884. It was made to scale and is identical in every
respect to an original. The finish is as nice as ST made their clocks
but with some time you could make it look considerably nicer. I am
not sure what the wood is but it has a great walnut
stain. The brass weight is correct, there are two
brass pendulum bobs in the case, and the movements, dials, hands, and other parts are the same as
you would find in an original, except someone told
me they thought the seconds hand was slightly
different. Even the painted dials are the same. This
model is very heavy and not easy to carry or move
around even with two people handling. I could not
hang it so photographed it on its side then turned it
right side up on the computer. An original may cost

104.
$50
“Winterhalder & Hoffmeier miniature cottage clock,
ca 1890. The oak case is only 10 inches tall and has
some inlay on the front. It has a brass bezel with flat
glass over the painted metal dial. The 8 day time only
movement is clean and running. The movement has
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110.
$50
Ansonia Clock Co. miniature cottage clock. I am going to guess that the 10 inch high case was made
partly with rosewood and partly with other woods,
maybe oak, not sure. The glass looks like it came in
the case but the gold edging may have been added
at some time, the glass is just too nice to be over 100
years old. The paper dial is a replacement, same with
the hands, pendulum and key. It has a round one
day, time only movement. $50-$100.

the typical “W&H” signature on it. Back is removable to access the
brass pendulum, movement winds in front. $75-$150.
105.
$100
“Seth Thomas Clock Co. Thomaston, Conn.”, ca
1870. This is a 9” miniature cottage clock fitted with
their C-Type movement. It runs one day and has an
alarm that rings on a large iron bell in the bottom of
the case. The oak case is clean, has their typical door
latch, original glasses, original dial with some wear
and a brass pendulum bob. The movement is running and striking properly. Ly-Seth Thomas #633, 640. $150-$250.

111.
$100
“Seth Thomas Clock Co., Thomaston, Conn.”, miniature cottage clock with a flat top and round base, ca
1865. The one day time and alarm movement in this
case is their “C” movement. The door latch and glasses are original. The dial was repainted, complete
label inside, brass pendulum, iron bell, and alarm
built into the running movement. It is functioning
properly and the alarm rings the iron bell. Seth Thomas at Plymouth
is signed on the movement and at Thomaston on the label. $150$250.

106.
$100
“Seth Thomas Clock Co., Thomaston, Conn.”, miniature “Cottage
D” clock, ca 1880. This model has the flat top and round base, a
more typical style seen in most collector’s homes. The 30 hour time
only movement is their “D” movement, meaning 30
hour/time only. The movement is signed by ST at
Plymouth, Conn. and the label is signed at Thomaston, Conn. The metal dial was repainted and the tablet may be a replacement. The 9 inch high case is
about the prettiest rosewood veneered case I have
ever seen. I am tempted. Ly-Seth Thomas #653. $150$250.

112.
$75
“Ansonia Brass Co., Ansonia, Conn.”, miniature cottage clock that is complete, original, and in very nice
condition, ca 1854. This is an early clock by Ansonia in
a mahogany veneered case that has a couple of chips
on the base, gold painted door, original door latch,
brass pendulum bob and an original painted dial. The
movement is time only and running. The paper label
is almost perfect, hard to believe it could be that nice after 160 or
170 years. $100-$200.

107.
$100
“Seth Thomas Clock Co., Thomaston, Conn.”, miniature cottage
clock with an 8 day time and alarm movement, ca 1880. This 9 inch
walnut veneered case has a flat top, round base, and some packing
goop on the front that I failed to wipe off before taking the picture,
sorry. This one has gold around the glasses, correct
door latch, and a new paper dial on the old pan. The
glasses, brass pendulum, brass alarm bell, separate
alarm movement, and an 8 day movement. It is their
“U” movement and is original. It is running and the
alarm is functioning. Both the movement and the
label are signed by ST as being located at Thomaston, Conn. $150-$250.

113.
$150
Seth Thomas Clock Co. a City Series clock, “Norfolk”,
ca 1880. Walnut case is 19.5” high and has been lightly cleaned. Wood parts are all original and the case
has good ascetics and is pleasing to the eye. Simple
designed case has grooves around the case edge and
some inverted circles and large ornament around the
top. There is a door knob/latch on the door and a
replacement glass. The movement is 8 day, spring
driven, signed, running, and striking a Cathedral wire gong. There is
also an alarm movement, and it also rings on the Cathedral gong.
The paper dial is signed two places, has replaced hands, and nickel
dial rings. The brass pendulum is typical for this model and the
clocks age. There is a black label inside the case showing the
Thomaston, Conn. address. Ly-Seth Thomas, page 201. $200-$350.

108.
$100
“Seth Thomas Clock Co., Thomaston, Conn.”, miniature cottage clock, ca 1865. Restored to like new the
9 inch tall mahogany veneered case is near perfect.
Brass bezel and even the door knob is polished, dial
repainted, and inside is the near perfect label signed
by ST at Thomaston, Conn. The “G”, 30 hour, time
only movement is signed by ST at Plymouth, Conn. It
is running and everything is clean and nice. $150$250.

114.
$150
“Seth Thomas Clock Co., Thomaston, Conn.”, one of
the first of a long line of City Series clocks made by ST,
the “Chicago”, ca 1874. This clock was one of the last
clocks acquired by the collector who consigned this
wonderful 350 clock collection. We sold, or offered,
half of the collection in January 2018, and the rest of
the collection in this auction. It is very east to see what
he required when he bought a clock to restore. It had
to have an excellent label and the case had to be original and complete. If he put a clock on his shelf in his office for all to see, you can
bet it was mint perfect. That does not mean it is all original mint
perfect, just that he may have had a glass painted, put new gilt on
the columns, painted the dial, or whatever else it needed to make it

109.
$100
“Seth Thomas Clock Co., Thomaston, Conn.”, miniature cottage clock, ca 1865. This super nice 9 inch
high case is made of rosewood veneer, gold around
the glasses was enhanced. The door knob is original,
tablet is a replacement, upper glass original, and the
dial was repainted. The 30 hour time and alarm
movement is their “E” type, alarm part of the upper
movement and it rings on a large iron bell in the bottom. The brass
pendulum is proper, and the hands are replacements. The movement is functioning properly. $150-$250.
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veneer chips on the base during transportation. Original dial was
repainted, correct hands, complete label, brass pendulum bob, coil
gong, and an eight day movement that is running and striking. LyGilbert #1065. $100-$200.

perfect. It does not appear he cleaned this case, and I don’t blame
him for it looks great like it is. We have sold many Chicago models
over the years for they continue to be desirable to display in a
home. The Chicago was one of the first clocks I acquired 45 years
ago, and I still have it on a bedroom dresser. Ly-Seth Thomas, page
188. $200-$300.

119.
$100
“Seth Thomas Clock Co., Thomaston, Conn.”, miniature cottage
clock, ca 1865. This flat top, round base clock is 9 inches high, made
with rosewood veneer, has the original gold around
the glasses and the original door knob/latch. The
painted metal dial is original and several professional
touchups made to cover chips. On the shelf you
could not tell. The hands appear to be original as is
the pendulum. The 30 hour time movement is their
“U” movement according to the collector/
consignor. I cannot find a “U” movement in the Seth
Thomas books. The alarm movement is wound separately and rings
on a brass bell. The complete label is signed by ST at Thomaston and
the movement is signed Plymouth. The movements are functioning
properly. See #122 for further information. $150-$250.

115.
$75
“New Haven Clock Co., New Haven, Conn.”, mantel
clock, “Gothic Gem”, ca 1878. There is a complete
label inside but has faded so much I cannot read it, or
have no wish to take the time. Interestingly someone
took a label from a kitchen clock named, “Ivy”, and
pasted it on the back of the door glass. Otherwise
this clock is all original in a nice mahogany veneered
case standing 17 ¾ inches tall, has two nice original
glasses, door latch, original paint on metal dial, coil gong, pendulum, etc. The movement runs 8 days and strikes the gong hourly. It
is what it is, an old shelf clock. Ly-New Haven #1158. $100-$200.
116.
$100
“Ansonia Brass Co., Ansonia, Conn.,” early shelf
clock made by the Ansonia Brass & Battery Co., ca
1854. Only a few clocks were made with this label
but they did make movements and sold to other
clock makers. The only clock pictured in Ly-Ansonia
that is close to this clock is the “Peking” which
Ansonia Clock Co. made in the 1880’s. This clock is
mahogany veneered, stands 18 inches tall, has gold
columns, two round original glasses, a door latch, and a complete
label inside. The 8 day movement is running and striking a coil gong,
there is an original painted metal dial, and pendulum and key. LyAnsonia, pages 438-439. $100-$200.

120.
$100
“Seth Thomas Clock Co., Thomaston, Conn.”, miniature cottage
clock, round top, round base, ca 1875. The 9 inch high case is made
of mahogany veneer that is near perfect, clean and
polished, has the original door knob/latch, a flat glass
and brass sash. The metal dial was repainted, there is
a complete paper label signed by ST at Thomaston,
and the movement is signed the same. It has good
spade hands, brass pendulum bob, and key. The one
day movement is time only and is running. $150-$250.
121.
$75
“Ansonia Brass Co., Ansonia, Conn.”, miniature cottage clock, ca 1875. The beautiful clean and polished
case is 9 ½ inches tall, has two glasses I suspect were
out of the case when it was refurbished, bottom may
even be a replacement. It has the original painted
dial, possibly replaced hands, complete label, iron
bell, and brass pendulum. The one day movement is
running and operating the alarm function as well. $100-$200.

117.
$300
“Brewster & Ingrahams, / Bristol, Conn.”, four column steeple with
8 day movement that has ribbed plates, ca 1850. The
19” case was made with walnut veneer and has four
full turned columns and four finials. Other than a few
chip repairs the veneer looks good. The case was restored, and tiny chip repairs were made all over. The
door frame slopes inward toward the two glasses.
The tablet appears to be a replacement, the top glass
is old. In the door was probably an ivory escutcheon
and lock. I cannot swear to it but the escutcheon and
lock may have been replaced by a knob and latch with expert repairs to cover it up. The old dial was repainted, hands are new, and
there is a brass pendulum and key. Inside is a paper label, coil gong,
and the signed brass movement. There are several overpasted labels of repair shops dating back to late 1800 early 1900’s that cover
the bottom of the Brewster & Ingraham label. The clock and movement are pictured and described in the booklet by Ultsch and Cowan, “Handbook of Clocks Produced by Charles Kirk, Elisha C. Brewster, and Brewster & Ingrahams, at Bristol, Connecticut, 1828-1852”,
page 54. $300-$500.

122.
$100
“Seth Thomas Clock Co., Thomaston, Conn.”, miniature cottage
clock that stands 11 inches tall and was made with rosewood, ca
1880. This clock is not pictured in any of the Seth Thomas catalogs
or books. This is the third one I have unpacked from
the large collection of miniature clocks so there may
be more I have not unpacked. In other words it is
not one of a kind. It has the ST door latch, brass bezel, and a flat glass over the repainted dial pan. Inside
is a complete “Thomaston” label, a brass bell, alarm
movement, brass pendulum, and another “U” movement that I also cannot find in the books. The consignor/collector of this 350 clock collection says this is an 8 day
movement, time and alarm, and it is signed “Thomaston”. I tested it
and it does run 8 days. $150-$250.

118.
$75
“Wm. L. Gilbert Clock Co., Winsted, Conn.”, mantel
clock “Cottage”, ca 1875. Excellent rosewood veneered case is 17” high, has the correct door knob,
small painted glass, gold designs painted on the
wood lower door around the oval glass, and it has
the turned wood medallions. Just a super clock,
clean, and a like new case but it did suffer some tiny

123.
$100
“Seth Thomas Clock Co., Thomaston, Conn.”, miniature cottage clock, 9 inches tall, round top and
round base, ca 1865. It has a flat glass, brass bezel,
and the typical ST door knob/latch. As usual the
label is perfect, metal painted dial has some touch
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alarm rings on a large iron bell. $100-$150.

ups only around the screw holes, and hands appear to be original
The 30 hour movement is their “F” model, time only with separate
alarm movement and both are performing properly. The movement
is signed by ST at Plymouth and the label is signed as Thomaston.
The great looking case was made of rosewood, complete, clean and
polished. $150-$250.

129.
$50
“Jerome & Co., New Haven, Conn.”, cottage clock
with a 30 hour time only movement, ca 1865. The
mahogany case is 9 ¼ inches tall, has gold around
the base, outer edge of the door, and around the
original glasses. The old metal dial is in good condition with a few chips, hands are correct, brass pendulum and key inside. It has a complete label inside
the case and an outside door latch. The label is good but the town
name is obliterated. It does say, “Gem Cottage / Time Piece”. This is
perhaps one of the earliest of the 9 inch miniature cases. $50-$100.

124.
$100
“Seth Thomas Clock Co., Thomaston, Conn.”, miniature cottage clock with a flat top, round base,
and their “E” movement, ca 1875. The 9 inch mahogany veneered case is original and complete,
has the original gold paint around the glasses and
the standard ST door knob/latch. As usual the label
is near perfect, there is a large iron bell in the bottom on which the alarm rings, and there is a brass pendulum and
key. The 30 hour movement is running and the alarm rings properly.
The movement and label are both signed Thomaston. $150-$250.

130.
$50
“Waterbury Clock Co., Waterbury, Conn.”, cottage
clock in a rosewood case standing 9 ½ inches tall.
The border around the door slopes inward. LyWaterbury does not show a flat top cottage clock
less than 11 inches tall. This case is super nice, good
glasses, most of the label on the case back, original
metal dial with some finger rubs around the 6 to 8,
good hands, old brass pendulum and key, and a 30 hour S. B. Terry
time only movement. For information about the movement see the
NAWCC Bulletin, Dec.’95, #299, P.741. $50-$100.

125.
$75
“Jerome & Co., New Haven, Ct.”, miniature cottage
clock they described on the complete label as, “1
Day / Rose Cottage / Time Piece Alarm”, ca 1857.
The rosewood veneered case is 9 5/8 inches tall, the
veneer is very nice, and glasses are original as is the
typical Jerome door latch. It has inside a large iron
bell, brass pendulum, original and good painted dial
and probably the original hands. The alarm is part of the time only
running movement and is functioning properly. $100-$200.

131.
$50
“Waterbury Clock Company, Waterbury, Conn.”, miniature steeple
clock with a time and strike movement, ca 1875. This 15 inch high
mahogany veneered case has not been restored as
many others have. There is some loose veneer and
some veneer repairs. The glass is probably old and
rebacked, door latch is original, painted metal dial has
some chipped places, coil gong on brass base, and old
brass pendulum. The finials are very good and the case
is complete and original except where noted. The
clock is running and performing as expected. $50-$100.

126.
$100
“Seth Thomas Clock Co., Thomaston, Conn.”, miniature cottage
clock, ca 1870. This 9 inch rosewood veneered case
has a round top and bottom, nice round rosewood
bezel and the ST door knob/latch. The metal dial
has been repainted, there is a brass pendulum,
large iron bell and a very nice label with the
Thomaston address. The 30 hour time and strike
movement is their “J” movement and signed by ST
with the Plymouth address. It is running and striking properly. $150-$250.

132.
$50
“Waterbury Clock Co., Waterbury, Conn.”, miniature
steeple clock, ca 1870. The 15 inch high mahogany veneered case is nice but has not been cleaned and restored like 99% of the clocks in this collection. I believe
both glasses may be original, so is the door latch,
painted metal dial, and there is an old pendulum and
iron bell inside. There is a partial label on the back, and
an alarm movement in the base of the case. The 30
hour movement is time, strike, and alarm, and is running and striking hours on the bell as is the alarm. $75-$150.

127.
$75
“The E. N. Welch Manufacturing Co., Forestville, Conn.”, miniature
cottage clock in a rosewood veneered roundtop
and round bottom base, ca 1864. This very nice 9 ½
inch case has a round column border around the
front of the case. It has a brass bezel, original painted dial, correct hands, and old brass pendulum. On
the back of the case is a complete label, the pendulum is accessed thru the case bottom. The movement is 30 hour, time only, and running. $100-$150.

133.
$50
“Ansonia Brass & Copper Co., Ansonia, Conn.”, miniature steeple clock, ca 1869. The rosewood veneered
case is 15 ¾ inches tall, has brass door latch, two good
old glasses, original painted dial still in good condition
with no paint chips, darkening, etc. Amazingly the
label is complete, has an old brass pendulum, hands
are replaced, and the 30 hour, time only, movement is
running. $75-$150.

128.
$75
“New Haven Clock Co., New Haven, Ct.”, miniature cottage clock, ca
1857. Notice that this clock is almost identical to the Jerome clock
No. 125. The labels are identical except the names. This period 18561857 was when New Haven took over operations of
the giant Jerome company. This nice rosewood veneered case is 9 ¾ inches tall, has gold around the
door edge and it is wearing and has some loss. The
glasses and door latch are original. I will let you mechanics figure out why the 30 hour time and alarm
movements wind differently. It is running and the

134.
$50
“New Haven Clock Co. New Haven, Conn.”, miniature steeple clock,
ca 1886. The mahogany veneered case is only 14 ½ inches tall, complete and original. One finial tip is missing, (about 1/16th) hardly no-
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140.
$50
Jerome & Co., New Haven, Conn., miniature cottage
clock, ca 1865. This mahogany veneered case is 9 ¼
inches tall, door latch on the side, has beveled door
edges, and original glasses. The dial now covered
with new paper, hands replaced, complete paper on
the inside backboard, has a brass pendulum bob and
old key. The 30 hour time only movement is running.
$75-$150.

ticeable, has a brass door latch and two original glasses. The metal dial was repainted, hands could be original, brass pendulum is period, coil gong and complete
paper label in the bottom. The 30 hour movement is
running and striking hours on the coil gong. Ly-New
Haven #1189. $75-$150.
135.
$50
“Jerome & Co., New Haven, Conn.”, miniature steeple
clock, ca 1865. This one is 15 ½ inches tall and made of
mahogany veneer and is very clean and polished. It has
had a veneer repair on the top. The collector did a professional job, looks great, but the patch veneer is
slightly different than other veneer on the case. I
doubt most folks would even notice it. The metal dial is
new, bottom tablet is surely a replacement, just too nice not to be,
and the label is new. It has the typical door knob/latch, coil gong
and a 30 hour time and strike movement that is running and striking. $75-$150.

141.
$50
“Jerome & Co., New Haven, Conn.”, miniature cottage clock, ca 1870. This rosewood veneered case
stands 9 7/8 inches tall and is a step above the previous Jerome cottage. It has a brass door latch, original gold trim around the case just outside the door,
and apparently original glasses. The painted metal
dial is very nice, I believe the hands are original and it
has a complete label and original brass pendulum. The 30 hour
movement is running. $75-$150.

136.
$50
“Ansonia Brass & Copper Co., Ansonia, Conn.”, miniature steeple clock, ca 1869. This rosewood veneered
case is only 14 ½ inches tall, is complete and original, It
has a brass door knob/latch, two good glasses, may be
replacements, new or repainted dial, replaced hands,
coil gong, brass pendulum, and a complete paper label.
The 30 hour movement is running and striking the
gong each hour. $75-$150.

142.
$50
“Waterbury Clock Co., Waterbury, Conn.”, “Miniature
Willard No. 8”, banjo clock, ca 1914. The 17 ½ inch case is
mahogany with brass trimmings, particularly the side
rails, bezel, sash, and eagle. The porcelain dial has some
hairlines that would about disappear if cleaned in an ultrasound, and there is a small chip on the edge at 12. The
glass over the dial is flat, the tablet at the bottom is original and very nice. The 8 day time only lever movement is
running. Ly-Waterbury #128. $75-$150.

137.
$50
“Ansonia Brass & Copper Co., Ansonia, Conn.”, miniature steeple clock, ca 1869.This one is rosewood veneered, stands 15 ¾ inches high, may have a tiny corner
chip somewhere, has the typical brass door latch, excellent sharp pointed finials, and a nice bluebird tablet.
Surely a replacement but where do you get those nice
glasses? The painted metal dial is original, and nice, and
the hands “appear” to be original. The label is complete, iron bell, brass pendulum and old key. The 30 hour movement
is running and the alarm rings on the iron bell. $75-$150.

144.
$50
“Ansonia Clock Co., Brooklyn, N.Y.”, miniature banjo
clock, ca 1921. This is the first clock I have ever seen with a
Brooklyn label. The solid mahogany case is 17 ½ inches
tall, has three original glasses, top glass is beveled. It has
a latching door on the bottom, bezel and glass is stationary, has brass side rails and a finial on top. The silver dial is
signed and hands are original. The 8 day time lever movement is running. Ly-Ansonia #101. $75-$150.

138.
$50
“Wm. L. Gilbert Clock Co., Winsted, Conn.”, miniature steeple clock,
ca 1870. This case is 14 ¾ inches tall and made of rosewood veneer.
It has a corner nick or two and some hauling scuff
marks but basically a nice case. It has a silver door
knob/latch, good original glasses, and a complete
original clock. One finial has a nick, in the back of
course, a brass pendulum, iron bell, complete label,
and an original painted metal dial that is still very nice
for its age. The 30 hour movement is running, strikes
the hours and the alarm rings on the same iron bell.
$75-$150.

145.
$50
“New Haven Clock Co., New Haven, Conn.”, miniature
hanging clock, “Manor”, ca 1929. This model was finished in a pastel color originally. Has been cleaned and
the mahogany wood stained brown. I would bet it was
originally green for the back is green and it is green
under the movement. There is a complete label on the
back, door with peephole glass on the bottom, old
brass pendulum and key, brass sash with convex glass, original
hands, and a good painted metal dial. The 8 day time only movement is running. Ly-New Haven #592. $75-$150.

139.
$50
“The E. N. Welch Manufacturing Company,
Forestville, Conn.”, miniature cottage clock ca 1864.
This mahogany veneered case is 9 3/8 inches tall, metal door knob/latch, gold around the door is original,
and glasses appear to be original. The painted metal
dial is all original, hands are replacements, brass pendulum, old key, and complete label. The 30 hour movement is time
only and is running. $75-$150.

“Congress Clock Comp.”, a German made steeple clock
ca 1860-1880, copying American clocks of the same
time period and was exported to England to compete
with the American made Jerome clocks. The German
companies tried to pass off their clocks as American
made and in many cases they used the Eagle emblem
to fool the buyers. Some eventually made their way to
the USA. I found an identical steeple clock with the
same label in an American collection, and other small

146.
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152.
$50
“New Haven Clock Co., New Haven, Conn.”, miniature
banjo clock, similar only to the Willis and none of the other
New Haven banjo clocks pictured in Ly-New Haven. This
solid mahogany case is 17 inches tall, has wood side rails,
other New Haven banjo’s have metal side rails. It has a
signed porcelain dial, beveled glass, original sash and
hands and what they call Solarchrome Panel in the hinged
door on the bottom. Back wind and set 8 day time only
movement. $75-$150.

shelf clocks by the Congress Clock Comp. The 14 inch high case appears to be made of mahogany or rosewood veneer and has some
corner nicks on the base. It has a metal door latch, original glasses,
and finials just like the American made steeples. It has a complete
label, excellent painted metal dial, and old brass pendulum and a
key. The 30 hour time only movement is running. $75-$150.
147.
$50
“New Haven Clock Co., New Haven, Conn.”, miniature banjo clock, “Willis”, ca 1928. The solid mahogany case is 17
inches tall, has gold ornaments, picture panels NH called
“Solarchrome Panels”, whatever that is, and a signed
porcelain dial. The movement should run 8 days for every
clock in this 350 clock collection was running when brought
to me. The brass sash is holding a beveled glass. Winds and
sets on the back. Ly-New Haven #191. $75-$150.

153.
$50
“New Haven Clock Co., New Haven, Conn.”, miniature
banjo clock, ca 1929. This model is 13 ½ inches tall and is
not pictured in Ly-New Haven. The dial is signed, has a
bowed glass, and metal side rails and eagle on top. The
solid mahogany case has gold stripes painted on the
panels, and the gold has dulled over time. It has an 8 day
time only movement that winds and sets on the back.
$50-$100

148.
$50
“New Haven Clock Co., New Haven, Conn.”, miniature banjo
clock, “Willis”, ca 1928. Two big differences between #147
and this clock. This one is/was painted gold, and the porcelain dial shows the movement as being “12 days”. I don’t
believe I have ever seen a 12 day movement marking before.
Tran Duy Ly’s New Haven book does not show a 12 day
movement on any banjo. It winds and sets on the back and
is running. This clock has the same features as #147. $75$150.

154.
$25
“New Haven Clock Co., New Haven, Conn.”, miniature
banjo clock, “Worthy”, ca 1928. The company called this
wood “Antique Mahogany”. It has aged and has been
used. I would not call it real nice for it needs cleaning and
touch up on some edges. I suppose the black panels and
painted designs mean it is “Antique”. It has metal side rails
and small finial on top, bowed glass and signed dial. Backwind and set movement is 8 day time only and running. LyNew Haven #215. $25-$50.

149.
$50
“Seth Thomas Clock Co., Thomaston, Conn.”, miniature
banjo clock, “Danvers”, ca 1928. The solid mahogany
case is 18 ½ inches tall, has painted flowers on the wood
panels and originally had gold borders on those panels,
now very dark. It has a 3 inch silver dial signed by Seth
Thomas and a flat glass in the brass sash. The 8 day time
only movement is wound and set on the back. Complete
label on the back. Ly-Seth Thomas #160. $75-$150.

155.
$50
“New Haven Clock Co., New Haven, Conn.”, miniature
banjo clock, “Winner”, ca 1928. It is small, only 13 ½
inches tall, but a very attractive little clock and in good
overall condition. There is a complete label on the back,
good painted panels, and metal side rails and finial. The
glass is bowed and the dial is signed. Backwind and set
8 day time only movement is running. Ly-New Haven
#212. $75-$150.

150.
$50
“New Haven Clock Co., New Haven, Conn.”, miniature
banjo clock, “Winona”, ca 1928. This solid mahogany case
is 17 ½ inches tall, has a 3 ½ inch square silver dial with
raised gold numerals, bowed glass, Solarchrome Panels,
and gilt side ornaments. The movement is this banjo is 8
day jeweled timepiece. Ly-New Haven #211. $75-$150.

156.
$100
“Seth Thomas Clock Co., Thomaston, Conn.”, miniature cottage clock, ca 1870. It is only 9 inches high,
made of rosewood veneer with the flat top and the
rare slant base. It has the standard metal door
knob/latch, original glasses, complete label, iron
bell, brass pendulum and the original painted metal
dial, however the dial outside of the chapter ring
was repainted, probably had substantial paint loss. There are some
small chips on the original round part of the dial. The 30 hour time
and alarm movement is signed by ST at Thomaston, same with the
label and they called the movement their “E” movement. $150-$250.

151.
$50
“The Burroughs Company, Winsted, Conn.”, miniature banjo clock,
ca late 1920’s, at the same time many other clock companies were introducing miniature banjo clocks. This case
contains a Gilbert 8 day movement, backwind and set,
bowed glass, picture panels, and a complete label on the
back. No one will speculate where the Burroughs Company was located but my knowledge of the company tells
me it was a Gilbert Clock Co. subsidiary. Gilbert was struggling at the time and was introducing small clocks trying
to find a niche in the clock market trying to ward off bankruptcy. Boxes that were mailed containing Burroughs
clocks were postmarked, “Winsted, Conn.”, same as Gilbert. Same town, same movements, I think Burroughs was Gilbert,
logical? That is all the information that is officially known about the
Burroughs Company. $75-$150.

157.
$100
“Seth Thomas Clock Co., Thomaston, Conn.”, miniature cottage clock, ca 1870. This mahogany veneered peak top case is 9 inches tall, has a gilt bezel,
flat glass, and a metal door knob/latch. The latch is
worn and will not hold, easy fix. It has a good original painted dial and hands, iron bell, good label, and
brass pendulum. The 30 hour time and alarm move-
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the bell on the hours. Ly-Ingraham, pages270-271. $100-$200.

ment is running and signed by ST at Plymouth. They call it their “E
movement. $150-$250.

164.
$75
“Daniel Pratt & Sons, Reading, Mass.”, wooden shelf
clock, ca 1852. The rosewood veneered case is 15 ½
inches tall, has the original door latch and round glasses, similar or identical to the Ingraham Venetian series
of roundtop clocks. The gold gilt on the half columns
and ornaments between the glasses is original but
only slightly worn. I suspect if you tried to clean the
gilt you would lose some of it. As it is it appears to be
mostly intact. The glasses are original, the bottom glass rebacked.
The dial is original, hands are replaced, good label, brass pendulum,
coil gong, and 8 day time and strike movement tht is running. $100$200.

158.
$100
“Seth Thomas Clock Co., Thomaston, Conn.”, miniature cottage clock, ca 1870. This mahogany veneered
case is 9 inches tall, flat top, slant base with a “K”
movement. The veneer is very nice and clean, polished, and maybe a corner nick somewhere. It has the
door knob/latch, two good glasses, original painted
dial and hands and a complete label. The 30 hour movement is running and striking hours on the bell, and the alarm movement in the
base also rings on the iron bell. $150-$250.
159.
$100
“Seth Thomas Clock Co., Thomaston, Conn.”, miniature cottage clock, ca 1870. This 9 inch rosewood veneered case is a flat top-slant base with a “J” movement. It is typical of all the previous, metal door latch,
original glasses, original painted dial, complete label,
iron bell, old brass pendulum and key, and a 30 hour
time and strike movement that is running. $150-$250.

165.
$75
“E. Ingraham & Co., Bristol, Conn.”, wood cased mantel clock, “Doric-Extra Gilt Columns”, ca 1880. This
clock is identical to #163 in most ways. It is 16 ¼ inches tall, made of rosewood veneer, has original door
latch and glasses, original gold gilt on the half columns and button ornaments. Inside is an original dial,
replaced hands, good label, coil gong, brass pendulum, and the 8 day time and strike movement that is
running. Ly-Ingraham, pages 270-271. $100-$200.

160.
$100
“Seth Thomas Clock Co., Thomaston, Conn.”, miniature cottage
clock, ca 1870. This 9 inch rosewood venered clock has a cornice top
and a slant base, and the usual other clock parts, such
as knob/latch on the door, good original glasses, complete label, iron bell, brass pendulum, original hands,
and a repainted metal dial. This clock has a 30 hour
movement that is running and striking hours in addition to an alarm movement in the bottom that also
rings on the iron bell. The label is signed by ST in
Thomaston and the works are signed by ST at Plymouth. $150-$250.

166.
$100
E. Ingraham & Co., Bristol, Conn.”, mantel clock, “Venetian No. 2
Mosaic Front”, ca 1875. The clock is 15 ½ inches tall, made of rosewood veneer and a special added touch of a rarely
seen mosaic border around the front of the case.
There are no case problems and it is near perfect.
The round glasses are original as is the door latch.
Inside is a nice complete label, coil gong, brass pendulum, replaced paper dial and hands. The 8 day
movement is running and striking hours on the coil
gong. Ly-Ingraham #835. $150-$300.

161.
$50
“Gilbert Mfg. Co. Winsted, Conn.”, miniature cottage
clock, ca 1866. This rosewood veneered case is 9 3/8
inches tall, veneer is excellent, gold around the door,
metal door latch, and probably replaced glasses. The
painted metal dial is original, hands are new, old brass
pendulum, iron bell, good label, and a 30 hour time
and alarm movement that is running. $75-$150.

167.
$75
“E. Ingraham & Co., Bristol, Conn.”, mantel clock,
“Doric”, ca 1880. Another rosewood veneered case,
clean and polished, no wood problems, stands 16
inches high. The glasses are original, so is the door
latch. Inside is an original dial, replaced hands, complete paper label, coil gong, and brass pendulum. The
8 day movement is running and striking the coil gong
each hour. Ly-Ingraham #856. $100-$200.

162.
$75
“E. Ingraham & Co., Bristol, Conn.”, wood case mantel clock,
“Venetian No. 3”, ca 1875. This rosewood veneered
case is 15 ¼ inches tall, clean and polished, still retains
slightly dark color, good all over but you will find a corner nick or two on the base, unnoticeable. The glasses
are original and like those pictured in Ingraham catalogs, has typical door latch, coil gong, brass pendulum,
good label, and original dial now somewhat soiled. The
8 day movement is running and striking hours on the
gong. Ly-Ingraham, pages 266-267. $100-$200.

168.
$50
“Waterbury Clock Company, Waterbury, Conn.”, miniature steeple clock, ca 1867.The mahogany veneered
case is 15 inches tall, replaced glass, correct door knob/
latch, good paper label, old brass pendulum, repainted
dial, and replaced hands. The 30 hour movement is
time only and running. $75-$150.

163.
$75
“E. Ingraham & Co., Bristol, Conn.”, wood cased mantel clock,
“Doric-Extra Gilt Columns”, ca 1880. The rosewood
veneered case is 16 ¼ inches tall, has the original door
lock and gilt columns, and the glasses are held with
original putty. The dial pan now has a new paper dial
and replaced hands, good label, brass bell and brass
pendulum. The 8 day movement is running and striking

169.
$50
“Ansonia Brass & Copper Co., Ansonia, Conn.”, miniature steeple clock, ca 1869. This case is mahogany veneered and standing 14 ½ inches high. It has a brass
door knob/latch, rebacked glass nice original dial and
hands, brass pendulum, iron bell, and good paper label.
There are some edge/corner nicks on the base, but
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36” high, clean and polished with pressed designs on
the top and base. We bought it with a collection of
excellent clocks from a retired executive collector. All
his clocks will be in this auction, few have any apologies. Unfortunately the top glass was broken enroute
to me. You can order replacement glasses from Timesavers. The original dial is signed, now slightly faded
and worn and it has correct hands, and original brass
bob on a wood stick. The movement is 8 day, time
and calendar, and it is running. There is a label on the
back. Ly-Ingraham #377. $200-$300.

stained making them almost undetectable. This 30 hour time movement has an alarm feature that sounds on the iron bell. It is running
properly. $75-$150.
170.
$50
“Jerome & Co., New Haven, Conn.”, miniature steeple
clock, ca 1865. The rosewood veneered case is 15 ½
inches tall, metal door knob/latch, original glasses, complete label, original painted dial, brass pendulum, and a
30 hour time only movement that is running. An interesting case as the sides are a much lighter shade than
the front and the base has the OG shape. The finials are
perfect. $75-$150.

176.
$100
Waterbury Clock Co. “Crane”, ca 1906. Usually called
just a shop clock or store regulator by clock collector’s, this one is all original but darkened over the
original now crusty finish. Many of you like clocks
that are all original no matter how dark or untouched. Well, here it is, complete (except for the
top) and 100% original including a complete paper
label inside and two on the back. Old dial, hands,
Waterbury pendulum, and pendulum stick. The oak
case should be 37” high but is now missing the top. Crowns and
bases for store regulators can be ordered from Timesavers. It is 8
day, time only and running. I forgot to hang the pendulum when we
had to reshoot this clock—sorry. Ly-Waterbury #726. $100-$200.

171.
$50
“Ansonia Brass And Copper Co., Ansonia, Conn.”, miniature steeple clock, ca 1869. The 14 ½ inch high mahogany ? veneered case has an unusual finish. I think it must
have been very dark or smoky and was cleaned leaving
the finish different than other clocks in this large collection. The door latch is correct, glasses original, painted
metal dial is original, good complete paper label, brass
pendulum and a 30 hour time only movement that is
running. $50-$100.
172.

$50
“Jerome & Co., New Haven, Conn.”, miniature steeple
clock, ca 1865. This one is mahogany veneered and
stands 15 ¼ inches tall, has original door knob/latch and
original glasses. It has a repainted metal dial, original
hands, good label, brass pendulum, iron bell, and a 30
hour time and strike movement that is running. The
veneer is good but there are no doubt corner nicks etc.
$75-$150.

173.

177.
$100
E. Ingraham Clock Co. hanging Calendar clock, “Landau”,
ca 1909. The solid oak case is 38 inches tall with a Mission
Finish (Ingrahams words). The case appears to be all original with the exception of a new paper dial. The 8 day
time and calendar movement is running and operating
the calendar. The hands, pendulum ball and stick are
correct. Part of the paper label remains on the back. LyIngraham #274. $150-$250.

$50
“Jerome & Co., New Haven, Conn.”, miniature steeple
clock, ca 1865. This one is not as tall as #172, it is only
14 ¾ inches. It is like #170 above, sides lighter than
front. I think it is rosewood, not sure. It has the original door latch, original glasses, original painted metal
dial, hands – not sure if original. Good label, brass pendulum, iron bell, and a 30 hour time and alarm movement that is running. Case is good but I see small chips
on the base, but miniscule. $75-$150.

178.
$25
E. Ingraham Clock Co. short drop wall clock, “Drop Octagon”, ca 1911. This solid oak case is 25 inches tall, has
pressed designs around the bezel and the base, and is all
original and in good condition EXCEPT it has no glass
over the dial and the bezel is not attached to the case.
The paper dial is too nice to be original. The 8 day time only movement is in working order. A good winter project. Ly-Ingraham #378.
$50-$100.

174.
$50
“Seth Thomas Clock Co., Thomaston, Conn.”, hanging clock, “Drop
Octagon 12 Inch”, ca 1880. These short drop clocks were very popular in the late 1800’s and up to the 2nd World War. They were well
made of various woods, this one is walnut and it stands
about 24 inches high. It was my first clock and will be
my last. They are very dependable, almost never need
service, I have not oiled mine in the 45 years I have
owned it. The 8 day time only movements just keep on
running, keeping excellent time, no chimes to wake
everyone up at night, and have a quite tick. There is a
complete label inside, original pendulum, painted dial,
correct hands and glasses. They just don’t get any better than a ST
short drop. Ly-Seth Thomas, pages 356-357. $75-$150.

179.
$50
E. Ingraham Clock Co. hanging clock, “Ionic”, ca 1911.
The nice rosewood case stands 22 inches high, darkened
over time but very clean and polished. Other than a replaced paper dial the clock appears to be completely
original. The bottom glass has gold painted circles and
behind the glass is a very ornate pendulum. Behind the
pendulum is a round black and gold label. The 8 day
movement is running and striking as intended. Ly-Ingraham #365.
$100-$200.
180.
$150
Wm. L. Gilbert Clock Co. box regulator, “Washington”,
ca 1913. This 38 inch high model was made in oak only
but is so darkened now could pass for a much darker
wood. It is not bad looking as it is but would certainly
look better if cleaned and polished. It may have even

175.
$150
E. Ingraham Clock Co. “Western Union”, ca 1911. Both glasses appear to be original and the paint is holding very well. The oak case is
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had a coat of mahogany stain applied to it sometime in its existence. Both glasses look to be original, same with the signed dial, the
hands, and the pendulum. On the back are the remnants of a label.
The 8 day time only movement is running. Ly-Gilbert #418. $150$250.

186.
$50
“New Haven Clock Co., New Haven, Conn.”, miniature steeple clock,
ca 1856. The rosewood veneered case stands 15 inches and the
beautiful case is near perfect, complete and original. Has
correct door latch, glasses appear original but tablet has
been rebacked. The one day movement is running and
striking hours on an iron bell. Old hands, pendulum, and
key, and a complete paper label. Original dial has some
small paint chips, the biggest bugaboo is around 5
o’clock where apparently the key slipped when winding.
$75-$150.

181.
$25
E. Ingraham Clock Co. calendar wall clock – says the consignor of
these clocks. There is no label, the dial is not signed, well
in fact the dial was surely repainted by a day nursery
group of 3 year olds. Very poorly repainted. It may have
an Ingraham movement in it but I believe the case is
from some mysterious country far far away. I cannot find
this exact style case in any of Tran Duy Ly’s clock books.
$25-$50.

187.
$50
“Sessions Clock Co., Forestville, Conn.”, steeple clock, ca
1932. This is their “Copley” model in a 15 ½ inch mahogany case, ivory colored artwork dial, tablet with ships
painting, and most of a label on the back. The 8 day time
and gong striking movement is running and striking
hours and half hours. I am not a Session connoisseur,
but it is nice. Ly-Sessions #612. $75-$150.

182.
$50
“E. N. Welch Manufacturing Co.”, miniature steeple
clock, ca 1878. The mahogany veneered case is 17 ½ inches tall, original glasses, correct door knob/latch, good
paper label, old brass pendulum, original painted dial,
and pair of hands. The 30 hour movement is time and
alarm, and is running. Ly-Welch #400. $75-$150.

188.
$50
Junghans, Germany, miniature steeple clock, ca
1877.The mahogany case is 15 inches tall, has door latch,
original glasses, new or new painted dial, complete paper label, old pendulum and key, and a 30 hour time
only movement with built in alarm that rings on an iron
bell. $75-$150.

183.
$50
“Waterbury Clock Company, Waterbury, Conn.”, small gothic
(steeple), ca 1881. The rosewood veneered case stands
14 ½ inches tall, has two glasses, bottom probably a replacement, door latch, good original painted dial, old
hands, old pendulum bob and key, excellent paper label,
coil gong and a 30 hour time and strike movement that is
running. The case is very nice, all original, has a couple of
small veneer chips, but to be 150 years old is very insignificant. Ly-Waterbury #1485. $75-$150.

189.
$50
“Waterbury Clock Company, Waterbury, Conn.” miniature steeple clock, “Small Gothic”, ca 1881. Good 15 inch
high mahogany veneered case has been restored, has
original door latch, original glasses with some backing
touched up, complete label, old pendulum and key, original painted dial with a few chips mostly around the
screws. The movement is 30 day time only and is running. Ly-Waterbury # 1485. $75-$150.

184.
$100
“Jerome & Co., New Haven, Conn.” 8 day peak top cottage clock, ca
1857. Clocks with this label were manufactured by the New Haven
Clock Co. soon after it took over the Jerome Co. They were supplied
to Jerome & Co., Liverpool, England, and a few were sold in the US.
This is the best example I have seen of the cottage
clock with two rosettes. Usually the rosettes are
missing. The 16 inch rosewood case has been expertly restored, black around base repainted, gold
sections repainted, and generally superb all over. It
has the correct door latch, perfect label on the
door, original glasses, original dial with a half dozen
tiny flakes outside the chapter ring, probably replaced hands, and an old pendulum and key. This
clock is time and strike and has a separate alarm movement and bell
in the case bottom. This is a keeper. Wish I had room. $150-$300.

190.
$50
“Waterbury Clock Co., Waterbury, Conn.”, walnut parlor clock, ca 1873. This little 14 ½ inch clock is plain and
simple, but very nice, cleaned and polished, or you
might say “restored”. It has a one day time only movement, signed “Jerome”. Why a Jerome movement in a
Waterbury case? Chauncey Jerome was in charge of
the case department and Noble Jerome the movement department.
After Noble died Silas B. Terry took over the movement department. Little history about an early, small, plain, parlor clock. Nice
label on the back, new cardboard ? dial, old pendulum and key, it is
running. Ly-Waterbury#1598. $75-$150.

185.
$100
“Jerome & Co., New Haven, Conn.”, 8 day octagon
top cottage clock, ca 1857. Made by New Haven
Clock Co. (see #184) and sold to the Jerome & Co.
Liverpool, England. This 16 inch high rosewood case
is also perfectly restored. Another keeper and this
one has the rare Gutta Percha tablets. The door latch
is correct, label is perfect, coil gong, alarm movement and alarm bell in the base, old pendulum and
key, I believe a repainted dial, and the 8 day time and strike movement made by N. Pomeroy. A very unusual and rare cottage clock,
that is outstanding. $150-$300.

191.
$50
Wm. L. Gilbert Clock Co. 8 day steeple clock, the
“Gothic”, ca 1929. The mahogany case stands 16 inches
tall with a Colonial style tablet. The clock is all original,
cleaned and polished, with an 8 day time and striking
movement that is running. This is a good quality clock
that is a faithful reproduction of those made by Gilbert in
the late 1800’s. Ly-Gilbert #1091. $75-$150.
192.
$50
“Waterbury Clock Company, Waterbury, Conn.” miniature steeple
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clock, “Small Gothic”, ca 1881. Good 15 inch high mahogany veneered case has been cleaned and polished. You do
understand that these days there is polish we use that
takes the smoke and other pollutants off the wood in
one wipe. It has original door latch, original glasses,
complete label, old pendulum and key, and original but
repainted dial. The movement is 30 day time only and is
running. Ly-Waterbury # 1485. $75-$150.

197.
$100
“Welch, Spring & Co., Forestville, Conn. U.S.A.”, mantel clock
“Italian No. 2”, ca 1878. Exceptionally nice rosewood
veneered case stands 16 inches tall and is original and
complete. The typical door latch and both door glasses appear to be original. The label inside is complete,
old pendulum and key, coil gong with brass base,
replaced paper dial on the old pan and the hands are
no doubt replacements. It has an 8 day movement
that strikes hours on the gong, and is running. LyWelch #360. $150-$250.

193.
$100
“Jerome & Co., New Haven, Conn.” 8 day cottage clock, ca 1857.
Clocks with this label were manufactured by the New Haven Clock
Co. soon after it took over the Jerome Co. They were supplied to
Jerome & Co., Liverpool, England, and a few were sold in the US.
This is the best example I have seen of this style cottage clock. The
16 inch rosewood case is near perfect, has some black paint around
the base, gold borders around the perfect glasses.
It is generally superb all over and I would call it
mint but someone will surely find a booboo somewhere. I will just say it is probably the cleanest,
nicest, 150 year old clock I have ever seen. It has
the correct door latch, perfect label on the door,
another perfect label on the back, original Gutta
Percha glasses, original dial with no problems or
repaint, probably original hands, and an old pendulum and key. This
movement was made by N. Pomeroy and is time and strike and has
a separate alarm movement and bell in the case bottom. This collector sent us 350 small clocks and this was one of his first. It is a
keeper. Wish I had room. $150-$300.

198.
$100
“E. Ingraham & Co., Bristol, Conn.”, wood cased mantel clock, “Arch
Column”, ca 1865. We were only able to find one similar clock by
Ingraham, it was named, “Arch Column, No. 1”. In 1857 he made a
similar clock with a square lower glass. I cannot find another example anywhere of this clock. The labels and movements
of the examples I listed are identical to our clock.
Note the main differences are the columns, capitals,
and bases, and the height of the clocks. Ours is 16
inches, rosewood probably, and is clean and original.
Both glasses are possibly replacements, the dial paper
is a replacement, has a decent label, coil gong, pendulum and key. The 8 day movement is running and
striking the hours. Ly-Ingraham, pages 79 thru 83, and
257. $150-$300.
199.
$50
“The E. N. Welch Manufacturing Co., Forestville,
Conn.”, miniature cottage clock, “Rose Gilt”, ca 1869.
The rosewood veneered case is only 9 ¼ inches tall, has
been cleaned, polished, and the gilt around the glasses
restored also. I believe the tablet is a replacement,
door latch intact, good label inside, original painted dial
is still very good to be almost 150 years old. The one day movement
is running, has an alarm that rings on an iron bell. Ly-Welch #393. $75
-$150.

194.
$50
Waterbury Clock Co., Waterbury, Conn.”, miniature steeple clock, ca
1881. Like some others already listed this is their “Small
Gothic” model, stands 15 inches tall in a rosewood
veneered case, original finials (left finial just a tad
shorter than the right one), original door latch and
original glasses. The portrait of the young lady has
been rebacked. Dial has been repainted, complete
label, 30 hour time only movement, and a separate
alarm movement and bell. It is running and has an old
pendulum and “SIGNED Waterbury key”. LyWaterbury #1485. $75-$150.

200.
$75
“E. Ingraham & Co., Bristol, Conn.”, wood cased mantel clock, “Doric-Extra”, ca 1880. This clock is 16 ¼ inches tall, made of rosewood veneer, has original door
latch and one original glass, and one replaced. Inside is
a replaced paper dial, replaced hands, brass bell, brass
pendulum, and the 8 day time and strike movement
that is running. There is a partial label on the back. LyIngraham, pages 270-271. $100-$200.

195.
$100
“Atkins Clock Co., Bristol, Conn.”, fairly common
“round top” model shelf clock, ca 1873. The rosewood
case is 15 inches tall. It was said to have a “gold foil
tablet”. I am not sure if this tablet is even original,
much less gold foil. I do know it has been rebacked
with new black paint. It has the typical key locking
front door, original dial that is dirty and slightly worn
but all there. Hands probably are replacements, has an old pendulum bob and key. The 8 day movement is running and striking a coil
gong each hour. “The Clocks of Irenus Atkins”, by Gregory & King,
page 87. $150-$300.

201.
$75
“E. Ingraham & Co., Bristol, Conn.”, wood case mantel
clock, “Venetian No.3”, ca 1875. This rosewood veneered case is 15 ¾ inches tall, clean and polished, retains an excellent rosewood color and near perfect all
over. The glasses are original and like those pictured in
Ingraham catalogs, has typical door latch, coil gong,
brass pendulum, good label, and a new paper dial. The
8 day movement is running and striking hours on the gong. LyIngraham, pages 266-267. $100-$200.

196.
$75
“Wm. L. Gilbert Clock Co., Winsted, Conn.”, mantel
clock, “Paragon”, ca 1879. This excellent mahogany
veneered case stands 15 inches tall, has door latch,
two original glasses, original and nice painted dial, coil
gong, complete paper label, and an old pendulum bob
and key. The 8 day movement is running and strikes
hourly on the coil gong. Ly –Gilbert $100-$200.

202.
$250
“Birge, Gilbert & Co. / Bristol, Conn.”, triple decker with 8 day brass
weight movement, ca 1836. The refinished case is mahogany ve-
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ball feet underneath, both doors are beveled and the chimneys and
returns are intact. The carved splat is excellent. Doors have key
locks, escutcheons and keys. The top glass is original, the middle
painted glass has been replaced and the bottom mirror is old but
the putty is not original. The wood dial is super nice with bright gold
all over. There is most of a paper label inside, pendulum bob, hands,
coil gong and original weights. This is a very nice early triple deck
clock. I cannot find any information about Mr. Peck or Mr. Haydon. I
suspect the clock was made by Birge, Mallory & Co. and peddled by
Peck and Haydon. There is information about a Peck and a Haydon
being peddlers of clocks in other parts of the US, but no mention of
them peddling in St. Louis. $300-$500.

neered, has great gold gilt on the columns, a really
nice carved splat, and turned feet. The veneer on the
37 ½ inch high case is very nice, very little veneer loss
and some chips were glued in place. Door locks with
escutcheons and keys on the two doors and three
glasses. The top glass has original putty, the bottom
two are replacements. It is very similar to the triple
deck clock by Birge, Peck pictured on page 279 in the
book by Kenneth Roberts, “Connecticut Clock Technology, 1810-1862”. The painted dial has some stretch
marks in the center and probably once had a mirror insert. On the
back are penciled ownership history from the 1800’s, and just above
the label are other inscriptions, one saying, “bought 1811 by Thos.
Boyd”. For some reason I don’t believe that since John Birge was
fighting in the War of 1812 at that time, and did not start making
clocks until 1819. The brass hands, pendulum and the large iron
weights are all period. The movement is an 8 day brass strap movement with side arm, made by Birge and Gilbert. Inside is a complete
paper label and an iron bell. The clock is not mint but was very nicely restored. You just don’t find this type clock this nice and this original. And hey, it is 180 years old. $400-$750.

206.
$125
“Eli Terry, Jr. / Terrysville, Connecticut”, ca 1831. Column and splat case is clean and polished, stenciling is
perfect on the half columns and the splat. Both glasses have new wood strips so must assume they are
replaced, however it appears the upper glass is old
glass. The rosewood veneered case is 31.5” high, and
it also is in beautiful condition, and has a door lock
with brass escutcheon and key. Complete paper label, old bob, iron bell, and 30 hour wood movement,
(subtype 1.117). It has a very good wood dial and a pair of period
hands. The escape wheel has 42 teeth but is a 30 hour movement.
The tablet was painted by Joy Gardner and the columns and splat
were restored by Karen Larson. $150-$250.

203.
$175
“E. Terry & Sons, / Plymouth, Connecticut”, stenciled column and
splat case with a wood movement, ca 1831-1832. The Terry wood
movement has 42 teeth on the escape wheel, and is complete with
verge and cords and strikes an iron bell on the hours. It has an excellent label and that is the main thing that set this collector apart
from most others, labels were most always very
nice. It has a pair of old iron weights, thirty hour
type, a brass pendulum bob, very good wood
dial and period hands. The door has an ivory escutcheon, lock and key. The 29 ½ inch high case
is made with rosewood veneer, has stenciled
quarter columns and splat, all with good stenciling, and on the base are carved feet. The chimneys, returns, and all wood parts are excellent.
The top glass is original, but is cracked in two
places, and the tablet is a replacement. $250$400.

207.
$200
“John Birge & Co. Bristol. Conn.”, 8 day column and
cornice weight clock, ca 1848, the only year he ever
worked alone in the clock business. The 8 day strap
brass movement is not signed, but I looked back in
my archives and see that I have sold two identical
clocks by John Birge and those movements were
signed, “Birge & Fuller / Bristol, Conn. / U.S.A.”.
Inside on the backboard is a near complete paper
label, and a coil gong. The movement is seat board
mounted, complete and operational. The rosewood veneered case
is 32” high, and looks to be almost mint perfect. As I have said when
examining this collector’s 350 clocks he made them look like they
just came from the factory. The top glass is old, not any clue if original to this case, because the wood strips are new, now held in place
with nails. Surely the bottom tablet is new for it is extra nice. However, I know this collector removed glasses when he cleaned and
polished cases. It has a pair of matching iron weights, old brass bob,
good weight rollers, original roller covers, and a great old wood dial
and hands. For its age this clock is as nice as any I have ever sold.
$250-$400.

204.
$75
“E. N. Welch Mfg. Co., Forestville, Conn.”, ca 1878.
The 24 ½ inch high mahogany veneered case is very
clean, appears to be completely original, and has had
no repairs or additions. The columns have retained
their paint, both glasses are original and there is still
some gold on the capitals and bases of the columns.
The movement is spring driven but the case was
made to accommodate both a weight driven and
spring driven movement. There is a door knob, correct pendulum bob, coil gong, very good original painted metal dial,
and a pair of hands and key. The brass movement is 30 hour, signed,
running, and strikes on a coil gong. Ly-Welch, page 163. $100-$200.

208.
$75
“Chauncey Jerome, Bristol, Conn.”, thirty hour weight driven ogee
cased clock, ca 1840. Chauncey had a long and storied clockmaking
career but seemed to always work with partners and his brothers. In
late 1840 he made clocks for two months as “Chauncey Jerome”.
Apparently the 25 ¾ inch high case is made of mahogany veneer except the band of light colored
wood around the door. I don’t know what to call it
but it makes a good looking clock with the two tone
look. The 30 hour brass movement is signed, “Made
By C. Jerome, Bristol, Ct. USA”. The very nice old
wood dial is signed exactly the same way. Naturally
it has a complete label, coil gong, brass bob, and a
pair of 30 hour iron weights. It is an all-around nice

205.
$300
“Peck, Haydon & Co., St. Louis, Missouri”, triple
decker case with two doors, full columns, sleigh
front base, and carved splat, ca 1840. It has an 8 day
strap brass movement with side arm, signed “B M &
Co”. The mahogany veneered case is 37.5” high, has
been cleaned and polished and may have a chip on a
flat surface and may have an edge nick from hauling
but as veneered clocks go it is excellent. There are
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and may well be original. These Ithaca dials were paper when first on the market and are easily replaced.
Rarely do we see an original Ithaca paper dial. Pendulum bob has the correct wire attached extension.
Both glasses may be original and the hands are correct. 8 day brass time and strike movement is running,
calendar changing, striking a coil gong on the hours. It
would appear the clock is original except for things I
cannot be sure, i.e. paper dials, hands, etc. LyCalendar #342. $450-$600.

clock and is in running condition. $100-$200.
209.
$200
“Forestville Manufacturing Co. / Bristol, Conn.”, triple decker case
with two doors, full columns and carved splat, 8 day brass movement, ca 1835-1839. This one like the others in this collection is clean
and restored. The mahogany veneered case is 37.5”
high, and the veneer is excellent with no repairs or
chips. It has ball feet underneath and the capitals
and returns are intact. Chimneys and caps are original as is the carved splat. Both doors have latches
and the full turned columns are perfect. All three
glasses have been replaced, at least the top two. I
believe the bottom was removed and sent off to
have touched up by a painter. The wood dial is as
nice as any I have seen that was180 years old. There
is a complete paper label inside, an old brass pendulum bob, period hands, coil gong, pair of original 8
day iron weights, and the 8 day brass movement. This is a nice early
clock. $250-$500.

213.
$100
E. Ingraham & Co. hanging, “Ionic”, ca 1911. This 22” high rosewood
veneered case was restored, that is cleaned and polished, the dial is
original, there is an excellent Ingraham label behind the pendulum.
Originally the bottom glasses on the Ionic models
were clear glass. This glass has been replaced with a
very attractive painted glass. Other than that, the
clock appears to be all original, including the hands,
pendulum bob, and a winding key. Eight day time and
strike movement is clean, running, and striking an iron
bell. Ly-Ingraham #365. This clock has always booked
high, like $500. Don’t know why!! $150-$250.

210.
$250
C. & L.C. Ives, Bristol, Conn. triple deck shelf clock, ca 1830. Mahogany veneered and carved case is 34 1/4” high, in
clean original restored condition. Everything was
spiffed up, cleaned, polished and put in good running condition. There are three nice original glasses which is very unusual in the early weight clocks.
It has turned ball feet, painted columns, and beautifully carved fruit basket on top. It has the correct
old iron weights and brass pendulum, almost a
complete paper label inside now covered for protection, very nice wood dial and hands, and a clean
brass “new design” 8 day movement. It is the Birge & Fuller strap brass movement without the
sidearm extension that was so prevalent a year or
so earlier. It is running and strikes a coil gong below the movement.
There are brass door latches on the two doors. A very nice, and
attractive clock. $300-$500.

214.
$350
Ansonia Clock Company, crystal regulator, “Symbol Extra”, ca 1894.
They made four slightly different models of the
Symbol, this one being the nicest and top of the
line. The Symbol was the first crystal regulator
that Ansonia made. It has beveled glass on
three sides, metal on the back and top. This
clock is a solid metal case with a nickel finish
and with gilt ornamentation. I have seen very
few Symbol clocks over 45 years and certainly
not one with a near perfect nickel finish. The
glasses are all good but one side glass has a
corner nick. The case is 15 ½ inches tall, has a
door with knob in the front, small removable
door in the back to access the pendulum hanger. Note the elaborate
French sash, the two piece porcelain dial with Brocot escapement,
original hands, very fancy pendulum, and standing gong. The 8 day
movement is running and striking half hours on the Cathedral gong.
The white spot on the front glass lower left corner is a little sticker I
forgot to remove. Ly-Ansonia page 108. $500-$750.

211.
$150
“Seth Thomas Clock Co. Thomaston, Conn.”, a City Series clock,
“Boston”, ca 1884.
The walnut case is 2 high,
clean, polished, and in excellent original condition,
retaining all the original finials, attached buttons,
top rail, etc. It appears the collector cleaned and
polished it inside and outside, without removing
any of the original finish. Really just a good polish
with do that. The glass, hands, dial, pendulum, nickel bell, and nice label are all original to this case. The
dial is original but has some paint chips scattered
about. They built wonderful clocks but must have
used cheap paint on their dials. It has nickeled dial rings, bell, pendulum hanger, and one of Seth Thomas special brass pendulum
bobs. The lyre movement is 8 day, signed “Seth Thomas Clock Co. /
Thomaston, Conn. USA”, retains the Geneva stops, running and
striking the nickel bell each hour. Ly-Seth Thomas #511. $200-$400.

215.
$250
German, Junghans, Swinging Arm, ca 1910. 8 day novelty
clock, spelter statue, gilt bronze arm. Both are as found in
a collection, have been cleaned and polished but natural
wear of original finish is still evident. The porcelain dial is
signed with the makers mark, the well made movement
also has the Junghans trademark. The movement is running just fine but we do not know when it was last serviced. The clock is 20” high. We used to sell quite a few of
the Junghans but this is the first one to come our way in a
few years. $350-$500.

212.
$300
Ithaca Calendar Clock Co., “No. 7 Shelf Cottage”, ca 1866-1874. Walnut case is 22” high, in excellent original condition, clean and polished. Entire back comes off to access the movements, hang the
pendulum, etc. Small door between the two dials to view the pendulum, or give it a gentle boost if needed. Both dials are very old
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neered case stands 17 ½ inches high, has two original glasses, door
latch, very nice original painted dial, probably replaced hands, complete paper label, old brass pendulum and key, alarm movement,
and the eight day time and striking movement that is running. $150$250.

216.
$100
“Poole Electric”, wall clock that is battery powered,
ca 1928. When sold in 1928 it came with an adapter
that could be plugged into any electrical outlet. They
came with batteries that were preferred at that
time. No cord with this model, “The Sentinel / Model
26”. The black walnut case is 14 inches square, has a
10 inch dial of polished aluminum. The clock is near perfect, clean as
a pin, looks like new, and is running. Ly-American Clocks, page 170.
$150-$250.

221.
$100
Sessions Clock Company, Forestville, Conn.”, miniature pillar and scroll clock, “Chippendale”, ca 1908.
The polished solid mahogany case is 20 inches high,
has a genuine inlaid panel, brass finials, six in signed
metal dial, Cathedral gong, brass pendulum and an 8
day time and half hour striking movement that is running. The clock is clean as a pin and near perfect. LySessions #614. $150-$300.

217.
$200
Seth Thomas Clock Co., Hanging Balltop, or “Eclipse”
model, ca 1885. An all original walnut case that has
been expertly refinished to remove the dark smoke.
It took a lot of work but it looks like a new clock.
Even the original glass is extra nice, the label inside is
all there as are all the other parts of the clock. It is a
super nice, original clock, standing 27” high. The
glass, pendulum (signed Eclipse), label, hands, dial,
brass Cathedral gong base, alarm movement, and a
large 8 day lyre movement, are all original to this
case. The dial paper is a new replacement. This clock has all of the
top of the line Seth Thomas parts, and is operating properly. I have
sold 50 or more hanging Balltop clocks and this one is by far the
nicest. Ly-Seth Thomas #1057. $300-$500.

222.
$500
“E. Ingraham & Co., Bristol, Conn.”, parlor calendar, ca 1881. This
double dial used the Lewis Patent calendar mechanism that is enclosed in a metal holder attached to the lower door. The mahogany
case is 21 ½ inches tall, clean, polished, but retaining
a faint bit of smoke on the wood. The dials are original and as usual the top dial shows wear and the
bottom is clean and white. Of course it is behind
glass and never exposed to the elements. The label
on the movement is perfect, the pendulum and five
hands all look to be original. The running movement
goes 8 days and strikes a Cathedral gong. LyIngraham, page111. $500-$750.

218.
$500
“F. Kroeber, New York”, mantel clock, “Angel Swing No.1-1876”,
copied from the complete label on the back of this
rare clock. The 17 inch high case is made of walnut,
has three glasses, door latch, brass dial rings, probably an original dial – not real sure, and replaced
hands. The swinging figure does not look like
those pictured in Ly-Kroeber, page 127, so I must
assume ours is not original. The signed movement
runs 8 days and is time only. The case is clean and
polished and the general appearance is excellence.
$500-$750.

223.
$200
Waltham Clock Co. miniature Willard style banjo, ca 1930.
The case is only 21” high, has a nice finish all over the mahogany case. Mahogany stained wood balls around the
base, three perfect glasses, brass sash with flat beveled
glass over the ivory painted metal dial. The dial is signed
and is in excellent condition and has the correct hands. It
has good brass side rails and a brass eagle. The 8 day time
only movement winds and sets by turning a long brass rod
behind the door on the base. It is time only and running. Ly
-American Clocks #912. $400-$600.

219.
$150
“Seth Thomas Clock Co., Thomaston, Conn.”, a very rare City Series
clock, “Denver”, ca 1886. The factory sometimes stamps the date
the clock was made on the back of the case. This stamp says,
“6881C”, which is their highly secret code meaning it was made
March 1886. The polished walnut case is 16 ½ inches
tall and has been polished. The clock is all original except for a new paper dial and possibly new hands. The
excellent silver bob is correct and matches the pendulum hanger and silver dial rings. There are remnants of
the black label on the base. The eight day movement is
running and striking the Cathedral gong on the hours.
As some of you know I have hyped City Series clocks
for 45 years, collected and sold hundreds, but this is
only the second Denver I have ever sold. It has to be pretty rare. LySeth Thomas #537A. $200-$350.

224.
$850
Ansonia Clock Co. New York, “Huntress”, mystery swinging arm timepiece, ca 1894. This clock came out of an
Ohio collection along with a great number of other excellent clocks in this catalog. The 8 day movement is running. Both the swing arm and statue need to be lightly
cleaned. If you are unfamiliar with the running of this
type clock the pendulum inside the ball stays generally
vertical while the arm swings side to side. The brass balls
on this arm are in excellent condition and the statue still
has much of its original finish. The two pieces together
are 25” high. In very good condition this model has been
selling upwards of $3000. Ly-Ansonia, page 701. $1000$1500.
225.
$600
Ithaca Calendar Clock Co. “No. 8 Shelf Library”, ca 1874. This model
was made with at least three different movements. This clock has an
8 day, time and gong strike, probably a Pomeroy movement. It is
very clean, was serviced completely a few years ago, and is running;
striking, and calendar changing properly. This is a perpetual H. B.
Horton lower calendar mechanism. Calendar roller papers are origi-

220.
$125
Waterbury Clock Co., Waterbury, Conn.”, mantel
clock “Dexter”, ca 1870. This clock is one of their very
early wood cased mantel clocks with 8 day movements. Ly-Waterbury page 837 says the clock was
made 1875 but a very tiny original label on the clock
door says it was patented 1870. The rosewood ve-
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nal, top dial changed many years ago and I believe the
bottom dial is original. Old brass bob, original backboard, correct hands on both dials. The walnut case is
25” high, all original, cleaned and polished regularly,
retaining a good original finish. A very clean original
clock in excellent condition. Ly-Calendar #339; Millers
Calendar, pages 40-41. $750-$1000.

tage clock, ca 1880, give or take. They made a hundred or more variations of the miniature 9 inch clocks, losts of case styles and many
different movements, so mixed around you have hundreds of variations. I believe this case is their “Cottage
E” with a “C-Type” movement. It is exceptionally nice
including the rosewood case, label, iron bell, glasses,
door latch, and the 30 hour time and alarm movement
that is running. Ly-Seth Thomas, page 217. $100-$200.

226.
$75
“Ansonia Brass & Copper Company, Ansonia, Conn.”,
early mantel clock named, Gilt Column”. The rosewood veneered case is 18 ¾ inches tall, columns were
painted in various ways, this one is stained slightly a
lighter shade than the rosewood. It has two original
glasses, tablet with minor paint loss, door knob, complete paper label, coil gong, original painted zinc dial,
original hands, brass pendulum bob and key, and an 8 day time and
strike movement that is running. Ly-Ansonia #1758. $100-$200.

231.
$300
“Webb C. Ball” American banjo clock, ca 1916. The
Webb C. Ball company was a railroad inspection service
and a retail jeweler in the Cleveland area for many
years. They sold clocks and watches. He sold clocks
made by Howard, Seth Thomas, Chelsea, and others.
We believe this banjo clock was made by Chelsea.
“Webb C. Ball” is imprinted on the dial as were a great
many of his watches and clocks he sold. The 40 inch
mahogany case was made to accommodate a weight
driven pendulum movement. It has the tin cover over
the weight chute from top to bottom. It would appear
Ball bought the empty case and installed a lever movement and dial to his liking. The 8 day time only movement is running. The case has a brass eagle, brass side
rails, brass sash with a bowed glass that is cracked. The
dial and hands are good but not of Chelsea quality. Note the expensive “Hull” painted glasses. Ly-American Clocks, Volume 3, has a
dozen pages dealing with the Ball company’s. $300-$500.

227.
$150
Seth Thomas Clock Co. “Nashville V.P., ca 1879. The Nashville and
New Orleans models of Seth Thomas City Series clocks with a star
pendulum with the Fleur De Leis on top, collectors sometimes insist
the clocks are not correct if it has a regular ST pendulum. The new
Ly-Seth Thomas books show the clocks with both types of pendulums. This 16 inch rosewood case is very unusual
looking because most all of ST City Series clocks
were walnut. This case is outstanding. It is about 140
years old now and still very nice. It has nickel dial
rings, nickel bell, nickel star pendulum, a good black
label, correct hands, and original door latch and door
glass. The movement is 8 day, running, and striking
hours on the bell. Seth Thomas, page 200. $150-$250.

232.
$75
“Seth Thomas Clock Co., (General Time Corporation)
Thomaston, Conn.”, miniature pillar & scroll clock, ca
1963. Solid mahogany case in perfect condition, 15 inches tall, has a colorful New England scene on the tablet,
perfect dial, hands, brass finials, and 8 day Hermle
movement that is running and striking half hours and
hours. Ly-Seth Thomas, page 666. $100-$200.

228.
$150
Seth Thomas Clock Co. “New Orleans V.P.”, ca 1880.
This is one of the earlier models in their large assortment of City Series clocks. The walnut case is 16” tall
and retains all its original parts including the glass,
complete black label, nickeled star pendulum and
nickel rod, nickeled dial rings, nickeled bell, and the
door latch. The dial needs to be repainted. The previous owner says the clock runs 8 days and is striking
the hours properly. I have always considered the Nashville and New
Orleans to be some of Seth Thomas common clocks. Wrong. They
are two of the more rare models. The last one I sold of this model
was 2007, only 4 in 45 years. Sorry about the dust on the base. Lots
of activity going on in my shop and garage. Ly-Seth Thomas, page
200. $150-$200.

233.
$150
“Brewster Manufacturing Co. / Bristol, Conn.”, beehive mantel
clock, ca 1852. The 8 day time and strike heavy movement plate is
signed, has very thick large springs and an alarm movement and
brass bell in the base of the case. The running movement strikes
hours on a coil gong attached to an iron gong base, and it has a nice
brass pendulum and old key. The old dial pan has been
repainted, hands appear to be correct. The top glass is
held with original putty, bottom with old wood strips,
and therefore cannot say it is original. The 20” high
rosewood veneered case is basically very nice with
few if any veneer repairs. Hard to tell but I lean toward all original. The label is near perfect but very
dark. $200-$350.

229.
$100
Seth Thomas Clock Co. Thomaston, Conn., miniature
pillar and scroll clock, ca 1932. Not sure of the exact
name of this little 17 inch high mahogany case. The tablet is original but a little different than those pictured in
Ly-Seth Thomas, page 661. The case is near perfect and
no doubt lived in a fine home and was pampered for 90
years. The movement runs 8 days and strikes on a Cathedral gong. Everything about the clock is original and
in excellent condition. $100-$200.

234.
$100
E. Ingraham & Co. hanging calendar clock, “Dew
Drop”, ca 1909. Exceptionally nice 24” high case that
looks to be walnut but Ingraham calls it Imitation
Rosewood. It has been cleaned and polished and the
case is complete, has good glasses, and good gold on
the lower glass. There is a new paper dial on the old
pan, good hands, original pendulum bob, and key.
The 8 day time only movement is correct and running. Books near $500, but with the new paper dial and the economic meltdown in 2008 worth some less. Ly-Ingraham #271. $150-$250.

230.
$75
“Seth Thomas Clock Co., Thomaston, Conn.”, miniature 9 inch cot-
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235.
$100
“Reed’s Gilt Edge Tonic” signed on the dial of this regulator clock. A small label on the back of the door says, “This
Regulator Clock is presented by The Geo. W. M. Reed
Bitter Co. of New Haven, Conn. thru their wholesale
agents as a gift to our patrons, and is intended to attract
attention to the merits of, “REED’S GILT EDGE TONIC”.
The wood case is 26 ½ inches tall, has a beveled glass over
the dial, hands are replacements, large brass pendulum
ball and wood stick. Appears to have initials G & L engraved on the base with gold filling. $100-$250.

ume 2, page 320. $250-$400.

236.
$450
“W. L. Gilbert Clock Company, Winsted, Conn.”, Octagon Drop Calendar, ca 1866. This early calendar clock as the Galusha Maranville
patented calendar mechanism that has to be hand adjusted once
each month. There are studs at the top and bottom of the dial for
changing the month and day, then it is good for another month. The
8 day movement is running and striking a coil gong each hour. The is
part of a label on the back and the inside of the case was wallpapered, now with a few chips. Inside is an old pendulum bob and key and the tiny round reverse painted glass in the bottom door. The dial (s) have been
repainted. The rosewood veneered case is 23 ½
inches tall, very dark, probably never had the
smoke removed but is polished and in excellent
condition. All the various case parts appear to be
original but I cannot vouch for the hands. LyCalendar, pages 80-81; Ly-Gilbert, page 72. $500$750.

241.
$100
Wall clock powered by one D battery. I did not disassemble the dial from movement to check for maker but
there are no names showing. The clock is attached to a
marble slab 16 ½ by 8 ¼ inches. The wood box covers
the clock and attaches to the marble. It is extremely
heavy. I did not hang the clock nor did I attempt to get
it to run, frankly I am not real sure how the pendulum
moves. Knowing the collector who had this clock I feel confident it
is complete and will run. $200-$500.

240.
$75
Miniature Vienna Regulator, 15 inches high, 3 glasses, 4
finials, rope twist each side of the door, dial signed,
“1981”, hands, pendulum and key are all original. Label on
the back says, “1981 / Limited Edition / Miniature Vienna/
R.K. – W.M. / No. 47”. The initials are those of a couple of
northeast collectors, Rudy Kempler and William (Bill)
Mather. Clock has one flaw. Part of the bottom finial’s
base is missing. $75-$150.

242.
$250
Austrian one weight, time only Vienna, ca 1848. The
single wind brass movement is unsigned, but the dial is
signed, “Jolef Schmied / Wien”. It runs 8 days, movement is bright and clean and the brass weight, dial
rings, wall levelers, and other parts are also clean and
polished. The movement attaches to a mounting bracket. The clock is complete with a brass bob, wood stick,
porcelain beat scale (with damage), 3 good glasses,
and a door hook. The two piece porcelain dial is very
nice and there is a pair of early Vienna hands. The beautiful walnut case is 38 inches high, has three glasses,
grooved columns on the door with carved capitals and
bases, three finials on the base, and a cast eagle on
top. The top piece has been put in new holes but I do believe it is
original to the case. $300-$500.

237.
$300
Wayne R. Cline, Bowling Green, Ky. Miniature replica of
a Howard No.70 Regulator, ca 1980. The case is
marked inside as being number “54” and marked on
the back of the case, “Wayne Cline / C5453501”. It is 15
½ inches tall, made of oak with a Tom Moberg painted
tablet, Dial House painted dial that is signed, “Wayne
R. Cline / Bowling Green, Ky.”. The 8 day time only
movement is running, original key inside the case. Before his death Mr. Cline made hundreds of replicas of
Howard and other makers clocks. $400-$600.

243.
$150
Seth Thomas Clock Co. ships bell clock, “Monitor”. Not sure of the
date this clock was made for they made them from
1884 thru the 1930’s. This is a brass cased clock,
most I have seen were nickel plated. It is 10 ½ inches
high, good case, clean and polished, hinged bezel,
bell on the base attached to a wood support that is
an extension of the clock back. Good silver dial is
signed and has three correct hands. The 8 day
movement is running and striking ships bells on half
hours. Factory lettering on the back is, “7 F”. LySeth Thomas, pages 755-758. $200-$350.

238.
$100
New Haven Clock Co. banjo, “Winetka”, ca 1929. A miniature size, it is only 19” high. Wood case is excellent, has a
painted finish all over, not sure of wood type, brass finial
on top, brass side rails, and brass bezel. The decorated
panels are original and in very good condition, and there
is a bowed glass over the signed metal dial. Correct
hands and it has raised numerals. 8 day pendulum movement strikes a long rod on half hours and hours. Pendulum and key included. Ly-New Haven, page 60. $250-$350.

244.
$100
Seth Thomas Clock Co. Locomotive or Chronometer,
or something else, I can never be sure with these
ships clocks. It does not want to run but strikes ships
bells on the half hours. It is a nice clean, polished,
brass case, 4 inches high, 7 inches across the bezel.
The silver dial is signed, very nice and clean, and the
three hands look to be original. The bezel is hinged on the right side,
has a clip type latch on the left side. Not sure if 30 hour or 8 day
since I cannot get it running. $100-$200.

239.
$200
“Waltham Watch & Clock Company, Waltham, Mass.” half
size mahogany banjo clock, stands 21 inches high, with
“Washington – Mt. Vernon” glasses, carved acorn on top,
and brass side rails. The ivory painted dial has Arabic figures, is signed and has original hands. The clock overall is
in excellent condition, the only demerit would be for some
tiny paint flakes on both glasses. The movement runs 8
days and is time only. A very nice miniature banjo, and it is
running. Ly-American Clocks, Volume 1, page248; and Vol-
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is signed with some initials that I cannot decipher. The dome is
cracked top to bottom in one place, no evidence it wants to come
apart. I didn’t even notice it until I was placing the clock on a shelf.
$100-$200.

245.
$50
“Junghans / Made in Germany”, miniature shelf clock
with a music box. It is 13 inches tall, very dark, wood
never cleaned, missing one top finial. Hinged back door
with key on the back gives access to the one day time
and alarm movement. Music box below the silver movement is set by the alarm dial. I did not attempt to play
the music but it looks to be complete. $50-$100.

251.
$100
Poole Manufacturing Co., NY, battery operated electric clock, “The Executive Model 5”, ca 1928. Morse
Chain Company acquired the Poole Company in 1926
and operated until 1930, when manufacturing ceased.
The glass dome sets in a wood base and together they
stand 10.5” high. The silver dial is signed, “Poole”,
and, “Morse Chain Co.”. In other places the case is
signed, “Poole”. This clock is almost perfect, it is clean, and practically untouched anywhere. Ly-American Clocks, Volume 2, pages 170
-171. $200-$300.

246.
$150
Seth Thomas Clock Co. ships bell clock, “Monitor”. Not sure of the
date this clock was made for they made them from 1884 thru the
1930’s. This is a completely brass cased clock.No.243
had a wood back. It is 10 ½ inches high, good case,
clean and polished, hinged bezel, bell on the base attached to a brass piece that is an extension of the
clock back. The silver dial is signed and has three correct hands and is showing wear and darkening. It is
running and striking ships bells on half hours. Ly-Seth
Thomas, pages 755-758. $150-$300.

252.
$100
“No-Key Clock Co. Wheeling, W.Va.”, small battery
electric clock under glass dome that can run 6 months
on one battery, ca 1911. An Ohio man traded a coal
mine for the company, moved it to Mt. Vernon, Ohio,
and bankrupt in 1913. Nice clean clock, all original, and
was running when brought to us. See #256, a nearly
identical clock. $200-$300.

247.
$150
“Briggs Rotary Pendulum Clock, a Horolovar Reproduction”, signed
on the top plate of the movement. The clock has to be new, or near
new, it is just to original and nice, clean and shining. Of course, it
has had the glass dome over the movement since
bought new. Wood base, metal feet, large movement winder underneath, perfect dial is signed,
“Made In Germany”, and a well made reproduction
of the early Briggs/Welch rotary pendulum clocks.
Everything in mint condition and comes with the
original glass dome. With the dome in place it is
about 7.5” high. $200-$300.

253.
$150
Bulle Electric Clock, ca 1920. It is 15 inches high including the dome.
Dome rests on a nice clean wood base. The movement is running
strong as I type. If you do not understand how the
clock functions do as I did, Google “Bulle Clocks” and
you will find more information that your brain will
hold. I also learned that the Europeans are very proud
of the Bulle clocks, and know their value more than I
as they had some for sale on EBay with minimum prices near $3000. I believe the minute hand is missing on
this clock otherwise very nice overall condition. $300$500.

248.
$250
Briggs Rotary novelty timepiece, unsigned but made by either
George W. Brown or Welch Mfg. Co., Forestville, Conn., ca 1878.
With the original glass dome in place it is almost 7
inches tall. The clock was probably cleaned a little
but to me looks like a 140 year old clock should look.
The dial is slightly worn/faded, brass is not real shiny
but is not dirty either. The wood base is clean. It has
all original parts, the 30 hour movement winds underneath, and is running. Ly-Welch, page 245. $300$500.

254.
$300
“Seth Thomas’ Sons & Company, New York, NY”,
rare candle stand clock, ca 1872. It is 11 inches tall
and I will go way out on a limb and call it mint. You
may find something wrong somewhere but to be
150 years old it is mint. Perfect painted wood base,
bright original gold paint on the stand, bright brass
sash, perfect porcelain dial and hands, signed dial,
nickel bell, original pendulum, signed 8 day movement that strikes the bell on half hours and hours. If
you don’t like my call of “Mint” I will buy it back. It is a museum
piece. Ly-Seth Thomas, page 1044. $400-$600.

249.
$100
Chelsea Clock Co. Barometer in a Chelsea made
wooden holder. It is 6 ½ inches tall, brass case is 4 ¾
inches tall. The clock and stand are like new, if not
new, or very recent. The silver dial is signed and has
gauge rings for, “Inches, Centimeters, Millibars”.
The top of the case screws on. Numbers on the back are, “2 753”.
$150-$300.
250.

255.
$150
“Bulle Electric Clock”, ca 1920. Another near perfect
clock. Painted wood base is super nice, nickel dial is
excellent, is signed, hands are original. I cannot stop
the clock from running without removing the battery
from underneath the base. Barely touch the clock
and it starts running. With the original dome in place
it stands 10 inches tall. They don’t come any nicer
than this one. If the Bulle clocks listed on EBay
means anything these Bulle clocks are very valuable. $250-$500.

$100
400 Day Anniversary Clock, ca 1926. Identical to the
clock pictured in Ly-Gustav Becker, page 149. This model has six large brass pillars with a dome over it. Polished and clean all over. Excellent porcelain dial and
hands. The dial is signed, “Made in Germany”. Movement is also clean and running. Without the glass dome
in place the clock is 15 ½ inches tall, with the dome it is
16 ½ inches tall. It is an unusually nice clock. Movement
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wood case is 31” tall, veneer is near perfect. If you are
diligent you may find a flaw somewhere, but it is a very
nice veneered case. The case has been cleaned and
polished and looks wonderful. The upper glass may
have been replaced, putty stained to look old. Hands
are old, pendulum stick and pendulum bob are period.
Most all Verdi models we have seen were time only,
but this clock strikes a gong on the hours. Ly-Welch,
page 136. $200-$300.

256.
$100
“No-Key Clock Co. Wheeling, W.Va.”, small battery
electric clock under glass dome that can run 6 months
on one battery, ca 1911. An Ohio man traded a coal
mine for the company, moved it to Mt. Vernon, Ohio,
and bankrupt in 1913. Nice clean clock, all original, and
was running when brought to us. See #252, a nearly
identical clock.
$200-$300.
257.
$250
“Terry Clock Co. Waterbury, Conn.”, shelf clock, ca
1867-1880. With dome in place the clock is about
10 ½ inches high, appears to be all original including the good dome. Silas Terry and his brothers
spiffed up this clock with paintings of water and
mountains, on the iron base. The pendulum is also
very unusual as are the cast designs on the brass
movement legs and makers name inscribed on an
attached brass piece above the dial. The only negatives I see are hairlines in the porcelain dial. I can only assume the
movement is eight day because it has two springs but is time only.
$300-$500.

261.
$300
“Thomas Edison” Cylinder Phonograph & Horn, ca early 1900’s. It is
complete with a 14 inch “Witches Hat” horn and case that appears
to be in excellent condition, except the locking
top cover. It may not have come with the phonograph for it looks weathered and dirty. We
suspect the horn is original to the instrument
but have no proof. If you are not familiar with
these instruments there is more information
than your brain can absorb if you Google
“Edison Gem Phonograph”. EBay has many
showing sold or for sale and the prices seem to be in the $600-$750
range unless they have a very low serial number. The serial number
is “G 111161”. $400-$600.

258.
$100
“Imperial Clock Corp. Highland, IL”, electric gallery
clock, ca 1936-1960. The only others we have sold
were in the January 2007 auction and they were
made in Effingham, IL. Those two clocks and this
clock are almost identical except one of the 2007
clocks had a seconds dial. The dark wood case has
maple inlaid decorations and is 16 inches square. The first two had
bowed glass over the dial, this one has flat glass. Movements in all 3
are identical, solid plate with balance wheel platform escapement.
It is reported that the clock will continue to run 24 hours during a
current interruption. $150-$300.

262.
$400
“Thomas Edison Gem, Cylinder Phonograph &
Horn”, ca early 1900’s. It is complete with a
“Witches Hat” horn that is 14 inches, the standard size horn for this model machine. This unit
is nicer than #263 mainly because the top is in
very nice condition where the one in #261 is
not. Read #261 for more information regarding
the “Gem” model phonographs. The serial
number of this machine is, “229502”. $400-$600.
263.
$250
Edison “Amberola” Mode 30 cylinder phonograph, ca 1915. It is in
very good condition, the medium oak case has not
been abused and in fact is so nice it looks new, and
should not need any attention other than dusting.
It comes with the original crank, the motor is running but I did not try to make it play a cylinder.
These model 30 machines are all over EBay with
Buy it Now and starting bids in the $400-$800
range, none as nice as this one.

259.
$200
“Birge & Fuller / Bristol Conn / U S A”, large eight day column and
cornice, or Empire style clock, ca 1843. These two
men were in business until the death of Mr. Fuller
in 1848. This clock has their revised 8 day strap
brass movement without the side extension. The
large mahogany veneered case is 34” high. Generally, the veneer is very good, however, there are only
a few veneer repairs on the very top and bottom
boards. Considering the age of the clock the veneer
is very nice, but if I did not mention the tiny chips
some kind person would call it to my attention. The
painted tablets and the top glass are all three original. There is very minor paint loss on the paint. There is practically a
complete paper label on the backboard. The wood dial is clean,
could be a replacement, and some enterprising person added some
wood strips on the back to make it very stable when attached over
the movement, there are old hands, two original door latches, a pair
of large eight day iron weights, and a period pendulum bob. The
clock runs and strikes. $250-$350.

265.
$150
Seth Thomas Clock Co. a City Series clock, “Albion”, ca 1880. Walnut
case is 21” high, 100% original, lightly cleaned/polished, still a dark
case, but I would not clean it any more. Maybe some polish, but
nothing else. A plain case compared to later mantel
clocks, railing and spindles on top, grooves on the
front, and it is a living room mantel clock, not a kitchen clock. Made in the period when companies were
turning out quality rather than quantity. Finials,
glass, dial, hands, pendulum bob, and beat scale, are
all original and very nice. The dial is signed, and is in
good condition for a ST dial. Bob is heavy brass, with
damascening, one of a half dozen or so exceptional
pendulums ST used in the City Series clocks. A black
label on the base is in relatively good condition. Movement is 8 day,
signed “ST” and “Seth Thomas Clock Co. / Thomaston, Conn. USA”.
Running and strikes a large nickel bell on the hours. Ly-Seth Thomas

260.
$150
Welch, Spring & Co. made the “Verdi” model beginning in 1877, and
later the E. N. Welch Manufacturing Company made it until 1893.
The 8 day time and strike movement was designed by B. B. Lewis
for Welch, and has been considered by many to be the finest spring
driven movement produced by a Bristol manufacturer. It is clean
and running fine. The dial was repainted on the original pan. Rose-
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is a special one Gilbert only used on better clocks. A needle in the
center adjusts for slow-fast. I believe the dial is original as it has
darkened considerably. Inside is the 8 day movement that is running
and striking a Cathedral gong. Ly-Gilbert#1040. $250-$400.

#505. $200-$350.
266.
$200
F. Kroeber & Company, parlor clock,
“Broadway”, ca 1874. This is a very rare clock and
the only one I have ever had. For you geeks I
took a picture of the movement. This clock is not
pictured in Ly-Kroeber but is very similar to the
Kroeber Fifth Avenue No.2. As you can see the
Kroeber is almost identical to the Ansonia Broadway except for some minor differences, such as
carvings instead of wood turnings and different
etchings on the base. Kroeber used the No.2 designation to indicate
the clock was of lesser quality and had ordinary “Yankee” movements. So, did Ansonia make the clock for Kroeber, or, did Kroeber
buy the fancy things from Ansonia to use in their clocks? It is a very
nice clock, fancy Ansonia sash, complete and original otherwise, has
an 8 day movement that is running and striking the nickel bell.
Movement is not signed and there is no label. $250-$350.

270.
$350
“Welch, Spring & Co., Eight Day Cary”, ca 1880. This rare clock has
an 8 day Patti movement that has been running for days here in my
office. However, it is not striking. It appears to have a broken spring.
The consignor of over 150 superb clocks in this auction was in the
process of repairing the strike. He had an identical spring lying in the
case but it also seems to have a broken. At least, it is not catching
when you turn it. The 20 inch rosewood case is
superb as were most of the Welch, Spring cases. It
has a slick cabinet finish, original glasses, correct
Welch glass pendulum, and wall paper inside on
the backboard. Good label on the back, but a replaced dial. The consignor was in the process of
making it good again. Now you can make it a
$1000 clock very easily with a good dial and a good
spring. I think this is one of the best looking cases
in the Patti group. Ly-Welch, page 148-150. $400$600.

267.
$200
Ansonia Clock Company elaborate walnut cased clock, “Monarch”,
ca 1880. From the delicate urn top to the drawer in the base there
are fancifully carved ears, ornaments, and other unusual case parts.
There is a piece missing on the urn. The sides have double carvings,
in other words there is a set of carvings on each side, front and
back. The clean quarter sawn oak case is 24 ½” high and seemingly
all original. On the back are remnants of a paper
label and the only thing legible is “Company”.
The door glass is an original Ansonia glass. Large
metal ornament on top and a special metal sash
around the dial, that Ansonia only used on a very
few of their better clocks. The paper dial has
been there a while and has some scratch marks.
Signed winding key, correct hands, and a wire
gong, which dates it to be a little older than most
of this model I have seen. The movement is 8 day,
signed, clean, running, and striking half hours on
the gong. This model has always been popular with clock collectors.
Ly-Ansonia #1780. $250-$350.

271.
$150
Seth Thomas Clock Co. pillar & scroll, “Cambridge”, ca 1928. Made
by ST in the days that they were still making clocks in
the USA. Of all the different pillar and scroll models ST
made in the 1900’s, this to me, is more near like the
originals. The early models had wood, weight driven
movements, and were generally 28 to 30” tall, where
this miniature model is only 25” tall and has their
No.89 brass/spring driven 8 day movement. It is running and strikes a nice gong behind the lower glass.
Everything is original and very nice, mostly near perfect. Brass finials, brass bob, perfect signed dial, original hands and glasses. Escutcheon and key lock in the door, with a
key. We have known this model to sell for over $600 in some venues. This 100 year old clock is about as close to the 200 year old pillar and scrolls as you can get. Ly-Seth Thomas, page 663. $250-$500.
272.
$125
Seth Thomas Clock Co. City Series mantel clock,
“Atlanta”, ca 1908. The factory stamp on the back
shows the date it was made. In the 1880’s when
they first started making this model the internal
parts, pendulum, dial rings, gongs, etc. were much
more elaborate. Around 1900 all companies started
making their clock cheaper to meet competition.
Rosewood and walnut veneer case is 19 ½” high,
polished, or was originally, now darkened with crazed finish but still
pretty nice with gold striping and banding around the case front
edges, and the gold is partially covered with smoke and grime. This
clock is all original, but not the clock its predecessors were. Good
paint on the glass, fair label inside on the base, fair original paper
dial, correct hands and doorknob, and the gong and movement are
original and correct. Movement is 8 day, running, and striking the
Cathedral bell on the hours. Ly-Seth Thomas #508. $150-$250.

268.
$300
Ithaca Calendar Clock Co. “No. 11 Octagon”, ca 1880.
Walnut case is 21” high, clean and all original including the back board. The dials are on one board, papered all over. Some wear and slightly dirty, but
have been there a long time and very serviceable.
Hands are the correct type, nickel bob, and old key.
The running movement is 8 day, clean and running
and striking on an iron bell. The calendar movement
and connecting parts are clean and original. Calendar
roller papers are dark but original. Time dial is 7 inches, and the calendar dial is 8 inches. Ly-Calendar #349. $350-$500.
269.

$200
Wm. L. Gilbert Clock co. parlor clock, “Occidental”,
ca 1891.The walnut case is in original condition and
only lightly cleaned and polished leaving some dark
places in the grooves and corners. The gold statues
are replacements, mirrors are original and losing
some silver making them have spots. The two top
finials are not a match but very few would notice as
they are very close to the same. The door has the
original and very nice original glass. The pendulum

273.
$150
Seth Thomas Clock Co., Thomaston, Conn. one of the first City Series
they made, the “Chicago”, ca 1874. The rosewood veneered case is
excellent, clean and polished. This model has always been one of my
favorite City Series clocks and normally most I have seen weathered
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dral gong. The movement is signed and clean. $300-$500.

the years nicely. The original dial has flaked places that
have been touched up nicely, mostly around the winding arbors on the bottom. Those things can be easily
fixed, but that is the way it is. Near perfect label inside,
very nice glasses, correct hands, and coil gong. 8 day
movement is signed, running, and striking correctly. LySeth Thomas, page 188. $150-$300.

278.
$125
E. N. Welch Manufacturing Company’s wood mantel clock, the
“Dickens”. Did I say mantel clock? Well it used to be
until Bubba added a base, or top to the base, and made
it a wall clock. He went to great pains to cover up his
dirty deed. Unless you are someone like me who tries
desperately to identify every clock I put in the auctions,
you would never be able to tell. The Dickens is one of
Welch’s clocks in “The Authors” series. It is black walnut, clean and nice. The dial is new paint, not bad but I
believe Bubba did that also. Replaced hands, shining
brass rings and gong base, clean as a pin 8 day movement, plus an
alarm movement and separate brass bell. The pendulum is one of
the fancy glass ones. Door glass is clear, original would have had a
painted glass. Two labels on the back are pretty much gone. LyWelch, page 385. $150-$250.

274.
$35
E. N. Welch Mfg. Co. Forestville, Conn. mantel clock.
Nice walnut case but the top is missing. As it stands it is
18 inches tall. I could not find the clock in either of Tran
Duy Ly’s Welch books. The “Second Edition” he published had hundreds of clocks pictured, many late entries that had never been pictured before. This clock is
definitely a Welch clock. The 8 day movement is signed and original
to the case and the dial is signed. No label or other markings. Not
pictured but in a bag behind the glass is a good Welch pendulum,
alarm movement, and alarm bell. I must assume the collector was in
the process of restoring this clock. $50-$100.

279.
$125
E. N. Welch Mfg. Co., Forestville, Conn., hanging clock, “Lakeside”,
manufactured expressly for Baird & Dillon, Chicago, ca
1880. The walnut case is 24 inches long, clean and very
attractive but slightly dark, probably never cleaned. The
door glass is original as is the dial and hands, gong,
alarm movement and alarm bell. It has nice nickel rings,
clean signed 8 day movement that is running and striking a Cathedral gong. The super nice pendulum is
signed, “Jacot’s Regulator”. Two labels on the back
have vanished. Ly-Welch, page 230. $150-$250.

275.
$75
F. Kroeber, New York, walnut parlor clock, “Vixen”, ca 1880. The 21
inch high case has a slight red tint ands the previous owner even
called it mahogany, but I have noticed many of the walnut Kroeber
cases had a red tint. I will stick with walnut. The case is very elaborate and very nice. There are nice carved side pieces and carved/
grooved designs on top and the base. It has a fancy
signed Kroeber pendulum bob with slow-fast adjuster. Inside is a signed gong base, coil gong, brass dial
rings, original Kroeber hands, and an original paper
dial. On the back is a good paper label, 75% plus intact. The eight day movement is signed, “F.Kroeber /
New York / Pat. June 28, 1874”. It is running, has original Geneva stops, strikes on a coil gong. Ly-Kroeber,
page 351. $100-$200.
276.
$200
“Terhune & Edwards, 18 Cortlandt St. New York”,
iron front clock, ca 1872. That was the last year
that company was in business as a partnership.
They did not make clocks but sold clocks made by
others, were associated for a time with the
“United States Clock Co.” at the same address.
This fine iron front case is 18 ½ inches tall, retaining good paint and bright colors although almost
150 years old. New glass in the upper bezel, old paper dial has faded
but is doable. Dial is signed, hands are replaced. Good label on the
backboard inside the case. The 8 day movement strikes hourly on a
coil gong. Pendulum and key are inside. $250-$350.

280.
$275
Wm. L. Gilbert Clock Co. hanging clock, “Salisbury”, ca 1903. This
model does not appear in Tran Duy Ly’s Gilbert books, but originally
appeared in a counter catalog in the Chicago store of
Lapp & Ffersham. We have sold a few over the years,
with labels giving their factory given name. This model
is a very attractive walnut cased clock that is 43 inches
long, and complete with the multitude of pieces and
parts, and appears to be all original. There are some
great indented carvings on top, applied carvings on
the base, many grooved and have etched designs all
over. A very nice looking case. Key door lock on the
side, original brass pendulum and wood stick, complete paper label on the back, original two piece
signed paper dial with some wear, and an old glass
that retains the original painted designs all over. The
movement is 8 day time only, and running. You can check the clock
in “Ehrhardt’s Clock Identification and Price Guide”, book 2, page
64. $300-$500.

277.
$275
Waterbury Clock Co. banjo. This model is not pictured
in either of Tran Duy Ly’s Waterbury books. I have never seen this model before but it is a super nice clock.
Note how you access the pendulum thru the hinged
throat cover door. There is also a label of instructions
on the back of that door. The bottom glass is beveled,
the top glass is bowed. The dial is about as nice as you
will ever see, and very different from any you will ever
see. The walnut case is about 39 inches tall and near
perfect. The only thing I can find to keep it from being
perfect is the finial on top has had the tip broken and glued back.
The 8 day movement is running and striking half hours on a Cathe-

281.
$125
Seth Thomas Clock Co. a City Series walnut parlor
clock, “Newark”, ca October 1887. The walnut case
is all original, stands 22” high, has an inconspicuous
repair on the top, retaining the original finish, but
clean and polished. The tablet, pendulum bob, signed
dial, ST hands, brass dial rings, and alarm set ring, all
look to be proper for the case. There is a good paper
label inside the case. The dial paper is new and all the
brass parts are polished. The movement is 8 day with the alarm feature. Alarms on a brass bell, strikes hours on a Cathedral gong, it is
running, clean, and signed. Nice original City Series clock, not a difficult model to find, but difficult to find one this original and this nice.
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running. It is a typical Welch clock, extremely decorated and appears different from any other maker’s clocks, a true conundrum
(mystery). On the back are two labels, the top one shows the name
“Lakme” and the maker-Welch. The bottom label also has the Welch
name. Both labels are faint and can be read in good light. I tried
every which way to adjust the lighting so you could read the labels
but had very little success. $300-$500.

Ly-Seth Thomas #561. $200-$300.
282.
$300
Ansonia Clock Co. hanging, “Queen Elizabeth”, ca
1901. The walnut case is 37” high, has been restored by
cleaning and polishing the original finish, not stripped.
The original dial is still on the old pan a little soiled but
not bad. All the brass is polished, hands are correct
type, and the door glass is original and near perfect. I
cannot find any flaws on the wood case, perhaps you
can. We believe all the finials and other wood parts are
original to the case. The door glass, pendulum bob,
pendulum stick, and the hands, are probably original
to the clock. On the back is a paper label, about 95%
still intact. The 8 day movement is running and striking half hours on
a large Cathedral gong. Ly-Ansonia #620. Books for $1050. $350$500.

286.
$275
“Jeromes’ & Darrow, Bristol, Conn.”, Jester Top wood movement
shelf clock, ca 1828. Chauncey Jerome made the
case, Noble Jerome the movement, and Elijah Darrow the tablets. The column and splat mahogany
veneered case is 31 inches tall, has pineapple finials,
plain Jester splat, full columns with black and gold
paint, and four identical feet underneath. The bottom painted tablet is a Moberg replacement, and the
top glass is also a replacement. Good wood dial,
period hands, pair of period weights, key locking
door with ivory escutcheon and key. It has an excellent label to be almost 200 years old. The 30 hour movement is complete and operational and strikes the hours on an iron bell. $350$500.

283.
$200
Ansonia Clock Co. crystal regulator, “Symbol Extra”,
ca 1894. This was the last of four models of the Symbol, each were significantly different. This solid metal case with a gilt finish, is 15.5” high, polished, beveled plate glass front and sides, a French sash and a
porcelain dial. Very unusual but there are no corner
chips on the three glasses. The back of this clock is
metal, where most crystal regulators are beveled
glass on the back. Strangely, the standing coil gong
is in front of the fancy pendulum bob, so you cannot
even see the bob. It has a lady’s bust on the bob. The dial surround
is also very elaborate and was not seen on more than a couple of
Ansonia’s hundreds of clock models. The only two I have ever seen
on other models were on the Monarch and Broadway, both wood
cased clocks. The movement is 8 day, signed, running, and striking
the standing gong on half hours and hours. Ly-Ansonia #279. We
have been selling this elaborate model for up to $1000 depending
on condition. $300-$500.

287.
$400
French hanging clock with 8 day time and strike
movement, ca 1880. It strikes on a coil gong attached to a metal cover over the movement. The
solid plate movement is signed with a logo. Initials
inside the logo are “C F” or “F C”, which I would
guess is one of the Freres clock makers of that era.
The back of the case is covered with a metal plate
which I removed for the picture. The minute hand
is broken and will need to be soldered or better to
get a pair of French hands from Timesavers. The wood case is 28
inches tall, has numerous brass decorations top to bottom, some
sections with carved designs, and a removable top. It was running
when I hung for the picture but I would recommend it be serviced
before constant use. $400-$600.

284.
$275
Fusee shelf clock of some European origin, German or English. No
signature on the dial or movement, at least on the back plate of the
8 day wire fusee movement. The nice substantial wood case is 14 ½
inches tall and 12 inches wide, and appears to be
all original. It has some age, I would guess 100-150
years old. The large brass pendulum is correct and
the movement is 8 day, time only. The brass bezel
and bowed glass are covering the 6 inch brass dial
with recessed numerals and original hands. A
large hinged, key locking back door has an original
glass so you can view the movement. $300-$500.

288.
$900
“Welch, Spring & Co.” Italian No.2, calendar
clock, ca 1872. In 45 years I have not had any of
this model and cannot find any sales at any of
the live auction companies. The rosewood shelf
clock is 16” high and in original condition. The
case for its age is excellent. There are no breaks
or repairs, it has an old good original finish, and
of course an edge nick here and there. The dial,
hands, and glasses, are all original. The calendar
dials are original and for their age in remarkably
good condition. Complete paper label inside and
about half of a label on the back. The coil gong, old brass bob, and
the eight day movement that is signed, all appear to be original. The
movement is complete and operational, striking hours on the coil
gong. The clock was originally sold by Welch, Spring & Co, but was
actually manufactured by the B. B. Lewis Clock Co. between 1868
and 1870. This is noted by the peep hole in the lower calendar dial
and the straight mitered base. When Lewis went to work for Welch,
Spring he sold them his surplus No.2 mantel clocks. There is more
information about this clock in Ly-Welch, page 77. $1000-$1250.

285.
$225
“E. N. Welch Mfg. Co., Forestville, Conn.”, wall clock, ca 1884, highly
decorated with applied pieces of walnut wood. This wall model is
not pictured in any of the Welch books by Tran Duy
Ly but the shelf model, “Lakme”, is pictured in Ly’s
first Welch book, page 187. “Lakme was an opera in
three acts by Leo Delibes to a French libretto by Edmond Gondinet, 1880”. That information was supplied by the country’s notable Welch expert, Robert
Briggs who authored a book on Welch and his clocks.
This clock is 27 inches tall, has the original glass, two
piece dial, brass dial rings, coil gong, original pendulum, and the 8 day time and strike movement that is
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came with this model clock. The case has been
cleaned and polished, not refinished. The perfect
door glass is one Gilbert/Owens glasses used in
several different ones of their shelf clock models.
The mirrors are all original and have some minor
silver loss/flaking, but no breaks or cracks. The dial,
hands, gong, and the 8 day movement all appear to
be original and are correct for this model. It strikes
hours on the large Cathedral gong that is attached
to a heavy duty nickeled base. The movement is
signed, is running and striking correctly, and the Geneva locks are
still intact. This clock also has an alarm movement that rings on a
brass bell. The original paper label remains intact on the back. We
have not seen a nicer one. This model has always been a popular
with collectors. Ly-Gilbert, page 293. $800-$1200.

289.
$850
Welch, Spring & Co. “Italian No.3” calendar clock, ca 1868. The label
inside the case is all in place and designates Welch, Spring as the
manufacturer and seller, however it was actually made by the B.B.
Lewis Clock Co. between 1868 and 1870. When B. B. Lewis went to
work for Welch, Spring, his clocks were added to the Welch line.
The complete black and gold label over the calendar movement
(back side of the door) indicates the calendar was patented by B.B.
Lewis but manufactured by Welch, Spring. The just under 19 inch
high rosewood veneered case is near perfect, but
as usual has some tiny chips along the base. Door
latches, glasses, gong, brass bob, hands, and
both dials are original to the case. There are
some small insignificant paint bubbles on the
upper dial. The movement is 8 day, running, and
striking the coil gong on the hours. As far as I can
tell from my prior sales of this model and sales at
distant auction houses, the style and height of
the model varies, not all the same. Ly-Welch,
page 78. $900-$1200.

293.
$225
Waterbury Clock Co. “Study”, ca 1906. The oak wall
clock is almost 31 inches tall and that does not include the chains and weights. The case has been
cleaned and made very presentable. There are applied carved wood ornaments on the sides and
front, and grooved designs on various parts of the
case. All the accessories including the brass chains,
acorn type wood ornaments on the ends of the
chains, the long twisted weights, brass pendulum,
and hands, are all original Waterbury stock. The signed Waterbury
dial is a replaced paper dial. The movement runs 8 days and strikes
half hours on a gong. These Study models have always been very
popular with collectors and we see very few of them for sale. $250$400.

290.
$600
Ithaca Calendar Clock Co., Ithaca, New York, “No.6 Hanging Library”, ca 1880. They made this model with two different tops and
two different bases. This one has the finial on the where the other
model has a carved top. If you were to remove a little off the bottom you would then have the No.8 Shelf Library. The
28 inch walnut case is clean, has brass bezels and flat
glasses and the removable plug between the glasses
that allows viewing of the pendulum. The dials may
be replacements but they are very old, have a little
wear, so that could be debated. Beings as they used
paper dials it is not surprising they may be replaced as
most often are. The movements are clean and in operating condition. Pendulum bob is the correct type.
The running movement is a Pomeroy movement making it an earlier version, and goes for 8 days and
strikes hours on a coil gong. The time, strike and calendar are working properly. I have not sold this model in many
years. I did not realize it was that rare. Most we have sold were
without the bases making them a number 8 model. Ly-Calendar,
page 140. $750-$1000.

294.
$500
Wm. L. Gilbert Clock Co. porcelain mantel clock, ca 1898. This is a
very rare model for it is both a German made case with a “Royal
Bonn Germany” case marking, but was also decorated with Majolica
bright color glazes. Several years ago the Majolica decorated case
where extremely hard to find. This is the first one I have had in over
20 years. It was fired with the various colored
glazes on the Royal Bonn case, giving it a slightly bright sheen. I can find no chips, cracks or
repairs to the case. Appears to be perfect. It is
14 inches tall, has the typical brass sash with
beveled glass over the one piece porcelain dial.
The hands are original and the dial has painted
flowers below the 12. The 8 day movement is
signed by Gilbert, is running and striking a coil
gong. A brass hinged door covers the movement opening. This one is a keeper. $500-$750.

291.
$550
Seth Thomas Clock Co. “Regulator No.2”, ca 1890.
Near perfect 36.5” oak case, very clean, polished,
ready to hang and enjoy. All wood case parts and internal parts appear to be original to each other. The
metal dial was professionally repainted, otherwise the
clock is like it came out of the factory. It is signed in
two places, and has three correct hands. Signed 8 day
movements is running, pendulum, pendulum stick,
brass weight, and beat scale, are all correct. There is a
near complete label inside the case. This clock even
has all the little buttons on the base, that is very unusual. It is America’s most collected clock. There must be one in every home. I must have a half dozen for there is literally not maintenance or upkeep to them, just wind once a week. Ly-Seth Thomas,
page 277. $60-$900.

295.
$50
Seth Thomas miniature OG shelf clock, ca 1865. The 16 inch high
rosewood veneered case is clean and polished making the rosewood graining stand out. The clock is 100% original including the
door knob, painted tablet, painted dial, label, coil
gong, and the 30 hour movement signed “Plymouth,
Conn.” The tablet has a few tiny paint chips, the dial
had some paint chips that are now touched up,
hands are correct, and the movement is running and
striking. To me this is not a clock you wind daily, you
put it on a shelf or your bedroom dresser and just
admire it daily for what it is, a 150 year old beautiful
clock. $75-$150.

292.
$750
Wm. L. Gilbert Clock Co. mantel clock “Amphion”, ca 1885. This unusual 25” walnut cased clock has cut glass mirror panels in the sides
and base, and a George B. Owens special cut glass pendulum, that
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296.
$50
E. Ingraham Clock Co. oak shelf clock, one of their
River Line, “Gila”, ca 1915. In case you are dying to
know the Gila River is a branch of the Colorado River.
This 23 inch high red oak case is near perfect, clean
and polished. It has a superb tablet, original dial and
hands, 8 day time and strike movement, coil gong,
and original pendulum. The movement is running and
striking. Ly-Ingraham #1048. $50-$100.

then sell them. I cannot stand it so start buying again. I saw this
clock recently and realized I had never owned or even seen this
model anywhere, so I had to buy it. Maybe there are collectors out
there like me, have never seen this model. It is not a cream puff but
the case is all original, just dirty and smoky. The glass, label, gong,
and movement are original to the case. The dial paper is new, the
pendulum hanger is too short but you can fix that. It has a ST 8 day
time, strike, and alarm movement. Ly-Seth Thomas, page192. $150$300.

297.
$100
E. Ingraham Clock Co. mantel clock, “Shekel”, ca
1891. I won’t call this one a kitchen clock because it
is a lot nicer and fancier than kitchen clocks. The
cheaper “kitchen clocks” came along after 1900. It
is an oak case, standing 24 inches high, and cleaned
and polished. The very nice tablet is original as is
the pendulum, gong, and the three metal case
ornaments. Note the two metal statues on the
base and the lions head on top. The 8 day movement is running and
striking properly. Ly-Ingraham #936. $100-$200.

301.
$300
“Wm. L. Gilbert Clock Co.”, Regulator No. 1, ca 1875. If I have ever
sold one of this model I can find no record. The Gilbert catalogs picture this model with various tablets and slightly differing case styles.
I cannot swear the tablet is original but it certainly is
the style and near exact to those displayed in catalogs. The case is 34 inches tall, made with rosewood
veneer and appears to be complete and all original
with the possible exception of the very bottom piece
of wood which is less than ¼ inches thick. It is hardly
noticeable and I could be wrong. Most of the black
label remains on the sliding partition covering the
weight chute. It is plastic covered to protect the label
remaining. The flat iron weight, brass pendulum ball,
gold painted wood stick, three hands, and door latches all look to be original. The metal dial is certainly
old but almost too nice not to have been repainted
or something done to it 50-75 years ago. It does show wear, etc. in
the usual places. It seems to me that this clock should be worth
what the Seth Thomas No. 1 Regulators are selling for, but evidently
they don’t bring $1500-$2000. Ly-Gilbert #335. $500-$750.

298.
$600
E. N. Welch Mfg. Co. mantel clock, “Khedive”, ca 1889. This model
uses the famous Welch Patti movement that is
8 day, made of fine solid steel, signed by Welch,
and strikes a Cathedral bell on the hours and
half hours. This clock has a porcelain dial ring
and a mottled brass inner dial, open escapement mechanism with jeweled pallets, and the
original hands. The dial appears to be perfect.
The clock is near perfect. Over the dial is a beveled glass in a brass sash, both excellent. The
walnut case is 17” high, clean, polished and all
original. The gold stenciled glass, pendulum
bob, and the entire walnut case, are all near perfect and look great.
There is a label on the back dust cover. This is by far the nicest of
this model we have sold. Ly-Welch, page 151. This model has always
had a high book value and sought by Welch collectors. $750-$1000.

302.
$500
“Forestville Manufacturing Co. / J. C. Brown, / Bristol, Connecticut”, round gothic or beehive case
with ripple molding, ca 1845. It appears to be completely original, the case, glasses, Brown’s door
latch, painted dial, hands, pendulum bob, alarm set
ring, alarm movement, alarm brass bell, and the
striking coil gong. The label is tattered, missing
some in the bottom part, and the 8 day brass movement is original and complete. The 19” case has
mahogany veneer, near perfect but for some back
edge scrapes ands the usual small chink out of the top back edge
where they stretched the wood to form the beehive. Nine of ten
beehives I have seen have a small fissure on the top back. The ripple
is very complex and a style we seldom see. This J. C. Brown model
used to fetch from $1000 to $2000 at east coast auctions and EBay if
in good condition. Lately they are bringing a little less. Sorry, I failed
to put a couple of screws in the movement and gong bases so both
slipped down a tad. $750-$1000.

299.
$500
“J. C. Brown, Forestville, Conn. U.S.A.”, copied from
the complete paper label inside this ripple front
steeple clock, ca 1850’s. The brass movement is 8
day, running, and striking a coil gong. Original painted zinc dial is signed above the 12, “J. C. Brown/ Bristol, Ct. U.S.”. There is a good pair of hands, correct
brass pendulum, and an old winding key. The dial is
better than some we have sold, there are no chips to
speak of, but it does appear dirty in places. The walnut veneered case is 20” high, has two good finials,
left finial tip is off, and two good glasses, although the bottom glass
is a later copy of an original glass. The case is clean and polished,
apparently has never had a lot of smoke messing with the wood.
The ripple around the front is excellent and we see no repairs or
additions to the nice case. Reference” “Jonathan Clark Brown and
the Forestville Manufacturing Company”, by Kenneth D. Roberts
and Snowden Taylor. $600-$900.

303.
$500
“Brewster & Ingrahams, / Bristol, Conn.”, four column steeple with one 8 day brass spring and one
steel spring, ca 1846. The 19” case was made with
rosewood veneer and has four full turned columns
and four finials. All four finial tips are perfect. I see
no tiny or large veneer chips anywhere so I should
say the case is perfect, but I won’t. There has been
no repair anywhere that I can detect. The door
frame slopes inward toward the two glasses. The tablet according
to the books is cut glass, the top glass was possibly replaced. In the
door is a metal escutcheon, door lock and no key. Great old painted

300.
$100
Seth Thomas Clock Co. City Series clock, “Derby”, ca
1890. Factory date stamped on the case back but I
cannot read it. As many of you know I have collected
City Series clocks for 45 years, get a hundred or more
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very good condition considering its age. The
hands, nickel alarm ring, nickel dial rings, and
signed pendulum bob are all very good. The bob
has the initials “ENW” cast into the center. The
movement is 8 day, clean, running, and striking a
coil gong. The alarm movement is to the left of
the gong, winds on the brass movement and
rings on a nickel bell. Nice clock other than the
labels are gone on the back. Ly-Welch #442. $200$350.

dial has retained its paint but has yellowed slightly. There are old
hands, pendulum and key. Inside is a complete paper label, coil
gong with a fancy brass gong base, and the signed brass movement. It still has one large and original brass spring. The clock and
movement are pictured and described in the booklet by Ultsch and
Cowan, “Handbook of Clocks Produced by Charles Kirk, Elisha C.
Brewster, and Brewster & Ingrahams, at Bristol, Connecticut, 18281852”, page 54. $500-$1000.
304.
$750
German calendar clock, ca 1890. An awfully lot of mechanical things
stuffed inside this 19 ½ inch high mahogany case.
The picture taken from the back will give you
some idea of how tight the movements fit in the
case. The 8 day running movement is not signed,
nor is the calendar parts or the dial. It has a very
complicated calendar movement that is not functioning properly according to the consignor. It
has excellent paper rolls, all in German, generally
that means the clock was not made for export to
an English speaking country, England or the US.
The case has not been cleaned or polished, but is
retaining the mahogany look. There should be a finial on top but
was missing when it came to us. The door glass is old and has lost
most of the putty, but I believe it is original to the case. The pendulum and hands appear to be correct. It strikes hours and half hours
on a standing gong. Nice silver dial has three winding holes, etched
numerals and etched designs. There is a nice brass ring around the
time dial. A very unusual clock, made like a bracket clock and housing many different operations. $1000-$1500.

308.
$200
“E. N. Welch Mfg. Co. Forestville, Conn.”, mantel
clock, “Tycoon”, ca 1889. The black walnut case is
23 inches tall, has a lots of grooved designs and
like most all Welch clocks a lot of jig saw ornaments many with round holes and deep grooving.
As usual the glass is a work of art featuring Father
Time carrying his scythe over his shoulder, limping along towards a rather elderly artist with his
pallet and brush, probably painting Father Time.
The old paper dial is signed, has possibly replaced
hands, nickel dial rings, coil gong and the high grade Welch pendulum. The labels are gone from the back. The 8 day signed movement
is running and striking on the half hours. Ly-Welch #456. $250-$400.
309.
$200
“E. N. Welch Mfg. Co., Forestville, Conn.”, mantel clock, “Materna”,
ca 1885. Another example of Welch’s wonderful mantel/parlor
clocks made just a few years prior to the clock manufacturers battle to control the cheap clock business. It appears they all were involved as clocks got
cheaper and cheaper, and they sure looked cheap
compared to the clocks made prior to 1900. I have
never sold nor seen this model before, same with
the Tycoon in #308. This walnut case is 23 inches
tall, is 100 percent original, and has a glass full of
ten figures all playing musical instruments. The dial
and nickel dial rings are good, hands probably replaced, pendulum is
one of their more expensive models. The 8 day movement is running and striking a coil gong. There are no labels. Ly-Welch #441.
$300-$500.

305.
$500
“Welch, Spring & Co., Forestville, Conn. Patti
No.1”, ca 1880. The complete black and gold label
on the back identifies this clock as the “Patti V.P.”
The polished rosewood case is 18.5” high, complete with all the correct finials and the four ornate turned columns on all four corners, and it has
the original finish that looks very nice but it does
have some accumulation of smoke in places. You
would have to clean the entire case to get the
black off, and I doubt you would want to do that. Great original
glass in the door with the gold designs around the edge, correct
pendulum bob, black flocking on the backboard, original dial and
hands, and the original brass dial pan. Three good glasses, nickel
bell, and the famous “Patti” 8 day movement that strikes hours on
the bell. I would not call it a cream puff, but it is very nice but does
have the usual tiny edge nicks. Ly-Welch, page 284-285. $750-$1000.

310.
$100
Welch, Spring & Co. “Italian No.3” calendar clock, ca 1868. The label
inside the case is perfect and designates Welch, Spring & Co. as the
manufacturer and seller, however it was actually made by the B.B.
Lewis Clock Co. between 1868 and 1870. When B. B.
Lewis went to work for Welch, Spring & Co., his
clocks were added to the Welch line. The 13 ¾ inch
high rosewood veneered case is near perfect, but as
usual has some tiny chips along the base. Door latches, glasses, gong, and brass bob are original to the
case. Apparently the dial was repainted without
cleaning off the old paint. It looks just fine but not
clean like a Dial House dial would look. The hands are replacements.
The movement is one day, running, and striking the coil gong on the
hours. Ly-Welch, page 169. $150-$300.

306.
$75
Ansonia Clock Co. miniature grandfather clock with a
backwind nickel cased movement like their “Bee” or
“Tot” models, ca 1914. The mahogany case stands 13 ¼
inches tall, has three small metal finials on top, door latch
door in the center, turned columns on the bonnet, beveled glass, signed dial, and original hands. There is a small
chip in the wood dial ring. $100-$200.
307.
$200
“E. N. Welch Mfg. Co., Forestville, Conn.”, walnut parlor clock,
“Nanon”, ca 1885. Walnut case is 21 ½ inches high, clean, complete,
and all original. The smoke was cleaned off the wood but I think
they used some polish to give it a really good look. Very interesting
glass as most Welch clock glasses are. The old dial is original and in

311.
$225
“Seth Thomas Clock Co., Thomaston,
“Ogden”, ca 1886. Factory stamped on
was made, “6881B” or February 1886.
against any other clock maker’s parlor
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smoke, still dark in the grooves. The 8 day running movement is
time and strike, and sounds hours on a Cathedral gong. It has the
alarm feature with alarm ring in the dial, separate alarm movement
and brass bell. It has one of Welch’s nice pendulums and two very
good labels on the back. I have never seen or sold this model before. It is a very nice and surely very rare clock. Ly-Welch, page 279.
$400-$600.

range. ST made wonderful parlor clocks and his earlier ones, like
this model, were superb. This case has carved ornaments on the sides and top, dentil molding above
the door, and many other great trim pieces. The
walnut case is 21.5” high, complete, all original, and
near perfect. It has a very good glass, push button
door latch, good black label inside, original but
repainted dial, and new hands. The ST brass bob
with designs all over is one of their best looking
pendulums, and they made several outstanding
pendulums. It has nickel dial rings, nickel alarm
ring, and a nickel gong base. 8 day lyre movement
is signed both, “ST” and “Seth Thomas Clock Co.”, and is running
and striking the large Cathedral gong on the hours. The early City
Series clocks are definitely keepers. Ly-Seth Thomas #575. $300$500.

315.
$1250
“Forestville Manufacturing Company, / J. C. Brown, Bristol, Conn.”,
4 column onion top or sharp gothic clock, ca 1848. Rosewood veneered case is 20 inches tall and has all its original wood and internal
parts. The clock has not had any veneer restorations or repairs. You
would have to look long and hard to find any case
problems. Even the finial tips are perfect and it has
Brown’s patent bone door knob. The glasses are
good and I am not expert enough to know if the
bottom glass is original. It has a complete label and
an original painted dial, and old pendulum bob and
coil gong. Hands, who knows? The dial is not bad
considering its age, and has some small paint
chips, all are around the screws and winding arbors. The 8 day brass movement is running and
signed by the maker. We see this style clock, without fusees, sell for
$3000 and more at eastern auctions. The last one I saw was last fall
and it went for $2300 plus probably some fees charged by the company that monitored the auction on line. This clock is all original and
a very nice example of this model. $1500-$2000.

312.
$500
“Charles W. Feishtinger, Fritztown, Penn.”, calendar clock, ca 1894. He obtained a patent for a calendar mechanism and then had the Waterbury
Clock Co. to manufacture some calendar clocks
using their cases (this one is their Hebron case)
and their time, strike, and alarm upper movements. The Hebron oak case is 22 inches tall, has a
wonderful finish, original glass, and both dials are
original. The clock hands may be replacements but
the two calendar hands appear to be original. The
dial rings are nickel, alarm dial is brass as is the pendulum. The clock
movement is 8 day time, strike, and fitted with an alarm. The alarm
movement is separate and on the left side of the case. The workings
of the calendar mechanism is way above my pay grade so I did not
test it. Even in today’s market this model has been selling in the
$750-$1000 range. Overall this is an excellent example of the very
rare Feishtinger calendar clock. $600-$900.

316.

$75
Wall display of miniature clocks by Franklin Mint. 13
different clocks are displayed including examples of
American, foreign, porcelain, metal, and wood. The
stained wood display case is 21.5 inches high and 18
inches wide. We have sold very few of these displays,
it seems long time collectors are parting with their
clocks but keeping the displays. $100-$300.

313.
$750
Ansonia Clock Co. uncommon hanging black walnut cased clock, “Forrest”, ca 1904. It is not a small
clock for it is 41” high, has a good look with lots of
applied ornaments, many that are carved, grooved,
and etched with various designs. It has the original
crazed finish, slightly dark but not smoke covered
and was lightly cleaned with polish. All the wood
parts on the clock are original as is the glass, dial,
and hands. Inside, the brass bob, wood stick, brass
dial rings, cathedral gong, and 8 day brass movement, are all original to the case. The label inside the case is perfect.
We have very seldom seen this model, and never with all the original wood ornaments. For some reason this model has always had a
high book value, over $800. Ly-Ansonia #615. $750-$900.

317.
$150
E. N. Welch Mfg. Co. hanging parlor clock, “Eclipse”, ca 1885. This is
one of several models Tran Duy Ly indicated as
“Unknown” in his last Welch book. It is identical to
the shelf model “Eclipse” except this is a wall hanger.
This is not a clock that someone put a new bottom on
a shelf clock, it is original, and made by Welch. The
perfect and like new walnut case is 26 inches tall,
simple but very attractive, including the painted
glass, a jim dandy pendulum with “Eclipse” cast on it.
There are no labels, has brass dial pan and brass
rings, brass calendar dial, painted dial, brass bells and
gong bases, and of course a brass alarm movement below the 8 day
running movement. The movement is running and striking properly.
The case has a lot of engraved designs and jigsaw work. Ly-Welch
(Second Edition) page 281. $200-$350.

314.
$300
“E. N. Welch Mfg. Co. Forestville, Conn.” rare hanging parlor clock,
“The Belle”, ca 1901. Supposedly a Welch clock with this exact label
was made in 1890 but I believe that was only a
guess. My research tells me Welch copied the Seth
Thomas “Eclipse” or Balltop model made in 1900.
Markings on the back indicate this clock was made
in 1901. The Belle model pictured in Ly-Welch is
different from our clock. Did they put the Belle label
on more than one case style. Our oak case is about
28 inches tall, has the original glass and all wood
case parts. The case has been cleaned of most

318.
$100
Sessions Clock Co. miniature “Regulator” wall clock,
ca 1908. This oak shop clock, or store regulator is
only 25 inches tall, in extra fine original condition to
be over 100 years old. This clock is 100% original, has
all the wood parts, and they are original, good old
glasses, door latches, pendulum, dial and hands. The
dial is signed, and overall just a fine clock. It has an 8
day time and striking movement that is running. The
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brass pendulum bob and stick. The brass is all polished bright including the dial ring and pendulum. The glass with the gold border is old.
The movement is 8 day, time only, running enthusiastically. LyIngraham #404. $200-$350.

only negative thing I will say is, the dial is a little dirty. This is a keeper if you are a collector of this type clock. $150-$300.
319.
$125
E. N. Welch Mfg. Co. wall clock made for Baird & Dillon of Chicago.
The 8 day time and strike movement is signed by Welch. It also has
an alarm movement that rings on a brass bell and the alarm set ring
in the center of the dial. The walnut case is 24 inches high. All of the
clock pieces are original, clean, and polished. This
case is considerably nicer than some of the other
modes Welch made for giveaway clocks for door to
door salesmen. This one has several attached pieces
with etched designs. The old glass still has good
strong painted scenes. The dial, hands, dial ring, pendulum, and movement, all look to be original to the
clock. The pendulum is one of Welch’s nicest. The
movement is running, striking, and alarms as programed. $150-$300.

324.
$100
E. N. Welch Mfg. Co. Forestville, Conn. parlor clock,
“Donita”, ca 1882. The two labels on the back are
obliterated but this is the same clock we have
mentioned before that Welch made this model for
the “Metropolitan Manufacturing Co.”. The movement is signed by Welch, the pendulum is one of
Welch’s, as are the gongs, bells, and alarm movement. Some clocks have been seen that Ingraham
made for Metropolitan at a New York City address.
Apparently someone thought about cleaning the
dark crusty case, note the very bottom that is partially cleaned, but
decided it was more than they wanted to tackle. The walnut case is
27 inches high, the glass with “Father Time” and the “Artist” is excellent, and the original dial is slightly soiled. Ly-Welch #423. $150$300.

320.
$50
Miniature German RA type case, yet has some very attractive features, i.e. many finials, attractive top ornament and tail. Turned half columns on the door, three
glasses, two piece dial and a nice RA pendulum. Brass
movement mount on the backboard, slide in movement
mount then held with thumb screws. The 8 day movement is time and striking on a coil gong attached to the
back plate and is running and striking. It also has a door
latch and wall levelers. The dark, complete, walnut case is 28 inches
tall. Note there is a tiny button missing on the right side of the head
piece, I forgot to glue it on. $75-$150.

325.
$100
“E. N. Welch Mfg. Co., Forestville, Conn.”, walnut parlor clock,
“Eclipse”, ca 1885. Welch made this clock for either
Metropolitan Manufacturing Co., or Baird & Dillon,
both Chicago, Illinois companies. If you paid attention to the Welch clocks listed previous to this one,
you will see that most of the labels are gone. I suspect a “collector” took the labels off so we would
not know they were made for those companies. I
have always felt the Welch clocks were worth more
if made for Welch’s own distribution. This Eclipse
model is identical to #317 above. It also has the
same accessories, 8 day time and strike movement, alarm movement and bell, nice Welch pendulum and a very nice dial.
Ly-Welch, page389. $150-$250.

321.
$50
New Haven Clock Co. wood cased parlor clock,
“Lobbyist”? No just a kitchen clock although it was
cleaned and shined to make it pretty enough for the
parlor. Good original glass and pendulum, 23 inch walnut case is original and complete. It has all the bells
and whistles including an 8 day movement that is running and striking hours on a coil gong, a separate alarm
movement that rings on a brass bell, a typical New Haven pendulum
and a good original dial. On the back is a dark label, legible in good
light. Ly-New Haven #1377. $75-$150.

326.
$25
Seth Thomas, Thomaston, Conn. mantel clock, “miniature OG”, ca
1863. The mahogany veneered case is 17” tall, has
some minor veneer problems, original glasses, door
knob, and everything inside is also original and nice.
Inside is the complete label, alarm movement, signed
gong, original repainted zinc dial, correct hands, and
the one day movement. A fair example of this early
model. Ly-Seth Thomas, page 655. $50-$100.

322.
$75
Ansonia Clock Co. porcelain cased clock, primarily a white clock with
green designs all over and a Dutch windmill and house with some
reddish tints, mostly on the roofs. It has a nice brass sash holding a
beveled glass, one piece signed porcelain dial and a
pair of Ansonia hands. On the back is the typical brass
cover over the movement opening. The 8 day movement is signed, running, and striking a standing gong.
No chips, cracks, or repairs to the 12 inch high case.
$100-$200.

327.

$80

Seth Thomas, Thomaston, Conn. mantel clock and City
Series clock, “Athens”, ca 1880. In a walnut case standing 17 inches tall, plain but attractive. It is all original
inside and out, clean and polished. The dial is original
as is the nickel accessories, bell and pendulum. The dial
rings are brass. The one day movement is running and
striking the nickel bell as is the separate alarm movement that also rings on the same nickel bell. The glass
may be a replacement. Note the winding hole for the alarm is in the
bottom of the dial board. Ly-Seth Thomas, page 185. $100-$200.

323.
$175
E. Ingraham & Co. long drop wall clock, “Bristol”, ca
1891. The 31 inch rosewood case is very attractive. The
Ingraham catalogs say they made this model in imitation oak. Don’t think so. The wood is dark, but clean
and polished. I don’t see any of the usual edge dings,
or other case issues you might see on a 120 year old
clock case. The paper dial is a replacement, hands are
correct, there is a paper label inside, and a super nice

328.
$75
Seth Thomas, Thomaston, Conn. City Series clock named “Troy V.
P.”, ca 1879. The V.P. supposedly stands for visible pendulum however most of the City Series clock have a pendulum visible but no
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V.P. is after their name, and some have the V.P. after
the name and the pendulum isn’t visible. Explain that
to me. This nice little walnut cased clock is 15 inches
tall, clean and polished. It has the original signed dial
with nickel dial rings, nickel bell and pendulum. The 8
day movement is running and striking the bell each
hour. Ly-Seth Thomas, page 210. $100-$200.

clock named, “Cottage – Extra”, ca 1869. I don’t know
what is extra about it, well maybe it is because it has an
alarm. The movement is one day and alarm, no strike. It
is made of mahogany veneer, not perfect but not bad,
latch on the side, two good glasses, good label, good
original dial and hands, brass pendulum, and it is running. Ly-Welch, page 167. $25-$75.

329.
$275
Ansonia Clock Co./Henry J. Davies /George A. Jones & Companywalnut parlor clock. Notice that the clock closely
resembles some of the Ansonia parlor clocks. It has
an Ansonia 8 day time and striking movement and
Ansonia dial. It is apparent that Davies designed this
clock and sold it thru the George Jones company,
before or while he was plant manager of the Jones
company. There is not identifying label of the maker
but there is a very nice label outlining the contents
of the clock, Ansonia movement, etc. The case and
all attachments are original including the glass and pendulum no
doubt designed by Davies. It is running and striking properly. See LyAnsonia for similar cases. $300-$500.

335.
$100
Seth Thomas Clock Co. City Series clock,
“Summit”, ca 1890. The walnut case is 19 ½ inches
tall, has a side door latch, original glass, good black
label, cathedral gong, and a special Seth Thomas
pendulum that may be worth our minimum price.
The large 8 day movement is running and striking
hours on the gong. There are no new parts or repairs to the case, and other than new dial paper it
is a typical nice Seth Thomas clock. This is a good
example of the Summit, but would be so much
nicer with a good painted dial. Ly-Seth Thomas #605. $150-$250.
336.
$100
Seth Thomas Clock Co., a City Series clock,
“Boston”, ca 1884. Walnut case is 21” high, no
frills, a plain but attractive mantel clock. Needs
nothing that I can see and you may choose to have
the dial painted, but otherwise ready to sit on the
mantel. It does now have a new paper dial. It is
not a cream puff; the nickel accessories have been
polished. Push button door latch on the side, and
an old door glass. It has a complete label inside,
nickel pendulum bob and stick, ST stock, found in many City Series
clocks. The hands are correct but I believe replaced. Movement is 8
day, time and hour strike on a nickel bell. Ly-Seth Thomas #511. $150$250.

330.
$50
“New Haven Clock Co., New Haven, Conn. one day, time
piece alarm”, miniature steeple clock, ca 1880. The
name of this 16 ½ inch clocks is “Derby, T.P.”. I would
guess T.P. stands for time piece since that is prevalent
on the complete label. The walnut case is very nice, all
original, and complete except for one finial tip. It has
the original painted glass, dial, nickel bell, hands, and
pendulum. It is running. Ly-New Haven #1188. $50-$100.
331.
$75
“Ansonia Brass & Copper Co., Ansonia, Conn.”, mantel clock,
“Venetian”, ca 1874. During this period the Ansonia
company was transitioning from Phelps, Dodge & Company to Ansonia Brass Company to Ansonia Brass &
Battery Company to Ansonia Brass and Copper Co. and
then to Ansonia Clock Company in 1877. This clock is 18
inches tall, rosewood veneer, original glasses, dial, gold
gilt columns, complete label inside, coil gong and an 8
day time and striking movement that is running. Ly-Ansonia, page
438. $100-$200.

337.
$100
Seth Thomas Clock Co. “Seattle”, a City Series clock, ca 1899. The
clean walnut case is 22 inches tall, has a good
glass, door latch, nickel dial ring, alarm ring, and
pendulum hanger, but all other parts are brass. It
has a coil gong on a signed gong base, paper dial,
alarm movement that rings on a brass bell and a
brass pendulum. The 8 day time and strike movement is running. It was in the late 1890’s and early
2000’s that all clock companies began to cheapen
their parlor flocks. They turned them into “kitchen
clocks”. Competition I suppose forced them to cut
prices, make them more cheaply, etc. The Seattle
was right on the edge of that transition. Note the no frills case. LySeth Thomas #600. $100-$200.

332.
$75
E. Ingraham & Co. mantel clock with upper calendar,
“Gila”, ca 1915. The oak case is 23 inches tall, has
pressed designs all over, original glass, replaced paper
dial, three hands, coil gong, and the 8 day time, strike,
and calendar movement that is running. Ly-Ingraham,
page 312. $75-$150.

338.
$35
“Clarke, Gilbert & Co. Winchester, Conn”., OG cased
clock with a 30 hour movement, ca 1841. Mahogany
veneered case is 26 inches tall and the veneer is near
perfect. There may be a corner nick somewhere. Both
glasses are over 100 years old. Top is absolutely original, bottom could have been replaced in the 1800’s.
The 30 hour brass movement is signed same as the
label. It is complete but the “fly” is in a bag with the
pendulum, winding crank, and some long ago history of the clock.
Most of the paper label remains in the case, there are a pair of 30
hour iron weights, painted metal dial, and period hands. The dial

333.
$50
E. N. Welch mantel clock, “Sylva”, ca 1889. Made of
black walnut and stands 21 inches tall and is original
and complete. It has a very nice original glass, replaced
paper dial, proper pendulum, gong, and separate alarm
movement and brass bell. The 8 day movement is running and striking on the half hours. There are two good
labels on the back. Ly-Welch #451. $75-$150.
334.
$25
“The E. N. Welch Manufacturing Co., Forestville, Conn.”, miniature
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flaked badly, was amateurishly repainted, and now is flaking again.
$50-$100.

pair of heavy iron weights all appear to be original. There is not a
scrap of label. $250-$400.

339.

343.
$25
“Elisha Manross, Bristol, Conn.”, 30 hour OG clock, ca
1843. The mahogany veneered case is 26 inches tall, has
two original glasses and door latch. The painted glass is
developing some paint loss. The case had a heavy coat
of varnish at some time, now peeling off giving the impression it is the veneer. There are a couple of veneer
chips. Inside is a complete label, coil gong, pendulum,
period hands, good wood dial, and the 30 hour brass movement.
$50-$100.

$50

“Chauncey Jerome, New Haven, Conn.”, OG mantel clock ca 1845, with a 30 hour brass movement
signed same as the label. This model is the “30
Hour Column”, and this is one of several versions
he made. Usually found in rosewood this one is
mahogany veneered with excellent gilt columns,
and has an ogee cornice top, and ogee base. The
top glass is original, the mirror is a replacement.
Original metal dial pan with a new paper dial attached, period hands, paper label, coil gong, and
the brass 30 hour movement. There are a couple of tiny veneer
chips and the columns alone are worth the price. It is a good original rare clock. Reference: “From Rags to Riches to Rags”, by Chris
H. Bailey, NAWCC Bulletin Supplement #15, Spring, 1986, page 96.
$50-$100.

344.
$75
“Birge, Mallory & Co. / Bristol, Conn.”, eight day
large OG case, ca 1835. Notations in the case say it
was bought in North Lime, Ohio in 1844. History of
the clock from then forward for cleanings and repairs. The 32 inch high rosewood veneered case is
very nice, just a little dark. I tried to lighten the picture so you could see the nice graining. I believe
both glasses are original, there are two wood door
knob/latches. Most of the old label remains on the
backboard except where the large weights played havoc, usually
when transporting the clock with the weights still inside. There is a
pair of large iron weights, coil gong, old pendulum bob, clean wood
dial but apparently cleaned with liquid so it lightened the paint. The
strap brass 8 day movement has weight cords and appears to be
operational. $100-$200.

340.
$50
“Chauncey Goodrich, Forestville, Bristol, Conn.”, ca 1852. The 30
hour weight driven movement has an alarm built in, and takes three
iron weights to run the time, strike, and alarm. This 26 inch high
mahogany veneered case has no repairs to the veneer; it has a door latch and two original glasses. The
wood backing over the mirror has been on there
since 1852. Many notations of repairs and ownership
are written on the wood backing. In addition to the
unsigned brass movement there is a coil gong, brass
pendulum, painted metal dial with three winding
holes, three iron weights, and a perfect label. $50$100.

345.
$25
E. N. Welch Mfg. Co. “OG No.2”, ca 1883. Two tone mahogany veneer used on this 26” high early case. It has
some faults, of which the veneer is not one. There is a
small hauling scrape and chip, nothing serious. The
bottom glass is original, there are OG weights and a
pendulum bob. Excellent label, good painted metal dial,
coil gong, and the original brass OG 30 hour movement.
The top glass, door knob, and other case parts also appear to be
original. A nice clock, back in the day I would have driven 200 miles
just to bid on the clock at auction. Ly-Welch #373. $50-$100.

341.
$50
“Seth Thomas / Thomaston, Conn.”, copied from the label inside
this early OG case, ca 1863. The veneered case is 26”
high, very nice rosewood veneer around the outer
sides, front edges, and door edges. The lighter wood
around the outside of the door is probably just because they laid the wood grain different. If not rosewood it is very attractive, and unlike any wood in my
large collection of wood samples. Original glasses,
bottom with some flaking, original metal dial is clean
but has some paint chipping, good pair of hands, and
pair of period iron weights, pendulum bob, and winding key. 30
hour brass movement is signed, complete and operational. It strikes
hours on a coil gong. The alarm movement strikes an iron bell. LySeth Thomas, pages 652-653. $50-$100.

346.
$25
2 gallery clocks. New Haven, “12 inch Gallery”,
complete and original but no pendulum. Welch
“Thirty Hour Marine”, ca 1855. 10 inch dial. No
hands, excellent label. Three hardback books. 1.
The Price Guide to Collectable Clocks. 2. The History of
Clocks and Watches. 3. Wristwatches, History of a Century’s Development. $25-$50.

342.
$75
“Birge, Mallory & Co.”, Bristol, Conn. large 8 day OG, ca 1838-1843.
Common clock in a lot of ways but unusual in that it
has two door pulls on a single door. The bottom pull
may be an exact replica. The 8 day strap brass movement is signed, very dirty, should be cleaned and
restrung before hanging any large weights. This
movement has a side arm which they later discontinued. The 32 inch high case made of rosewood veneer is very nice and typical of this collectors wood
cases, veneer is most always good. This veneer is
two tone and very dark. It would sure be prettier if
cleaned. Both glasses are replacements, wood dial is dark with
some paint flaking, wire gong, pendulum, period hands, and the

347.
$200
“J. C. Brown / Forestville Manuf. Co.”, 8 day shelf
clock with decorated case that has retained most
all of the gilt stenciled decorations, ca 1850. I notice that several companies sold this identical
clock, most mentioning J. C. Brown on the labels.
The rosewood veneered case stands 15 inches tall
and retains a good original finish, clean and polished. Both glasses are original as is the signed dial,
complete label, wire gong, old pendulum bob, and the 8 day movement that is running and striking. In internet auctions we note these
clocks sell from $700 to $1000. Our estimate is $250-$400.
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brass door over the movement opening. The 8 day movement is
signed, running, and should be striking a brass bell
but the strike spring is broken. The case has onyx
columns, metal feet, fancy sash, beveled glass,
correct hands and dial. Not long ago we were selling these around $500. Gone are the days. $100$200.

348.
$300
Welch, Spring & Co. mantel clock, “Lucca V.P.”, ca
1885. Polished rosewood case is 24 inches high, dark
but clean. All the finials look to be original. I just noticed I did not center them very well for the picture. It
has a great original finial that only shows on one
clock in the books. The three glasses are all original, a
complete black label inside on the bottom, and a
nickel bell. The two piece dial is original as are the
brass dial rings and the two piece painted dial. It also has the unique
8 day time and strike movement. Ly-Welch, pages 417-419. $300$500.
349.

353.
$25
E. Ingraham Clock Co. mantel clock in an enameled
case, “Adrian”, ca 1905. The17 ½ inch wide case has
marbleized moldings and columns, and in very nice
condition. The only demerit I would give the clock
is for a missing back cover. The movement is 8 day,
is running and striking half hours on a cup bell and hours on a Cathedral gong. Ly-Ingraham #728. $25-$50.

$75

“Ansonia Clock Company, Factory Brooklyn, New
York”, copied from the complete paper label on the
back of the black walnut case. This fairly early mantel
clock is ca1894, and a step above the more common
“kitchen” clocks. It is 22 ½ inches tall, has a super glass
in the door, very ornately cutout case, and is complete
and original. The dial, hands, gong, silver pendulum and
winding key are all correct stock for these early clocks.
The 8 day movement is running and striking properly. Ly-Ansonia
#1859. $100-$200.

354.
$330
Seth Thomas Clock Co. “Chime Clock No. 7”, ca
1914. The 14 inch case has a mahogany finish, gold
plated sash, mat, and feet. The one piece silver dial
is coated with black. I thought at first it was badly
worn but I believe the black will clean off. This dial
is signed by Seth Thomas, has painted numerals,
original hands, and a bowed glass. The chime winding arbor is in the
edge of the mat, the slow-fast adjuster is just below the hand arbor.
The 8 day movement is signed by Seth Thomas and is numbered,
“89A”, while the Sonora Chime movement is numbered, “90D”. It
has the correct wooden back cover, 4 Sonora Bells, a chime-silent
lever on the side, and all other original clock parts. The wood back
has three Jeweler labels indicating the sale date of Dec. 24, 1918,
and repairs in 1924 and 1928.. Ly-Seth Thomas, pages 153. $350-$450.

350.
$125
Seth Thomas Clock Co. City Series clock, “Omaha”, ca 1894. I have
had a great many of this model and most other City
Series models and sold them for 40 years. They are
good selling clocks and if I were starting collecting
again I would collect City Series like I once did. Seth
Thomas made excellent clocks in the late 1800’s, as
well as some other clock makers, but in the early
1900’s they went for quantity instead of quality. I
retained some of the quality clocks and finally selling
those also. This fine walnut cased clock is 19” tall, has
all the little ball ornaments and railing, strong gold striping on the
door, very nice finish on the case, and is running and ready to display. The painted dial is slightly worn, but clean, has nickel dial rings,
and correct pair of hands. On the floor of the case is a good black
label. The nickel pendulum bob has the ST logo in the center, and a
nickel pendulum leader. The clock strikes on a large Cathedral gong
on the hours. The 8 day movement is running briskly and striking
properly. Ly-Seth Thomas, page 202. $150-$250.

355.
$100
Seth Thomas City Series clock, “Denver”, ca 1884. The
polished walnut veneered case 8s 16 ½ inches tall, has
the excellent original finish, a little darker than it was
130 years ago, but quite nice. There is a factory stamp
on the back, a little dark, but looks like 1884. I see
nothing out of the ordinary, believe it to be 100% original including, nickel dial rings, original painted dial,
maybe replaced hands, one of ST special nickel pendulum bobs,
decent black label, Cathedral gong, alarm movement, alarm dial
ring, alarm brass bell, and a very nice original door glass. The 8 day
time and strike movement is running and striking. Ly-Seth Thomas,
#537. $150-$250.

351.
$100
Seth Thomas Clock Co., Thomaston, Conn. one of the
first City Series they made, the “Chicago”, ca 1874. The
rosewood veneered case is excellent but has not been
cleaned in a while, and I see no reason to. The only improvements one might make would be to polish the
brass ornaments and bezels. Personally I would not,
but some collectors like to spiff them up. This model has always
been one of my favorite City Series clocks. Near perfect label inside,
replaced brass pendulum bob, very nice glasses, correct hands, and
coil gong. 8 day movement is signed, running, and striking correctly.
Ly-Seth Thomas, page 188. $150-$300.

356.
$75
Seth Thomas Clock Co. “New Orleans V.P.”, ca 1880. This is one of
the earlier models in their large assortment of City
Series clocks. The walnut case is 16” tall and retains
most all its original parts including the nickeled pendulum and rod, nickeled bell, and the door latch. The
dial is a paper replacement, the dial rings are brass,
and the hands are probably replacements. The 8 day
movement is running and striking the nickel bell on
each hour. There is also an alarm movement that
sounds on the same nickel bell. The pendulum bob has a brass “ST”
in the center. The case has apparently been cleaned and polished,
has some deterioration on the black trim paint around the base. LySeth Thomas, page 200. $125-$200.

352.
$75
Seth Thomas, Thomaston, Conn. adamantine finished mantel clock,
ca early 1900’s. Many models pictured in Ly-Seth Thomas, all slightly
different, they must have made a gazillion adamantine clocks. This
model, name unknown, is about 18 inches wide and 12 inches tall,
has very nice adamantine finish all over. On the back is a hinged

357.
$250
Ansonia Clock Company, Ansonia, New York, extraordinary parlor
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362.
$50
German gallery clock, round bezel, octagon base, door opening at
the bottom to access the pendulum. It has dark black paint throughout, surely not a repaint for it is much to nice. Slick as
a whistle. Brass bezel, original hands, perfect painted
dial, hinged door with clip lock on the bottom. It has
an 8 day time and strike movement that is running and
striking on a large coil gong. Lots of writing on the
back, dates, names, etc. $50-$100.

clock that is not pictured in Ly-Ansonia or any other
clock book that I have. The walnut case is huge
compared to other Ansonia parlor clocks. It stands
19 ½ inches tall and is 6 ½ inches deep, a much larger case to handle than their other parlor models. It
has railings, spindles, finials front and back, glass
sides, and is a very eye appealing clock. It is clean
and polished, ready to be displayed. It would be in
the $1000 bracket of their parlor clocks if it could be identified. The
signed 8 day movement is original to the case, running, striking a
nickel bell. There is a very nice silver pendulum, signed beat scale,
signed original dial and proper hands. If only I could put a name to it
I might reap a big gain. I paid $250 so that is the minimum. The clock
is a keeper, name or not. $300-$500.

363.
$350
German, Oswald Genie, an extremely rare carved wood clock, not
composition as so many of the later ones are. The Oswald sticker is
underneath. This model original had a wood tray held in the Genie’s
outstretched hands. The collector who sells Genie clocks thru our
auctions says the wood trays are available on EBay, and
unfortunately you cannot tell if they are original or not.
The excellent carved case is 8 inches high, clean and
complete. The Oswald clocks have 30 hour movements
that wind and set on the back. The movement is running
and the eyes are rotating properly. The rotation of the
left eye shows the hour, the right eye the minutes. $500$750.

358.
$200
Ansonia Clock Company mantel clock, “Cabinet A”, ca
1894. They made a great many models of cabinet
clocks, this series was A thur F. They were made of
Antique Oak with brass trimmings. The case is exceptionally clean, polished, original, complete, even the
brass is bright and clean. I cannot tell if it was restored but don’t believe so, the dial and other brass
objects are just to nice and clean. The case is 19 inches
tall, has a latching, hinged, back door. Inside is a signed Ansonia
movement that is running and striking on a standing gong. It has a
correct pendulum. Ly-Ansonia #846. $250-$400.

364.
$100
Seth Thomas Clock Co. one of their College Series clocks, “New
York”, ca 1900. This is a very rare model made only
for railroads, hotels, and schools. It took a special
order to have them made. The idea was they were
non striking alarm clocks. It has a special movement
and a leaver on the top to keep it silent and to make
it an alarm. It is a very quiet running clock. A very nice
near mint original oak case, standing 23.5” high, has
all its original parts, no repairs or alterations. This
clock has the correct pendulum bob and hanger,
Cathedral gong, alarm and alarm bell, label inside, and a signed 8
day movement. It has an oak wood plate to hold the fancy brass
ring around the dial. It is in excellent running condition. Ly-Seth
Thomas #2263. $150-$250.

359.
$150
Waterbury Clock Co. “Ship’s Bell”, ca 1914. Brass clock case rests
inside a mahogany base. The mahogany box is 9 inches high and 10
inches wide at the base. It is complete, original, and
in perfect condition. The bezel is hinged on the left,
push button release on the right, has proper hands,
and an original dial that is signed. The dial is silver
and perfect. It has been running and striking for
several days since it arrived here. It strikes ships bells
on the half hours. Ly-Waterbury Ships Clock section
does not show this exact model, but it is authentic and extremely
nice. $200-$300.

365.
$150
German wall clock, ca 1920’s. This is a very heavy oak cased clock,
37” high, balcony type with a fancy brass pendulum.
The pendulum is hanging low to show in the picture.
The front of the case has columns and carved objects
on the base. The wood has some carving and grooved
designs over the front. The movement is attached to a
slide in seat board. It is in very good overall condition,
and in running condition. The movement is 8 day and
strikes a large iron coil gong. The movement is signed
only, “Patent /154590”. The large pendulum is signed
but I cannot decide the maker because a couple of letters are obscured. $150-$250.

360.
$275
Ithaca Calendar Clock co. “Ithaca No.7 / Shelf Cottage”, ca 1874.
Walnut case is 22” high, complete, original, clean, polished, and in excellent condition. It has the original
back and all original parts on the front. It has the correct and original 8 day movement, coil gong, and nickel pendulum bob. The dial pans are correct, top and
bottom dial paper and roller papers appear to be original, and the hands look to be original. If the dial papers have been replaced it was many moons ago for
they look original. Ly-Calendar #342. $300-$500.
361.
$35
Waterbury Clock Company hanging gallery clock, “Round Lever”, ca
1914. The 12 inch mahogany case is original including the 100 year
old crusty finish. I assume it is not financially feasible to clean the crusty finish. It has a nice brass bezel, signed dial, and probably 3 original hands. On the
back is a complete paper label. That is unusual. It has
an 8 day time only movement with seconds dial. It is
running. Ly-Waterbury #650. $50-$100.

366.
$175
Seth Thomas Clock Co. wall clock, “World”, ca 1890. Factory numbers stamped on the back of the case, “0981”, which
backward is 1890, the date of manufacture. The nice
walnut case is 32” long, has been cleaned and polished revealing a beautifully grained wood. Brass
bob, wood stick, both glasses, hands, two door latches, and the movement, are all original to this case
and in excellent condition. The paper dial is a replacement. Printed on the bottom of the dial is “Thirty
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to sell it. It was refinished years ago in the
original gold color, by the late Bruce Baziluk. Every smidgen of the case and candelabras was redone, so if you don’t like
gold don’t buy this one. The clock is 22 ½”
high and the candelabras are 20 inches
high. It has cast metal pieces of all descriptions assembled into a very attractive clock. If it has a fault it would be that it is heavy. I have not seen
but a couple of this model before so I cannot judge the value or
collectability, however, if I have not seen many they must be rare.
The ones I have seen did not have the candelabras. The glass is beveled, hands are correct and there is an open escapement mechanism. The movement is 8 day, and is signed. The movement is running and striking a rack and snail strike on a standing Cathedral
gong, clock strikes hours and half hours, and there is a correct pendulum and key. This is a keeper. Ly-Ansonia #1548. $1000-$1250.

Day Clock”. Not true, the movement runs 15 days, and many times
longer. We never know if these movements are 15 days or 30 days
without running them until they quit. We are always pleasantly surprised when we find they run 30 days. Most of a black label is inside
as well as a metal beat scale. Next to the Seth Thomas No.2 Regulators, we consider this long drop model to be one of the company’s
crowning achievements in clock making. They are extremely reliable
and a good size for any room in your home. Ly-Seth Thomas, page
323. $200-$350.
367.

$75

German RA, has a lot of pizzazz, large detachable top
with 3 identical finials, and 3 finials on the base. It has
very attractive columns on the door, three glasses, and
wall levelers. This 8 day movement strikes half hours
and hours on a coil gong attached to the back of the
movement. It is stamped with the Junghans logo. It has
a very nice two piece porcelain dial, and a nice pressed
brass pendulum. The walnut case is 38 inches high, decorative half columns each side of the door, viewing doors
on the case sides, and a top piece that fits in one slot.
The movement is clean and running strong. $100-$200.

372.

$1150

“Bolviller a Paris”, signed on the porcelain dial and
movement of this unusual and early brass carriage
clock, ca 1848-1858. Bolviller had some connection
with Japy Freres in the early clockmaking years. Brass
case is 7 inches high with gilt castings and heavily
engraved back door and dial plate. Both the front and
back doors are hinged, with original pull knobs. Back
door also has a movable plate inside the door accessible from the outside allowing access to winding arbors and hand set, without opening the door. The 8
day movement runs and strikes. Strikes one time on both half hours
and hours. Most unusual and probably earliest of any of the rare
carriage clocks we have sold. $1200-$1500.

368.
$75
Sessions Clock Company, Bristol, Conn., metal cased
mantel clock, “Diana”, ca 1910. For Sessions this is a
large metal clock, 17 inches high and originally with a
bronze finish, now dark but still a nice looking clock.
The dial paper was replaced, hands look to be correct,
has a brass bezel with flat glass, and a pendulum and
key. Not sure if the pendulum is original. Ly-Sessions
#423. $100-$150.

373.
$175
Seth Thomas Clock Co. City Series clock, “Greek”, ca
1879. Walnut case is 24 inches high, clean and in good
original condition, with no repairs or new wood. It has
a side key lock, knob on the door, and original glass.
The old black label came loose in the base of the case
and is now in an envelope. It can be glued back in
place if you so desire. The nice ST pendulum bob, nickeled bell, brass dial rings, and hands, are all original
stock. The two piece dial is signed and surprisingly in very good original condition. The 8 day lyre movement runs and strikes hours on
the nickel bell. Some collectors have asked me how the “Greek”
could be a City Series model. There are many Greek/Greece named
cities in the northeast. Ly-Seth Thomas #545. $200-$300.

369.
$450
French brass cased carriage clock, ca 1870, time, strike, repeat, and
alarm in a finely engraved case with center seconds hand. The alarm
hand is off, now taped to the top glass. The 6 ¾ inch
high case is loose. I am guessing one or more new beveled glasses were installed and case was not tightened
by screws underneath the base. Neither the dial nor 8
day movement is signed. The movement is sluggish, runs
a bit and stops. All five beveled glasses are perfect, top
of case is full beveled glass. The hinged back door is not
tight, probably because case not tightened from underneath. $750-$1000.
370.
$350
Gubelin, Lucerne, Switzerland, a manufacturer of fine watches and
jewelry since the mid 1800’s, and they also retailed clocks, many
made by other Swiss manufacturers. This clock on a shelf is such a
product. The painted wood case is covered with brass,
has a key locking glass door in front and a latching door
in back. The dial, movement, pendulum, and case are all
signed by Gubelin. The clock is 18 inches but on the
shelf together they are 25 inches high. The dial is comprised of large porcelain cartouche numerals, porcelain
inner dial, and original hands. Interesting that the pendulum is also signed by Gubelin. The clock is running
and striking on a bell. $450-$650.

374.
$150
“Chauncey Ives / Bristol, Connecticut”, pillar and scroll
clock, ca 1824. 30 hour time and strike weight driven
wood movement strikes on an iron bell each hour. The
clock has been serviced and is in running condition. It
has old iron weights, old pendulum bob and hands. The
wood dial is excellent. Inside the case is practically a
complete and very large paper label. The door has had
some work done on the wood frame and both glasses are new. The
mahogany case is 30 ½ inches to the top of the modern brass finials.
The scrolls and base are new. On top there are period metal covers
over the wood rollers. $200-$300.

371.
$750
Ansonia Clock Co. metal case clock, “Regent with Candelabras”, ca
1904. I have had this clock for a while, never displayed where folks
would admire it, but tucked away in the dark because I did not want

375.
$650
Seth Thomas Clock Co. “Regulator No.1 Extra”, ca 1875. The 44 inch
burled and rosewood case is clean and polished. There is some han-
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dling wear around the outer edge of the bezel but otherwise the
veneer and finish is very nice. The consignor considered having the
veneer repaired but decided the clock would then not be original.
With a little matching stain you hardly notice any
scruffy veneer. The original bottom glass is like the
one pictured in Ly-Seth Thomas #846, movement
pictured at #846-A, and the case at #844 and 846.
The original dial pan has the original paint with some
tiny flakes and after 150 years has darkened somewhat. The hands are correct but missing the seconds hand. The sliding partitions that cover the
weight chute are both replaced. The lower door lock
requires a male ended key to lock. Key is included.
There has been some case work inside, two small
blocks that the dial rests on have been replaced. The
consignor says the clock runs. I did not hang the
weights on the cords. It should be checked by a repair person before hanging them. This clock is surely worth 2-3 times my minimum.
$750-$1000.

378.
$800
Waterbury Clock Company, “Regulator No.3”, ca 1891.
This is a clean oak cased clock, 46” tall, just in to us
from a long time collector along with many other fine
clocks from his collection. The stain and finish on the
wood is outstanding. The wood parts including finials
and other woodwork are all original. The glass is old
and it has the proper door knob and latch. On the base
inside is a signed beat scale. The brass weights, pulleys,
brass pendulum bob, and wood pendulum rod are all
original. It has three correct hands, original signed dial
and brass rings. The movement in this model runs 8
days, is time only, and powered by two brass weights. You won’t
have to do anything to the clock for it is ready to hang and enjoy
having come from a fine home where it has been enjoyed for years.
We sold a walnut No.3 in our January 2011 auction for $4700. Gosh
how times have changed. Ly-Waterbury #555. $1000-$1500.
379.
$950
Waterbury Clock Company, “Regulator No. 67”, ca 1906. Dark oak
case is 50” tall, retaining the original finish, clean and polished but
retaining the natural darkening from smoke accumulation. The case is not perfect but very near. There
are pressed designs on the top rail, ripple molding
below that, and several layers of other molding. The
large door has ripple molding all around. There are
two door hooks and a large glass. We cannot say for
sure the glass is original. The base has applied wood
ornaments. The signed dial is holding its original paint
with light flaking especially around the screw holes.
The brass bob, wood stick, signed porcelain beat
scale, and brass pulleys, are all original. The brass
weights are probably more modern than 100 years old. LyWaterbury #573. $1000-$1300.

376.
$2975
Ansonia Clock Co. crystal regulator, “Apex”, ca
1905. This model is one of the larger and more
desirable of their crystal regulators. It is 18.5”
high, in good original condition including the original rich gold finish, and the cast pendulum bob
which features rhinestones around the edge.
There is only slight wear and the gold is very
good but of course not as bright as it would have
been 100 years ago. The four beveled glasses are
near perfect. The two piece porcelain dial is perfect, signed, has original hands, and has the open
escapement mechanism. The 8 day movement is signed, running,
and striking hours and half hours on a standing cathedral gong.
Included with the clock is a two ended winding key. Ly-Ansonia,
pages 109-110. $3000-$3500.

380.
$800
Waterbury Clock Co. hanging “Regulator No. 4,
Rosedale”, ca 1881. This is a great clock, with one problem, the top is a replacement, but someone did an
outstanding job. If the back were darkened and the
peg holes were darkened it might fool me. I believe
every No. 4 I have ever seen had a missing or a new
top. The dark oak case is 51” tall, and has a bushel of
style points. Note the spool rail on top, full turned
columns, sloping decorative bottom, and the stylish
bottom board. The case is original, (other than the
top) lightly cleaned but still has some light crazing and
smoke in the grooves and cracks. There was originally
a key lock on the door, now replaced with a turn latch.
Porcelain beat scale, brass bob, wood stick, and the three hands, all
look to us to be correct. The dial has no problems other than normal
wear and the pair of brass weights appears to be original. The
movement is 8 day, double wind; time only, has dead beat escapement, retaining power, and solid polished movement frames. LyWaterbury #524. $1000-$1500.

377.
$1395
French/Swiss pinwheel regulator. Walnut? case is 78” high, very
clean and polished. It could have been refinished at
some time for it looks like a piece of antique furniture
and is ready to hang and enjoy. The clock came to us
from a long time collector who had it hanging in his
home for many years. He had it held to the wall with 4
large screws. There is no wall hanger on the case, but
they are easy to come by. The door has two glasses,
and latches on the side. The bottom glass has a small
break in the bottom right. The top is not attached but
you may wish to remedy that. I could not get a good
full picture of the clock working alone. I took an extra
picture so you could enlarge and see the finials on the
base of the case. As you know most cases housing
French/Swiss movements were made in the USA, either in a factory
or cabinetmaker. The movement rests on a wood mounting bracket. In these old clocks that are 100 years old or more, you most generally see many holes in the backboard. The Swiss pinwheel movement is typical, housed in an iron box with latching doors on each
side of the box. Porcelain dial with large brass dial surround that
stretches 14” across the inside of the case. There are small hairlines
on the dial and two very small chips on the outside edge of the dial.
Lyre pendulum, brass weight, and a pair of large hands, complete
the clock. The 8 day time only movement was recently cleaned and
oiled and is running. In the past we have sold Swiss pinwheel regulators, not nearly this nice, for up to $5000. $1500-$2000.

381.
$945
Wm. L. Gilbert Clock Co. “Regulator No.14”, ca 1901. This is a large
clock, 50” tall, made of oak and is really a well constructed clock
with good cabinet work, applied ornaments, ripple moldings, some
OG type moldings, some fine jig saw work, and pressed or carved
objects top to bottom. The wood has been routinely cleaned and
polished, and has gracefully aged to a medium dark shade. There is
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386.
$65
E. Ingraham Co. hanging short drop clock, “Lustre”, ca
1911. Another near perfect short drop with only one
little change from original, a new paper dial. The original hook/latch holds the brass sash and the bottom
door is held with a hook on the side. Clean oak case is
27” tall, has the original side ears, two original glasses,
correct hands and the new signed paper dial. It has a
brass pendulum bob, and the 8 day time only movement. It is clean
and running. Ly-Ingraham #374. $75-$150.

evidence of crazing all over, and dark in the grooves
and edges, meaning it has not been harshly cleaned as
much as just polished over the years. The original 8
day time only movement is running, powered by one
weight, and has dead beat escapement and retaining
power. The large weight and old dial we believe to be
original. The dial is signed and has darkened over time.
The hands, brass bob, wood stick, and beat scale, all
appear to be original to this clock. The backboard inside is painted black which shows off the bob and
weight more clearly. On the back is a complete paper
label. Ly-Gilbert #359. $1000-$1500.

387.
$70
Ansonia Clock Co. enameled iron clock, “Boston”,
ca 1904. The base is 15 inches wide, has two columns on each side of the dial and a correct metal
back cover. Other than the columns with ornate
capitals and bases this is a rather plain case. There is one tiny chip in
the beveled glass, the porcelain dial is excellent and the hands are
correct. The 8 day time and striking movement is signed, running,
and striking properly. It strikes half hours and hours on a gong. It
has the correct style pendulum and key. Ly-Ansonia #1271. $100$200.

382.
$800
Wm. L. Gilbert Clock Co. “Regulator No.2”, ca 1875. This is an early
weight regulator with some very minor problems. It is one I would
love to have bought when I first started collecting. It needs some
attention, but can easily be made into a fine clock. There has been a
few veneer repairs, and they were well done. I probably would not
bother with changing any veneer. The 33.5” high
mahogany case is clean and has been lightly polished to cover up damage done when the weight
fell at least one time. Nails or screws were used to
put it back together, holes filled, stained over,
and really not even noticeable unless you have a
habit like me, checking to see if a weight has fallen. There is a label on the back, the lower glass is
very nice, the baffle board is near perfect, and the
pendulum and stick are very good. Typical Gilbert
8 day time only movement was running fine when
it left the collectors home. He brought it with the
weight inside and in removing it the weight pulley
and cord got unhooked from the movement. You
will have to take care of that. The dial is soiled and has some paint
loss from finger rubbing. If it was in excellent condition it might
bring 2-3 times our minimum. Ly-Gilbert #336. $900-$1200.
383.

388.
$70
French white marble cased clock with a “Japy Freres” round 8 day
movement. It has a beveled glass in the brass sash, two toned marble dial, incised numerals that are gold filled, and correct original
hands. On the back is a hinged brass cover over the
movement opening. The pendulum is signed,
“THFBLE”, or something close to that. Very unusual
to see a signed pendulum. I added a picture of the
movement to show you what I believe is something
very unusual, and something I have never seen on
another movement. Probably something very simple.
It is the long metal piece that is attached at the bottom of the
movement and extends upwards. It is signed, “Flourdelet.B?SG?”, or
something close to that. It is running and striking properly. $100$200.

$200
Seth Thomas ships clock, signed, “Seth Thomas /
U.S.NAVY”. Screw down bezel over the 8 inch black
dial and white hands. Marked for 60 minutes or seconds, in two places and marked for a 24 hour dial. The
movement is 8 day time only and running strong. The
case is 10 ¼ inches wide. $200-$400.

389.

$150

French clock, more elaborate than the normal
French clocks we get, but not without its problems. The brass/bronze clock tower and side
statue are mounted to a marble base. The base
is resting on large round brass feet. On the back
is a hinged sash with a bowed glass over the
movement opening. On the front is a beveled
glass in the brass sash. The black marble dial in
this example is outstanding with deep incised
numerals that are gold filled. On the top of the clocks are some
books, one is opened. The hunter with his gun is holding a bird I
assume he just killed. Great clock with only one problem, the ornament on the right side of the clock is missing. This piece is 14 inches
wide and 14 ½ inches tall. The pendulum is correct, the 8 day movement is signed, “Japy Freres” and “Blot aLRouard”, and it is running
and striking the nickel bell attached to the back of the movement.
$150-$250.

384.
$215
Seth Thomas ships clock with homemade stand.
Brass bezel screws to case on the front. Bezel hinged
at 1 o’clock. The double wind 8 day movement is running. $250-$400.
385.
$45
“Seth Thomas, Plymouth, Conn. U.S.A.”, signed on the
30 hour weight movement. “Seth Thomas, Thomaston,
Conn.” on the complete paper label. This is a pretty
rare clock because it is a crossover from Plymouth to
Thomaston made just after the Civil War, ca 1866. It is
25 inches tall with shell columns and gilt caps. It has
some minor veneer problems on the base and top, mirror is a replacement, and dial has been cleaned and paint enhanced.
All that aside it is a nice looking very early clock. Complete with old
key and pendulum. Ly-Seth Thomas, pages 521-523. $50-$100.

390.
$50
Boat or Engine Room clock originally made by the Chelsea Clock Co. It was a WWII wartime clock no doubt
used on the US Navy’s ships. The brass dial is signed,
“Chelsea Recessed numerals and minute marks are
black filled and the paint and dial face are excellent. It is
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time only movement winding above the 6, slow/fast adjuster below
the 12. Screw off bezel seals the dial and movement from moisture.
The dial is 5.5”, the top bezel is 7.25”. The brass case has a very nice
bright finish. It is made to mount to a wall with 3 screws. I bought it
to be a true Chelsea, have been told since it is a reproduction. Even
though a nice one. $100-$200.

graphed card on the inside with some instructions and a printed
booklet of “Practical Instructions for Operating, Oiling, and Repairing the Regina Music Boxes”. It has an old winding crank. New discs
can be purchased from Porter Music Boxes, and old ones can be
bought from dealers on the internet. We have sold several Regina
boxes in the past, all for more than $2000. $500-$750.

391.
$125
International Time Recorder Co. of New York, the forerunner of the
IBM clock. The 58 inch high oak case is all original, including the glass, 12” metal dial, 8” brass pendulum bob,
wood stick, brass beat scale and all the internal program
parts. There are two key door locks. The movement is
self winding via the original electric motor. When connected a slave clock works perfectly with electric impulses from the master clock. The painted dial is signed as
are many of the internal program parts. Around the dial
is a wood dial ring. There is very little wear on the dial. It
has a pair of good hands and a second’s hand. The case
may have been lightly cleaned and polished, and appears
to have a coat of shellac or similar finish. The movements have been
used recently and may now be in running condition but I don’t test
electric clocks. $150-$200.

396.
$50
German box clock, very much like the common box clocks
we have sold in the past. The oak case is 30” high, has an
applied ornament on top, unusual glass design, one piece
of glass with metal dividers on both sides. There is a
round glass over the silver dial. The case is a typical German box, rather plain, but there are ripple like designs on
each side of the door. The movement is seatboard
mounted that slides in the wall braces. The 8 day movement is running and striking on 3 chime rods. Brass pendulum bob and a winding key inside the case. $50-$100.

392.

397.
$50
Vintage postage stamp machine for 22 cent stamps, ca
1985. The government had a pretty good thing going
with this machine, you put in 35 cents and got a 22 cent
stamp. The machine is in excellent condition and has a
lock with key. $50-$100.

$75
“New Haven Clock Co., New Haven, Conn.”, 8 day time and
strike banjo clock, ca 1910. The mahogany case with eagle
on top is 36 inches tall, missing the side rails, but appears
complete otherwise. The metal dial is showing slight wear
on the silver, the hands and pendulum are correct, and the
glasses are very nice. There is a complete label on the back
but it does not show a model name and I cannot identify
the model in Ly-New Haven. It certainly is not a cream puff,
but surely worth our minimum. $75- $150.

398.
$25
12 novelty clocks. – 6 pictures, half are running, others need service.
Several are worth the minimum, i.e. German miniature cottage
clock, etc.

399.
$175
German RA wall clock. A lot of good things, very few negatives. The walnut case is 30 inches high, nice woodwork
from top to bottom, it has some applied crossed arrows
trademark, ornaments top and bottom, otherwise is a
pretty plain clock. Two piece porcelain dial, good pair of
hands, nice brass pendulum bob, porcelain beat scale in
the bottom, and an old key. It has three good glasses, and
a door hook. 8 day movement is time only and running.
$200-$300.

393.
$50
American/German, clock-barometer, made by, “P.F. Bollenbach Co.”, which was apparently a company located in Barrington, Illinois that bought movements from Germany and
put them in cases they made. I found very little information
about the Bollenbach Co. but a lot of their clocks for sale at
times on EBay. This large wall piece is about 40 inches tall,
the eight day time only clock is running and the other primary functions, barometer and thermometer are performing.
$50-$100.

400.
$125
German RA with an 8 day time only unsigned movement. The unusual case is 31 inches tall without two missing finials on the
top. The front of the case has unusual carvings and decorations on each side of the door and on top. The long
pendulum is original and the “RA” porcelain part of the
pendulum is excellent. Also the porcelain dial is perfect
and it has original hands. The movement is held to a metal backboard bracket with thumb screws. The clock is
running. Over all a very nice clock that you won’t have to
stop when company spends the night. $200-$350.

394.
$25
“The Standard Electric Time Co. / Springfield, Mass.”,
painted on the 12 inch dial of this gallery clock. The case
is very heavy, has a battery movement covered with an
aluminum cover. I do not know if it runs, my sparse
clock knowledge does not extend to electric clocks.
$25-$50.
395.
$500
Regina disc music box that plays 11 inch diameter discs. It has a single comb, winds in the interior, and has a very good
sound. It comes with six metal discs that play such
songs as, “Star Spangled Banner-Hymn”; “Nearer
My Heart to Thee-Hymn”; etc. The large oak box is
15” wide, 14” deep, and 9” high. It has a key lock
with key, and has no unusual moldings, carvings,
etc., but does have a tiered top. The box plays and
sounds fine. It has a fancy lid, four bun feet, a Litho-

401.
$450
Waltham Chronometer mounted on gimbals. Wooden
inner box with an outer carrying case that is belt
strapped. The first mounted chronometers purchased by
the Naval Observatory were made by the Waltham Watch
Co. They were an 8 day, 15 jewel, 37 size movement
mounted in a wooden box. They were made over a 29
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are also veneered in flame mahogany, as are the front and sides of
the hood. Remarkably, the glass in the hood door is old, bubbled,
and appears to have never been replaced. Is that possible?! The
metal dial and surround have been repainted, with the dial signed
“N Munroe”. No artist signature is evident. The brass time-only
movement is pinned to the dial and mounted on a seatboard, and
we did not remove it. There is an old lead weight suspended on
catgut with a brass pulley; the pendulum hangs behind it. The clock
is running easily and keeping time, 7-day. We looked long and hard
for evidence of recent modifications or replacements but could find
none. Every piece of wood on this case is very old, even the fretwork on top. We were fortunate to get this clock; you can be too.
There are no sales of N. Munroe clocks in the Antique Clocks Price
Guide and indeed, very few original examples, but Massachusetts
shelf clocks sell for $5000 and up when in original condition. You
can see a very similar shelf clock from N. Munroe in the Museum of
Art, Carnegie Institute, as shown in Distin & Bishop’s The American
Clock on page 99.

year period and approximately 16,000 were made as box chronometers. The movement was originally an automobile clock. Roth Bros.
of New York upgraded some of the automobile clocks from 7 jewel
to 15 jewel and mounted them in a box to meet Naval specifications
at that time before Hamilton got into the chronometer business.
This unit is in near perfect condition and is running. Inner box is
numbered, “1778”. $500-$750.
402.
$450
Waltham Watch Company, Waltham, Mass. 8 day Lever
Escapement Chronometer. Same as #401 except it was
probably sold to a jewelry store as a window display
showing the public the many attributes of the fine
workmanship. It has 15 fine diamond, ruby and sapphire jewels in settings. It has a patent Breguet hairspring, winding indicator. The movement is enclosed in
a dust and weather proof case with screw back and
bezel and fitted in a substantial, polished mahogany box with brass
trimmings. It is running. $500-$750.

502. $125
E.N. Welch “Carriage No. 2”, ca. 1885. Carriage clocks from Welch
are not common; Ly shows only five in his book on Welch clocks and
none are found in the Antique Clocks Price Guide.
This model is 7.5 inches tall with the handle up. The
case is brass. It came with a plain white dial or the
fancy gilt dial found here. The dial is paper and is
stained and yellowed. The glass is old. It is a one-day
lever mechanism with a strike on the hour; it is running and striking. The bell is under the base. $125$175.

403.
$1500
Foster Campos, Pembroke, Mass. Mr. Campos was a well known
and respected maker of of early American shelf
clocks. His reproductions were some of the finest
Mass. shelf clocks made since the early 1800’s. This
clock is sometimes called a Brides clock, no doubt
because of the off white painted wood case with gold
decorations around the signed Tom Moberg painted
glasses. The top finial and the four round feet are also
painted gold. The wood case is 35 inches high and 13
inches wide. The 8 day movement and the case are
signed. Painted on the upper glass is, “Foster S. Campos / Pembroke, Mass.”. The painted dial is dished and
has hand made hands. The original pendulum, weight,
and crank are included. The 8 day weight driven
movement with passing strike on the hour is in fine running condition. The clock is in outstanding original condition. These reproduction Aaron Willard type shelf clocks regularly sell at the east coast
live auctions from $3000 to $4000. Even the cheaper versions sell
up to $2000. Probably not that much down here in mid America.

503. $650
Ansonia “Hanging Monogram”, ca. 1874. There are only two listings
for this clock in the Antique Clocks Price Guide and both are from
auctions we held in the early 2000’s; both sold for
over $1000. One sold on eBay last fall for something under $1395 (best offer), and a second one
sold on eBay this spring for $710. The finials do not
match the catalog illustration shown in Ly’s book
on Ansonia clocks, page 169, but all six look very
original to me, and they match the turned columns
on both sides of the door. I suspect Ansonia used
different finial types in different years. The two
listings we sold in the early 2000’s had different
finial types, and one had finials like this one. The
29-inch case looks like walnut. The dial is paper,
very old, the hands again not the same as the hands in the catalog
drawing. The glass was replaced a while ago. The fancy pendulum
is correct and complete, and the 8-day time and strike unsigned
movement is running and keeping time. $650-$1000.

500.
$50
Ansonia “Tourist” nickel-plated carriage clock, ca. 1914.
This is a large carriage, 6 inches high with the handle
down. It’s only a one-day but has a strike and an alarm.
It is running and keeping time but not striking. The
alarm is working. The finish is not good, with considerable corrosion that will take some work to clear. The
movement and dial are signed. $50-$100.
501. $3500
N. Munroe “Massachusetts Shelf Clock”, ca. 1810.
Nathaniel Munroe was the middle brother to Daniel
and William, all of whom started out in Concord MA.
Daniel apprenticed to Simon Willard while Nathaniel, a year younger, apprenticed to Abel
Hutchins. Nathaniel and Daniel worked together
until 1807; Younger brother William was probably
the cabinetmaker. Nathanial continued in Concord
until 1817, when he moved to Baltimore. This mahogany cabinet is 28.5 inches high, excluding the
brass eagle finial and fretwork. The base has a satinwood inlay with crotch mahogany veneer inside and
grained mahogany veneer surrounding; the sides

504.
$500
Bradley & Hubbard “Continental” blinking eye clock,
ca. 1860. A nicely repainted cast iron novelty, 17 inches high. The 30-hour unsigned lever movement is
running. The eyes are original, also repainted, and
rock up and down nicely with the movement. The
glass in the bezel is old, the paper dial replaced, and
the hands don’t match. This is a very early scalloped
base, signed underneath “Bradley & Hubbard, Patent
applied for 1857 PCF”. You could do worse. $500$800.
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505. $1800
Seth Thomas “Regulator No. 6”, ca. 1880. A walnut
case with an old finish and nickel trim including the
damascened pendulum bob, weight, and pulley.
The dial holds the original paint with some flaking
and wear but is remarkably good for a Thomas dial.
The hands are correct; the beat scale is correct but
the finish is worn, and there is a dent in the bob. All
the finials are correct although the bottom center
finial looks like a replacement. The door glass is old
and wavy but one retaining strip is newer. The veneer on the shaped base has some problems and
has been partially replaced on both sides. You’ll
need to get down on your knees to see the flaws, or look at the
provided pictures. The time-only 8-day movement is unsigned and
is running and keeping time. There is no label. We sold a very similar example in 2016 for $2500. $1900-$2500.

movement (shown on page 189 of Ly’s book on Waterbury clocks). There is a seconds hand and four
matching finials that look about right; there is a nice
label on the back. The clock is running and keeping
time. This is a pretty clock that is quite presentable
and won’t be banished to your workshop. We sold a
cherry-cased No. 3 in 2016 for $928. $900-$1200.

506.
$1900
Seth Thomas “Regulator No. 6” ca. 1880. A walnut
case with a more recent finish. The trim is nickel including a damascened pendulum bob; the weight is
nickel but is not Seth Thomas issue, and has lost
some finish. There is a nice beat scale and a good
label on the bottom. The hands are correct and the
dial is an old repaint; the door glass is newer. The
front of the base appears to be grain-painted over
partial veneer but looks great and is evident only
upon close inspection. The 8-day time-only movement is signed and running, keeping time. $1900$2500.

511. $35
E.N. Welch “Cottage Extra”, ca. 1880. A 13-inch case
with rosewood veneer, missing a small piece on the
door and in need of cleaning. Both glasses old, lower
rebacked. The metal dial is probably original, faded,
and with a repair label under the XII. The 30-hour time
-and-strike movement is running and striking.

510. $35
Ingraham “Jasper”, ca. 1886. A clean walnut case
with a good original glass showing little
wear and matching the catalog illustration (page 279
of Ly’s book on Ingraham clocks). The paper dial
shows considerable toning and wear; the hands are
correct. This is a 1-day time-and-strike model that is
running strongly. The movement is signed and there
are the remains of a label on the back. $50-$100.

512.
$275
Ansonia Brass & Copper Co. “Octagon Drop”, 1870-1877. Terry’s
Patent Calendar is more commonly found in the Drop Extra Calendar, and in fact there are no sales examples in the Antique Clocks
Price Guide for this model. Nonetheless, it is the first calendar clock
shown in Ly’s book on Ansonia clocks, on page 68. The Brass &
Copper Co. was succeeded by the Ansonia Clock Co. The calendar
mechanism includes the month in a window under the XII on the
dial, with a brass pointer hand to indicate the day of the month on
the dial. The case is 24 inches tall with good rosewood veneer on
the dial surround; the dial appears to hold the
original paint with the lettering “TERRY’S PATENT” “Manufactured by the Ansonia Brass &
Copper Co. Ansonia, Conn” below the mainstem.
There is some chipping to the dial paint around
the mainstem and lower left. The lower door
glass is original and the dial glass is old but may
not be original. The unsigned 8-day, time-andstrike movement is running and striking a wire
gong on the hour, and the calendar hand is advancing. There is a
very nice label inside. $275-$350.

507. $1150
E. Howard Regulator No. 10 reissue, 1976. You just
can’t go wrong with these reissued regulators. The 34
-inch black walnut case is perfect, the glasses perfect,
the dial perfect. The signed movement (#283, manufactured in July of 1976) is running without issue.
There is a framed certificate to go with it. What’s not
to like? We sold one last summer for $1470, and one
in 2015 for $1550. $1200-$1500.

508.
$275
Ansonia “Symbol Extra”, ca. 1894. A 15-inch crystal regulator with
three beveled glasses in perfect condition, a fancy dial surround and
a fancy pendulum. The 8-day time-and-half-hour
strike movement with an outside escapement is
running without issue. The inner porcelain dial
shows a couple of faint hairlines and the brass case
could use a buffing. The base-mounted cathedral
gong has a nice sound. The clock matches the
catalog illustration shown on page 108 of Ly’s
book on Ansonia clocks. Several of this model
have sold on eBay recently, averaging $300. $275$400.

513.
$100
Seth Thomas “Chime Clock No. 96”, 1928. This small chime cabinet
clock (10.5” tall) strikes Westminster chimes on quarter hours on 4 rods and the hours on a fifth rod. It
sounds great when you advance the minute hand,
but the movement is not running and will need some
attention to get it going. The “Old English” cabinet
has some nice marquetery on the front, with two
fluted quarter columns on each side. The case is in
good shape with only minor blemishes and wear.
The handle is missing from the door in back. There is a good label
on the inside of the door. The brushed silver dial with bronze numerals shows remarkably little wear; it sits behind a convex glass in
a brass bezel. I can’t find a sales record for this model; we estimate
$100-$250.

509.
$800
Waterbury “Regulator No. 3”, ca. 1891. A clean 46-inch walnut case
with old glass in the door and a clean painted 8-inch metal dial with
a nice Waterbury logo. The hands are fancy Waterbury hands, the
pendulum bob Waterbury issue. The weights are not correct but
are sufficient to drive the signed 8-day, time-only, double-weight
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one in Ly’s books on Seth Thomas clocks, but that is not surprising
as Seth Thomas made dozens of models over
the years. This is a large clock, 17.5 inches wide
by 12.25 inches high, black adamantine with red
marble adamantine trim on the front, sides, and
top, and adamantine onyx columns. There is a
repousse gilt dial that is signed on the numbers
at the bottom, all behind a flat glass in the brass
bezel. I suspect that the metal trim has been repainted. The 8-day
signed movement is running and striking a cathedral gong on the
hour and a cup bell on the half-hour. $125-$200.

514. $50
Ansonia “Calais”, ca. 1904. An iron case, 13.5 inches tall.
You almost always see this in glossy black and the catalog does not describe a textured finish in any other color, as found here; I think it has been repainted, but I
don’t know if the textured finish is original. All the fittings and the porcelain dial are correct to the Calais.
There is a beveled glass in the American sash. The 8-day
time-and half-hour strike signed movement is running and striking.
$50-$100.
515.
$75
Seth Thomas “Cornell”, ca. 1900. One of the six
“College Series” clocks that featured intricate carvings and layered wood trim pieces, in walnut. This one
stands 23 inches tall with an old finish, a signed paper
dial with an alarm, correct hands and an old glass. The
8-day signed movement strikes on the hour and halfhour on a “wire bell” and is running and striking. We
didn’t test the alarm. There is a good label inside on
the bottom, and an instruction label on the back. The Seth Thomas
pendulum bob has been repainted. $75-$150.

520. $100
English Bracket Chime clock, ca. 1900. A 16-inch-high
bracket clock in a dark oak finish with a four-rod
chime. The oak case is in good shape but the left
front foot is either broken off or a replacement. The
silvered dial shows modest wear. We cannot get it
running but did not remove the movement from the
case. One of the hammers for the 4-rod chime is
missing; hammers of various sizes can be purchased from TimeSavers for $1.50. No label and no signature on the movement or dial. If
you’re a chime clock collector this is a good buy as it should be easy
to get running. $100-$250.

516. $35
Seth Thomas “Drop Octagon 10 Inch”, ca. 1900. A 21.5
-inch mahogany case with gilt borders. The signed
dial was repainted by The Dial House; the hands correct. The dial glass is new, the lower door glass original. The Seth Thomas 8-day time-and-strike movement is running but a strike lifting arm needs to be
adjusted to trigger the strike. A good maroon label
inside. $50-$100.
517.

521.
$125
New Haven “Waring” banjo, 1920. A spring-driven banjo
in a 35-inch dark mahogany case with two nice glasses, the
lower depicting a woman stepping out of a horse-drawn
coach. The 8-day signed movement strikes the hours and
half-hours on a cathedral gong and is pendulum-regulated;
it is running and keeping time. The 8-inch silvered dial is in
better than average shape and is behind a convex glass.
$125-$175.

$50

Terry & Andrews cottage, 1842-1850. This is a 15-inch
cottage with rosewood and/or mahogany veneer in
need of a thorough cleaning. Both glasses are old;
the painted metal dial is probably original. The hands
are new. The signed lyre movement is a 30-hour time
-and-strike and is running and striking. There are
remnants of a label inside, enough to confirm that it
is a Terry and Andrews clock. A little Kotton Klenser
and this clock will be as good as new. $50-$150.

522.
$75
New Haven “Waring” banjo, 1920. A second example of
this model (compare with #521 above). This clock has a
peeling lower tablet and a poorer silver dial with staining.
The clock is running and striking but the movement is dirty
and will likely need service. $75-$125.
523.
$75
Seth Thomas “Elba”, ca. 1896. This is a 12-inch wooden case clock
with a black adamantine finish that is in excellent condition, no
scratches or mars. The brass fittings are bright and
the numbering on the gilt metal dial is strong; the
bezel holds a flat glass. Inside is an 8-day time-andhalf-hour strike, signed movement that is running
reliably and striking on a “cathedral bell”. $75-$125.

518. $1500
Seth Thomas “Regulator No. 2” for the Western Maryland Railway,
ca. 1890. The Western Maryland Railway operated from 1852-1983,
with the main line running between Baltimore
and Hagerstown. The case is walnut, in excellent
shape. The dial may have been repainted, as
there is no significant chipping; it bears the ST
logo and “Western Maryland Railroad”. Importantly, there is a very old paper label on the
inside of the door that provides instructions to
operate the clock and bears the “Western Maryland Fast Freight Line” logo. Both glasses are
newer. There is an appropriate weight, a good
pendulum bob, and a beat scale. The 8-day timeonly movement is unsigned and is running without issue. Authentic railroad clocks like this one
are highly sought after. $1500-$2500.

524. $125
Sessions “Regulator H” calendar, ca. 1908. A nicely
refinished store calendar, 35.5 inches high in oak, as is
typical. The dial glass is new, as is the dial pan and
signed paper dial. The lower glass is old. The hands
and pendulum bob are not Sessions issue for this
clock. The 8-day time-only movement is signed but is
in need of cleaning and probably rebushing; we cannot keep it running for more than a few minutes. $150
-$200.
525.
$750
Waterbury “Regulator No. 54”, ca. 1915. An 8-day, time-only, two-

519. $125
Seth Thomas adamantine mantel, ca. 1906. We couldn’t find this
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weight-driven regulator in quarter-sawn oak, with a
clean medium oak finish. This is a big clock, 57 inches high with a 12-inch repainted dial with the Waterbury logo. The signed, time-only movement is
shown on page 189 of Ly’s book on Waterbury
clocks, dead-beat escapement with retaining power. The brass weights look correct but the bob is
not Waterbury issue. The hands are Waterbury
stock, including the seconds hand. The top finials
may be replacements but are good matches to the
catalog example. No label is evident. The clock is
running and keeping time. Two sales in the Antique
Clocks Price Guide from 2014 at $800 and $1200, and one sale on
eBay, 2014, at $1225. We sold one in 2015 for $1585. $800-$1500.

ment; it is held in place by a hook on the side that needs to be repositioned to hold the door shut properly. The clock is running and
keeping time. In more original condition this clock would sell for
$250 or more; one sold on eBay in 2016 for $431. $75-$150.
Interior Label

526. $50
Seth Thomas “Round Band”, 1863-1913. An enduring model from
Seth Thomas, a miniature O.G. clock just under 17 inches tall. They made them in both 8-day and 30-hour; this
is a 30-hour time-and-strike. The case is a bit crusty but
the veneer is mostly intact. Both glasses are old, the
lower glass with a nice reverse image of two putti’s
with only slight losses. The metal dial has been repainted, with ST hands. The lyre movement is signed and
from Plymouth Hollow; the label says Thomaston, so this clock was
likely made shortly after 1865. It is running vigorously and striking
on cue. $50-$125.

531.
$75
Ingraham “Nyanza”, ca. 1915. This 39-inch banjo is a time
and strike, with the gong mounted inside the throat. This
model also came time-only. The “natural grain case with
rubbed mahogany finish” is clean and the silvered dial is
in very good shape behind a convex glass. There is some
lifting on the throat glass border, the lower tablet looks
fine. The finial is correct. The 8-day movement is running
and keeping time, striking the hours, but the hammer is
not hitting the coiled gong and will need a slight adjustment. There is a good label on the back. This model sells
on eBay and elsewhere for $100-$150.

530. $50
Seth Thomas “Empire No. 201”, ca. 1928. This crystal
regulator stands 9 5/8 inches tall with 4 beveled glasses in good shape but a dull finish. The porcelain dial
shows several hairlines and the hands are not original
issue. The fittings are loose and need to be secured,
including the hanging gong. We could not get it running. $50-$100.

532.
$1750
English triple fusee bracket clock, ca. 1872-1902.
The Webster family produced clocks from 1711
until 1914 and were located on Queen Victoria
St. in London in the late 1800’s. This massive
carved oak cabinet is 33 inches tall to the top of
the center finial and 20 inches wide at the base.
I see no damage or missing pieces other than a
missing ring in the left rear lion’s mouth, two
shrinkage cracks to the oak bezel, and warping
to the fretwork on both sides. The silvered dial
is in reasonable shape, with some discoloration.
It is signed “Webster ∙ Queen Victoria St ∙ London ∙ 17388” and is
also signed on the movement. The back door is wire screened and
backed with fabric, as are the side wooden fretworks. The brass
plate triple fusee movement plays Westminster Chimes on four
large coiled gongs and strikes the hours on a fifth gong. It is running and striking appropriately. You’ll need a large space for this
impressive clock. We couldn’t find any recent comparable sales but
based on older sales of similar clocks we would expect this clock to
sell in the $2000-$3000 range.

527.
$50
Atkins Clock Co. “Round Top No. 1”, ca. 1873. A clean
rosewood case, 18 inches tall, two old glasses, the lower with a nice gilt bird image. There is a good label inside. The dial paper is yellowed. The 8-day time-andstrike unsigned movement is running and striking. $50$100.
528. $150
French “Bull’s Eye”, ca. 1890. A 24-inch case with
an unusual metal surround decorated with a
raised gold trim of flowers, berries, and vases.
The flowers are painted and many are further
decorated with “sparkle”, like what you would
use in craft projects as a kid in school. Some of
the decorated flowers have lost their sparkle.
There is a gold filigree trim around the outer edge
of the surround. I don’t believe I’ve seen a bull’s eye, or baker’s
clock like this before; the surround is usually wood with MOP decoration. The paper dial is new, behind a glass cover; the outer door
glass is old and wavy. The ornate hands are likely original but have
been painted. The metal frame movement with a snail strike mechanism is running, but fast, and is not striking appropriately. We do
not know how to adjust it, as it will strike when triggered by hand.
The clock is running fast as well, and the pendulum bob is at its maximum extension; it may not be the right pendulum for the clock. It
could be easily adjusted by adding a short wire extender. A pretty
clock that needs some mechanical attention. $175-$250.

533.
$125
Ansonia “Mantel Monogram”, ca. 1874. Not a common clock; there
are no listings in the Antique Clocks Price Guide. We have two in
this auction, as well as a Hanging Monogram (#503) – when it rains
it pours. The case is walnut and in need of a waxing as the finish is
dull. It stands 23 inches tall with the center finial, all
of which look correct or close matches, but the
right finial needs some touch-up at the neck. The
case design differs slightly from the catalog illustration on page 446 of Ly’s book on Ansonia clocks –
note the curved corners in the door glass frame vs
the acute angle corners in the illustration. It has
been reglued in places and a bit sloppily. The pendulum also differs from the illustration. The dial

529. $75
New Haven “Wilson”, ca. 1920. This large banjo (40.5 inches tall) is a 30-day timepiece, double-wind, no strike. It has
a silvered dial in very good shape behind a convex glass in
the bezel, but both tablet glasses are backed by cardboard
replicas of the original decorated glass panels. In addition,
the lower door does not fit correctly and may be a replace-
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es 141-142 of Ly’s Second Edition of Welch Clocks. The
27-inch black walnut case has been refinished but
could use a coat of wax. The paper dials are clean,
the hands correct, and the door glass is almost certainly original based on the putty holding it in place.
There are some nice labels on the back that usually
do not survive this long, they are behind a plastic
sheet. The clock is running, striking, keeping time,
and the calendar hands are advancing. We sold a
nice one in January for $455. $450-$550.

paper shows some wear and is not signed; the 8-day time-and-strike
movement is signed and running. The door glass is old; there is no
label, but the book says it was manufactured by Ansonia Brass and
Copper Co. $125-$250.
534. $125
Ansonia “Mantel Monogram”, ca. 1874. A second
Monogram in this auction, also in walnut with a better finish. Note that the door glass cutout again
differs from that in the catalog illustration. The two
side finials look correct/original, the center finial is a
close match replacement. The glass is old but probably replaced, the paper dial is new. The pendulum is
Ansonia issue. The 8-day, time-and-strike movement
is signed but we can’t keep it running and will need some attention
if you wish to run this clock. It strikes very nicely on a nickel bell.
Again, no label inside or back.

538. $190
Ansonia “Windsor”, ca. 1880. Ansonia made two
mirror-sided shelf clocks, the Triumph and this one,
the Windsor. The black walnut case is 21.5 inches tall
and 13 inches wide, slightly smaller than the Triumph.
Both are shown on pages 445 and 447 of Ly’s book
on Ansonia clocks. This Windsor has a mirrored glass
pendulum although the mirror surface is oxidized
behind the glass. The side mirrors are probably replacements; the door glass and the cupids are probably original. The glass has lost much of its stenciled design from
overzealous cleaning. Note the two front corner metal feet. The
signed 8-day time-and-half-hour strike movement is running and
keeping time. This clock also has an alarm which we did not test;
there is no label to be found. The glossy paper dial shows some
foxing. A Windsor sold on eBay this year for $228. $200-$250.

535.
$500
Early weight-driven banjo. This 32-inch banjo has had
some restoration, making dating difficult. The unsigned movement is a typical time-only, running 8 days
on a cast iron weight. The iron dial was probably repainted some time ago, the hands are period, and the
weight shield is old. Both glasses have been repainted
nicely but are unsigned. The gilt trim has also been
painted gold and there may have been some wood
repairs to the throat. The case itself looks very old but
may have been stripped/cleaned some time ago. The
dial glass is old and is held in by silicone sealant due to
loss of the metal tabs that should hold it in place. The
brass bezel is heavy, held in place by a hook closure, as
is the lower door. The brass pendulum hold-down is missing the
lock-nut and interferes with the pendulum, which may be a replacement as it is slightly too long for the hold-down. The brass eagle
finial suffered a break in the legs and has been repaired and is still
fractured but holding together. All that said, this time-piece looks
great and is running and keeping time. $500-$800.

539. $150
Ingraham “Grecian”, ca. 1869. The ever-popular Grecian, a 14.25-inch walnut case with rosewood veneer, a
new paper dial in a brass bezel, old glass and appropriate hands. The finish is very good. The 8-day time-andstrike signed movement is running, striking a wire gong
and keeping time. Good green label inside. $150-$250.
540.
$60
Welch, Spring & Co. “Cottage Column”, ca. 1880. This
30-hour cottage is 14 inches tall with rosewood veneer
in need of a light cleaning, a repainted metal dial, appropriate hands, and two old glasses. The columns are
gilt over gesso, with most of the gilt lost. A good label
inside. The signed movement is running and striking.
$75-$150.

536. $150
Briggs “Rotary Unknown No. 3”, ca. 1875. The majority of these
novelty clocks were made in the 1870’s by the E.N. Welch company.
There were four models, the No. 3 being most common. Many replicas were made in the last 50 years, some by Horolovar and so
marked, others were made in China and are not marked. By all indications this is an original; it is 6.25 inches tall without the dome (7.5
with the dome), straight metal pillars with machine screws hold the
plates together, and there is a 6-spoke winder on
the bottom. The paper dial shows considerable
wear but there is an interesting pattern on the back;
the base has been stripped of the black paint that
normally covers it. It is running vigorously but slow;
we did not adjust the pendulum length but there is a
screw adjustment on top to do so. The dome shows
bubbles and would appear to be very old, but I am
doubtful that it could have survived from the 1870’s.
These are 30-hour clocks. We sold an original in 2016 for $150.

541. $75
New Haven “Los Barrios”, 1913. A Mission-style clock from New
Haven in solid oak with a “Flemish finish”, 13.5 inches high. This is a
nice size shelf clock with a nice finish, not too dark. If you like the
Arts and Crafts movement and a rustic look these clocks are great,
and this is one of the nicer ones. This model line featured brass
numerals and hands, fancy exposed hinges and a
lift-latch to open the door. It holds an 8-day timeand-half-hour strike, signed movement that is running but only for a short while and needs service.
There is a label on the back but it is too dark to
read. The clock is shown on page 353 of Ly’s book
on New Haven clocks. I’m not a big fan of Mission
clocks, but I like this one. $75-$150.

537.
$415
E.N. Welch “Arditi”, ca. 1889. Welch used the Gale calendar mechanism in a number of their more complex calendar clocks including
the Arditi, which includes inset lower dials for the day of the week
and month. This clock, along with the signed 8-day time-and-strike
movement and Gale-signed calendar mechanism are shown on pag-

542. $350
Forestville Manufacturing Co. triple-decker shelf clock, 1835-1839.
The label on the backboard indicates that this clock case was made
in the late 1830’s by the first incarnation of the Forestville company
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be the original issue and the dial glass is old, as is the lead weight.
The brass 8-day movement is running and keeping time. Two very
nice original Mass shelf clocks in this auction, something we don’t
normally see. $7000-$10,000.

with Brown, Goodrich, Waters, Boardman and Hills. The signed
movement was probably made later in this company’s history. It is
running but the strike is stuck and will need some attention. There
is a wood dial board, appropriate hands and three
old glasses, two of which hold original tablets.
The glasses are probably replacements in this
clock based on the strips holding them in place.
The label is very dark; there is a very old pendulum
bob and two modern replacement weights. The
mahogany veneer is in good shape with losses
along the edges at the top sides and bottom
sides. Overall an excellent example with the two
glasses. $350-$500.

546.
$950
Atkins Clock Manufacturing Co. “Parlor No. 1”, 1855-1859. This is the
company that succeeded Atkins, Whiting & Co. and was eventually
forbidden from using the Ives wagon spring mechanism; as a result,
they switched to fusee movements as found here. This is a 30-day,
double-wind round movement with solid steel gears that seem unusual, but I can’t find a reference to steel gears in Gregory and King’s
book “The Clocks of Irenus Atkins”; there is a picture of a prototype movement with solid gears on
page 103. There are few examples of this model
with fusee movements in the Antique Clocks Price
Guide; the most recent sale was at Schmitt’s in
2010 for $1150. The clock stands 17.5 inches tall
and 13 inches wide in a nice rosewood veneer all
around, with angled corners in front. There is a
dry split to the lower left side panel and the upper
left side panel is a stained replacement, well disguised. The upper
glass is original, with an intact gold leaf design backed by tan/grey
paint; the lower mirror is typical and certainly old if not original. The
painted metal dial is likely original and the hands are correct to style.
The door handles should be ivory; these are small metal knobs.
There is a partial label inside, enough to determine the manufacturer. The clock is running and keeping time. $1000-$1200.

543. $160
Chauncey Boardman fusee steeple, 1847-1850. Boardman with Joseph Wells received a patent in 1847 on a “reversed fusee” movement in which the spring and fusee are mounted on the same shaft,
as found here and imprinted on the signed movement. They broke up their partnership in 1844 and
produced clocks independently; Boardman died in
1857. This 30-hour movement originally had an alarm
but the mechanism has been removed. The green
label is very dark but “Chauncey Boardman” is visible
under the right lighting. The painted dial is likely
original and has been touched up; both glasses are
very old, the tablet showing a balloon with American
flags on either side. The veneer on the 20-inch case
is good, with a repair or two; some veneer is missing
at the peak. The clock is running and striking. Fusee steeples by
this maker routinely sell on eBay in the mid-$200’s. $200-$300.

547. $1500
Atkins Clock Manufacturing Co. “Parlor No. 2”, 1855-1859. I can find
only one sale for this model in the Antique Clocks
Price Guide, from 2004, so it is extremely uncommon, as noted on page 46 of Gregory and King’s
book on Atkins clocks. This model uses Ives’ Type
III wagon spring lever mechanism to provide 30
days of power to this time-only round movement.
Note the presence of two solid steel gears on the
right side. The rosewood-veneered case is 18.5
inches tall with good veneer all around. The dial
glass is original, with good gold filigree and tan
backing, while the lower mirror is old but probably not original. The original painted dial is flaking but not yet unacceptably; the hands are not quite a perfect match, with the minute
hand likely being a replacement. The upper door retains its ivory
door handle. There are some nice labels on the back, one of which
describes previous ownership. A Parlor No. 2 sold in January of this
year on eBay for around $2975 (Buy it now/Best offer). $2000$3000.

544.
$160
Chauncey Jerome fusee steeple, 1845-1855. Jerome
operated out of New Haven (as stamped on this
signed movement) during the indicated period. The
dark green label is difficult to read but “Chauncey
Jerome | New Haven” can be seen at the bottom.
Both glasses are old, and probably original; the numbering on the painted metal dial has been strengthened, the hands look original. The veneer on this
19.5-inch case is very nice, with no obvious repairs or
chips, and both cone finials look good. There is a large vertical split
in the backboard. We could not keep this one running for more
than a few minutes but oiling the back pivots would probably help.
It looks like this is an 8-day clock. Jerome fusee steeples bring
about $400 on eBay. $200-$400.
545. $6500
David Wood Massachusetts Shelf Clock, ca. 1810.
David Wood is a highly regarded clockmaker from
Newburyport MA who apprenticed under Jonathan
Mullikan or Daniel Balch, both of Newburyport; he
made tall cases, banjos, and Massachusetts shelf
clocks. There are a number of examples of his
work that have sold at recent auctions at widely
varying prices; one similar to this one sold for
$17,000 in 2016. Foster Campos made a David
Wood reproduction clock. This timepiece stands 33
inches tall and 12 inches wide at the feet. It appears
to be a mahogany veneer over poplar or pine, with
a fine boxed inlay around the base and dial door,
with additional detail painted on around the bottom door and the crest. The very nice painted metal dial appears to

548.
$325
Austrian portico repeater, ca. 1880. This wood portico clock stands 22 inches high and 13 inches wide
with a mixture of light wood and either black trim or
ebony wood in places. The top shows wear from
repeated cleaning, but from the front the wear isn’t
evident. There are four fluted columns with brass
trim pieces, a wood top piece in gold leaf, and a lyre
backpiece behind a fancy pendulum. The dial is
porcelain with a repair next to the left winding arbor, behind an old
flat glass in a brass bezel. The clock is a repeater, first sounding the
quarter-hour (one, two, three, or four strikes on a wire gong) followed by the hour count on a different wire gong. It is running robustly and striking correctly, but the hour strike spring is not wind-
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shortened; the alarm bell is on the bottom. One setting knob is
missing and the other is a replacement that does not fit well. $100$200.

ing fully and will need to be looked at. The dial says “Franz Schaffler
in Wien”. $350-$500.
549.
$725
J. Birge double steeple, ca. 1848. John Birge was a cabinet maker
and so was usually in partnership with others; this is a rare example
of a clock with a movement rather crudely stamped “Birge & __(?) |
USA”, presumably Birge & Co., the company he
formed after his partner Thomas Fuller died in
1848. There is not enough of the label left to
confirm the company, but “John” is evident on
the manufacturer line. By 1849 he’d partnered
with Ambrose Peck. Birge had rescued Joseph
Ives from debtor’s prison in NY and had rights to
use Ives’ patents, including the 30-hour wagon
spring movement found here. The movement is
dirty and we couldn’t get it running, but a cleaning should be all that is needed. The rosewood
veneer is quite nice all around; I think the cone
finials are replacements. The painted dial is old, the hands correct
to style but the minute hand is a replacement. All three glasses are
likely mid-20th century as are the reverse-painted designs. The case
is 24 inches tall on bun feet. $750-$1000.

553.
$325
Welch, Spring & Co. “Italian No. 3”, ca. 1873.
Welch, Spring & Co. absorbed the B.B. Lewis Clock
Co. around 1870 and began manufacturing complex calendar clocks using Lewis’ calendar movements. In this example they also used a calendar
label made by the Lewis company (note the Bristol, rather than Forestville address). For more
detail see Ly’s book on “Calendar Clocks”, page
349. This clock holds an E.N. Welch-stamped 8-day
time-and-strike movement. We have not succeeded in keeping it
running but oiling the rear pivots might help. The upper dial is faded
and has some chipping, the hands are replacements. The lower dial
is in better shape; both are painted, probably the original paint;
both glasses are original. The rosewood veneer on the 20-inch case
is in good shape all-around. There are two good labels inside. We
sold one in January for $495. $400-$600.
554. $275
Welch, Spring & Co. “Italian No. 3”, ca. 1873. Like
#553, this is an early calendar from Welch, Spring &
Co., based on the calendar door label. The 8-day
time-and-strike movement is signed E. N. Welch,
Forestville CT and is running, striking, and the day
and date calendar hands are advancing. Both dials
are papered, the hands are replacements, the
glasses are original. The 19.5-inch case is rosewood
veneered but the base is an old replacement in
walnut, stained to match. There are remains of a label inside,
enough to determine the maker. $275-$400.

550. $275
F. Kroeber “Bunkerhill”, ca. 1880. The 21.5-inch
case is ebony with gold incising; the colored
leaves and berries are artistic license by a previous owner. I suppose you could paint over them
in black lacquer if you don’t find the artwork attractive. The case is in excellent condition otherwise, and this is a difficult clock to find. The old
glass retains all of the gold stencil, the dial is
porcelain, and there are fancy hands that look like
Kroeber hands. The 8-day signed movement is
running and striking the hours on a nickel bell; there is a fancy Kroeber adjustable Jacot’s regulator pendulum (note that the pointer
hand is missing the pointer portion). There is a black beat scale on
the backwall and two very nice labels on the back. A Bunkerhill sold
on eBay this year for $536 and it lacked the decorated glass. There
are no sales in the Antique Clocks Price Guide. $275-$500.

555.
$60
Seth Thomas “Banjo No. 5”, 1929. This 30-inch mahoganycased banjo contains the Seth Thomas 8-day, time-only
pendulum movement #123A. The dial is silvered, with
some marring near the “8”; the hands are correct, behind
a flat glass. The throat and door glass applied images are
as shown in the catalog photo (Ly, Seth Thomas Clocks
and Movements, Vol. 1, page 79). It is running and keeping
time. $75-$120.

551.
$10
European? Carriage clock, ca. 1880? This clock is 9 inches tall with
the handle up. It is black-lacquered metal on top and bottom, brassplated columns and bezel, very worn, and a nickel or tin
repousse front, all in need of serious cleaning. There are
two side glasses, one with a frosted pattern, the other
broken, and glass over the paper dial. It’s a backwind
hairspring movement with an alarm that sets on the
back. It is not signed anywhere and will only run for a
few seconds. $10-$50.

556. $75
Plymouth “Banjo Style 5596”, 1938. This 29-inch banjo
differs from the No. 5 above in that it is time and strike
using the Seth Thomas #1120 round 8-day pendulum
movement. It strikes the hours and half-hours on a single
rod with a rich tone in a slow-strike manner. The case is
“mahogany finish on white wood” with some scuffs and
it holds Washington Mount Vernon panels (rather than
applied images). The aluminum dial has raised numerals
with fancy hands and is signed “Plymouth”. The convex
glass is a bit loose in the bezel. The brass bezel and side arms could
use some polish. It is running, striking, and keeping time.
$75-$150.

552.
$75
Terry Clock Co. “Escort Pearl”, ca. 1885. The Terry Clock Co. was
founded by Silas Burnham Terry (son of Eli Terry) in 1867 and dissolved in 1888. This model was not listed in their 1875 catalog so it
was likely made after SB Terry’s death in 1876. It’s 8
inches high with the handle up, in black enamel with
gilt and pearl trim. The lower right mother-of-pearl
trim piece is missing and there is considerable wear to
the paint around the signed paper dial. There are two
side glasses. It holds a one-day lever movement with
an alarm that is running. Note that the minute hand is

557.
$60
Sessions “Revere” banjo, 1923. A 35-inch mahogany finish
case with two painted glass panels. The dial is “Iveroid”
and slightly yellowed, behind a convex glass in a brass and
silvered sash. The movement is an 8-day time-and-strike
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backing. The dial has been repainted and possibly aged, with yellowing. The hands are old; there is an alarm hooked up, but untested. The 8-day movement is running and striking on an unusual cathedral gong not typical of Atkins clocks, but it looks original and
there is no evidence of another mounting. A very good label inside.
We sold one in similar condition to this one in January for $283. $225
-$300.

on a cathedral gong. It is running and striking. $75-$100.
558. $60
Ingraham “Yankee Clipper” banjo, 1934. A 31-inch mahogany case
with a signed, silvered brass 7-inch dial with raised brass
numerals behind a convex glass; there is some wear to the
dial. An applied marine decoration on the throat board
and a sailing ship image in the lower glass. Brass side rails
and an eagle finial. The signed 8-day time-and-strike movement strikes on two chime rods, striking the half-hour on
one rod and counting the hours on both rods (“dingdong”). There is a large fancy pendulum bob. It is running,
striking, and keeping time. Harris sold one in 2010 for $70.
$70-$120.

562. $200
Seth Thomas shelf clock with MOP, 1845-1865. A 17inch black or papier maché case decorated with gilt
filigree and mother-of-pearl with painted flowers on
the front base. The decorations are in remarkably
good shape, with only modest wear on the front
sides. There is some alligatoring to the finish, noticeable up close. I see only one missing piece of
MOP. There are three examples of this clock in the
Antique Clocks Price Guide, all of which are in much worse condition
than this one; the most recent sale was at Schmitt’s in 2008 for
$350. There is one shown in Ly’s Vol. II of Seth Thomas Clocks &
Movements on page 743. Both glasses are old, with the lower tablet
of an eagle in outstanding condition, with only minor losses. There
is a newer zinc dial and two proper hands. The lyre movement, 8days, time and strike, is signed S Thomas, Plymouth, and is running
and striking. There is a very good label from Plymouth Hollow as
well, making the manufacture date prior to 1865. Despite some
wear to the base on the left side this is easily the best example of
this rare Seth Thomas model that we have seen. $200-$500.

559. $1250
L.F Carter & W.W. Carter “Round Drop Wall Clock”, 1863-1868. This
clock uses B.B. Lewis’ Y calendar mechanism with an
8-day, time-only, two-weight-driven unsigned Welch
upside-down movement in a 48-inch rosewood case.
The finish is badly alligatored and both dials are zinc
replacements, painted and aged to look much older
than they are. The time dial has a 12.5-inch chapter
ring. All three glasses are old, possibly original. The
calendar hands are replacements, and the minute
hand has been extended. The calendar movement
cover that would have held a Lewis Perpetual Calendar label is missing; the calendar mechanism is functioning. The clock is running and keeping time, but
the lower calendar is not advancing and the connection to the upper movement will need adjustment. The pendulum
stick is original, with a replaced suspension spring and a brass bob
that has lost its brass finish. There is a good label inside, a key that
works on the doors, a winding crank, and two round weights that
are proper and probably original. While the finish reflects its many
years of service, the case would benefit greatly from refinishing.
The gilt-decorated lower glass is quite nice. We sold one a year ago
for $1825. $1400-$1800.

600.
$250
Ansonia “No. 502” Royal Bonn china, ca. 1900. One of several
porcelain shelf clocks by Ansonia that did not receive a name, just a
number. I guess they made so many models that they couldn’t keep
up with names, or just ran out. This clock stands
13.5 inches high in a cream-colored case with pink
and ruby flowers on the front, sides, and top. I
found one small chip above the left foot that has
been touched up, you have to look hard to find it,
minor losses to the gold trim, and there is a bit of
discoloration to the sides at the top. It has a fancy
porcelain dial behind a beveled glass in a rococo
sash. The standard signed Ansonia movement with
outside escapement is running and striking as expected. We sold
one in this color in 2014 for $425, and one sold on eBay last month
for $430. $350-$450.

560.
$425
E.N. Welch “Hanging Italian V.P.” shelf clock, ca. 1880. This is the
shelf version of the “Hanging Italian”, itself a rare clock; the shelf
version is even more rare – we’ve never seen one.
There are no sales records for this clock in the
Antique Clocks Price Guide. It stands 22.5 inches
tall in a rosewood-veneered case with black trim,
some ornate carvings, the original decorated door
glass, and a painted metal dial. There is a signed 8
-day time-and-strike movement with a sandwich
glass pendulum; it is running and striking on a
brass bell. The interior is lined with black felt but
it is probably not original; there is a good label on
the back. If you collect Welch clocks you probably don’t have this
one. Hanging Italian wall clocks sell for $600-$800; we sold one in
January for $1125. $500-$800.

601.
$900
Southern Calendar Clock Co. “Fashion No. 4”, 18751889. Solid walnut with an old finish, 32 inches high
with center finial. Finials are old and one has lost its
spire. The dials show an old crackled paint that I
don’t think is original but is very old; they also are
rather warped. Hands are correct; the day and
month rollers are yellowed but readable, and no
doubt original. Old glass that I don’t think has ever
been out of the door, the Fashion gold lettering
shows some wear. The pendulum bob is a replacement. The 8-day time-and-strike movement is clean and signed
“MANUF’D BY THE SETH THOMAS CLOCK CO. THOMASTON CT
SOLELY FOR THE SOUTHERN CALENDAR CLOCK CO. ST. LOUIS
MO.” Good labels inside. The clock is running, keeping time, striking
on the brass bell, and the calendar date hand is advancing but the
weekday roller is not. We sold two last July for over $1400. $1200$1500.

561. $215
Atkins Clock Co. “London”, 1859-1879. Always a
favorite model, with classic styling. The rosewood
veneer on this example is as close to perfect as you
can get; there are a few nicks on the edges, but
that’s about it. The half-columns are black with the
original gold leaf trim in good shape; both glasses
are old, with the original gilt decorations and black
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running, keeping time and the calendar date and day
indicators are advancing. The damascened brass
pendulum bob and stick are original; the gold-painted
weight is correct. The case is about perfect. The only
thing I can find to complain about is the calendar dial,
which could have been numbered a bit more sharply.
You won’t notice that unless you press your nose to
the glass. Big, heavy, and impressive. We sold an
original oak No. 13 in January of 2015 for $3000;
Schmitt’s sold a refinished oak original in 2008 for
$4750. $2000-$3000.

602.
$550
Litchfield Manufacturing Co. “Gallery” wall
clock, 1850-1854. Litchfield specialized in papier
maché clock cases decorated with mother-ofpearl (MOP) and often, balance-spring (marine)
movements. The movement in this clock is especially interesting as the escape wheel uses a rotary verge on the balance wheel (see the short
video). The case is 12 inches top to bottom and the MOP and painting is in excellent condition. The 9-inch brass bezel opens with a
push-button on the left and holds an old, but perhaps not original
glass. The metal dial has been repainted. There is a fast-slow adjustment at the top of the dial that works, but the small pointer that
should be attached is missing. There is no label. The movement is
signed and is running, 8 days, time only, and is keeping good time.
Be sure to see the movement video. Two sales on the Antique
Clocks Price Guide, most recently in 2015 at Schmitt’s for $925.

607.
$75
Telechron Model 8B02, “The Executive”, 1932-1938.
Another early digital clock using rollers to show the
time; there is a large disk that rotates to show the seconds in the arched window below the hour and minute
windows. The front plate is engraved brass with a GE
symbol at the top. The 6.25-inch high brown Bakelite
case is in good shape, with the following caveats: Two small corners are missing on the back plate, with a larger corner piece broken
but in place; part of one hinge on the top piece that swings up to
allow you to adjust the time is missing, but the top still flips up and
stays in place, open or closed. There is a lever on the back that you
press to reset the red flag in front that alerts you that the power has
failed (between the hour and minute windows). The clock is running fast, by about 30 min/day. These guys sell on eBay for about
$150. $100-$150.

603.
$10
Westclox “La Salle Dura Case 61-F”, 1930-1934. One of
six alarm clocks in the La Salle Dura case series, each in
a heavy metal case with nickel plating and art deco
dials. This one is just over 3 inches tall with a good
finish and dial. It is not running. $25-$50.
604.
$1500
Southern Calendar Clock Co. “Fashion No. 6”, ca. 1877. The No. 6
Fashion is distinguished by its painted black dials with gold lettering,
nickel-plated “Fashion” hands, and a long-drop
damascened pendulum. This clock meets all the
criteria except the hands, which are silver-painted
Fashion hands (the calendar hand is sanded down
to bare metal). The signed Seth Thomas movement
is mounted on an iron frame; the wire gong is dated, and the dials have the correct and expected
patent dates and labeling “Made by Seth Thomas
Clock Co”. The solid walnut case is in excellent
shape, with good replacement finials. The door
glass is replaced and the Fashion lettering repainted. There is a nice Southern Calendar Clock Co label on the back.
The clock is running, keeping time, striking on cue, and the calendar
is advancing. We sold a No. 6 in January 2017 for $3380, but it was
practically perfect; one in lesser condition sold in May 2016 for
$3085. $1800-$3000.

608.
$25
Waterbury “Drop Octagon”, 1891. A 24-inch case veneered in rosewood with just a few chips. The dial
glass is newer, the bottom glass possibly original, with
old or original paint as show in the catalog illustration.
The 12-inch metal dial has the original paint, with the
Waterbury logo and just a bit of chipping; some of the
numerals have been retouched. The brass hands are
nice. The signed 8-day time-only movement is running strongly. A
black and gold label inside, with significant losses. $50-$100.
609.
$100
Ansonia “Comet”, 1904. This is a large carriage clock,
6.5 inches tall with the handle down. The finish is silver, with some wear and tarnish. Beveled glass in front
over a 3-inch dial with an alarm dial. The movement is
signed in back but we can’t convince it to run. It’s a
one-day that strikes on a bell underneath on the hour
and half-hour. A couple of recent sales on eBay for
about $125.

605.
$1000
Seth Thomas “Regulator No. 18”. A flawless 54-inch
oak case in a golden oak finish, probably made in the
last 50 years and signed at the top “M.L.”. The dial pan
is also new. The hands, including the seconds hand
appear to be old Seth Thomas issue, as is the signed
movement and weight. The pendulum stick may be
old, the bob is new. Both glasses are wavy, and there is
a replacement label in the bottom. Running, 8-days,
time only, and keeping time. It’s hard to fault someone
who can take an old movement and restore it into a
case that looks this good. We sold an original in 2016 for $2550.
$1250-$1800.

610.
$10
United Clock Co “Lucky” and Lanshire horseshoe. A
chrome horseshoe on a stepped wooden base holding an electric clock, marked “Lucky” at the top of
the horseshoe. The stamped manufacture date
inside is 1949. The cord and plug are new; the clock is running and
keeping time, 9 inches tall and 9.5 inches wide. Lanshire Horseshoe
Model T3 electric shelf clock, ca. 1947. A bronze base, 7 inches high
and 6 inches wide with two horses in a fenced pasture below the
dial inside an inverted horseshoe. The dial says “Self Starting” with
“Clock movement by Lanshire Chicago USA” along the bottom.
Typical wear to case, with some corrosion of brass bezel. Clock is
running. $25-$50.

606.
$1500
Seth Thomas Office Calendar No. 13, ca. 1890. An original issue, 49inch double-dial calendar clock in refinished oak, repainted original
dials, original hands, old glass in the door, and recovered calendar
rollers. The time-only, 8-day, unsigned weight-driven movement is
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are correct. The nickel case is in nice shape, needing
only a bit of polish; no nicks, dings, or dents that I see.
The nickel back door opens to a backwind time, alarm,
and half-hour strike on a bell under the base. The
strike is off by 15 minutes so you will need to open the
case and reposition the minute hand. The clock runs
for a while and then stops. It’s only a one-day clock
anyway. These generally sell for around $150 on eBay when found in
nickel. $125-$175.

611. $75
Etalage Reclame Corp. “Prins”, ca. 1948. Leendert Prins patented
the first “mystery clock” where the single glass dial rotates with an
attached hand assembly; this patent was later bought by Jefferson
Electric Co. and led to the many “Golden” mystery clocks you can
now find on eBay and, occasionally, here. This was
the first model. It appears they were all made at this
location in New York and marketed under various
names by different companies. It stands on an oak
base that houses the electric motor made by Haydon
Mfg. Co. which drives the glass dial through one full
rotation every hour. There is a gear ring on the glass
hidden by the gold-plated bezel. The clock stands 10inches tall and is a bit top-heavy; the bezel is also a bit loose on its
stand, but probably could be tightened up if you wish to remove the
motor. The clock is running and keeping time, but a bit noisy, and
the glass is loose in the bezel. The power cord is original, as are all
the parts. The gold-plated bezel and hands show considerable
wear, corrosion and oxidation, and some of the finish has been polished off. I have seen only two of these clocks, they are not common. But this is the original “mystery clock”; one sold on eBay in
March 2017 for $237. You can find out more about these clocks on
Roger Russell’s website. $125-$250.
612.

615. $150
Russell & Jones Clock Co. “Berkshire Drop”, 1890-1893. Arising
briefly from the remains of the Terry Clock Co., this duo offered a
variety of clocks before disbanding in 1893. The Berkshire Drop differs in design from year to year but
offered a thermometer and level in distinction to
their other models. The level at the bottom of this
clock is working, not commonly seen. The thermometer is a replacement. The 28-inch case is walnut with
a lacquer finish, the front glass is new, and the dial
paper replaced. The pendulum bob and hands are
correct. The 8-day, time and half-hour strike signed
movement is running, striking on a wire gong. There
is also an alarm which is not hooked up. A dark label on the bottom.
The bottom-most piece of the base has been broken and repaired
more than once. $225-$275.

$300

Seth Thomas “Arcade No. 1”, ca. 1913. This gallery
clock is 23 inches across with an 18-inch dial; it is
the smallest model Arcade. The case looks like
cherry, but the book says it came in “mahogany
finish and old oak”. The dial is clean with the original paint, but lots of fleck-sized losses. The hands
are appropriate but not correct to this model.
The bezel opens from the top and holds a new
glass. The 30-day signed double-spring movement has a Graham
dead-beat escapement and is running and keeping time, with a
large, heavy nickel pendulum bob. I don’t see a label. Not so big as
to be overwhelming; this clock would fit nicely on a lot of walls.
Prices are variable with this clock, starting at $400 at Schmitt’s in
2015. $400-$750.

616.
$75
French black marble mantel, ca. 1900. A 38-lb marble (Belgian slate,
really) mantel clock, 16 inches wide and 9 inches high. There is a
mottled marble front behind short marble double-columns with
gold and silver incising along the bottom and
around the dial. The painted dial shows considerable wear; there is a beveled glass in the brass
bezel. Brass hands and an outside escapement.
No chips, scratches, or discolorations to the case.
The round unsigned French movement is not
running although the springs are fully wound. Clock looks great but
you’ll need to do some work to get it running. $125-$175.

613. $300
Early weight-driven banjo. A 35-inch mahogany case with flame
mahogany front boards. The throat board is split. There is no label
or signature on the case, dial, or movement that we can
find; the painted dial is attached to the movement with
four screws as a tall-case clock dial would be attached to
a movement. There is a heavy thick glass in the heavy
brass bezel. The hands appear original. The weightdriven movement and pendulum are typical of banjos;
there are some oxidation spots on the bob. The weight
is on a brass pulley behind a tin weight shield that seems
to be original (all the screw holes line up); for that matter, there are no additional dial holes or movement
mounting holes. The 8-day time-piece is running easily
and keeping time. The wood finial on top may or may not be original, but it appears that there should also be a finial on the unusual
round bottom piece. All in all an atypical early banjo, but we are not
banjo experts. The flame mahogany case is nice for sure. $400$1200.

617. $200
Seth Thomas Empire No. 64 crystal regulator, ca.
1908. A higher-end crystal regulator from Seth
Thomas, with heavy beveled glasses all around (the
rear door glass is chipped in one corner), fluted
columns on all four corners and a faux marble finish
applied to the base and underside of the top. The
one-piece porcelain dial is decorated with garlands
of flowers and is clean and flawless. The hands are correct. There is
an 8-day round movement with a half-hour rack strike on a suspended cathedral gong; it is running and striking without issue, keeping
time. There is a two-jar faux mercury pendulum. The gold finish on
the 11.5-inch tall clock is in excellent shape; perhaps just a touch of
polish if you are really fussy. The faux finish would appear to be a
factory special order, as it is appears to be quite resilient and impervious to nicks and scratches. I like the look of this clock. Not many
sales in the Antique Clocks Price Guide, the most recent being at
Schmitts for $225 in 2015. It lacked the faux marble finish on the
base and top. $250-$500.

614.
$100
Ansonia “Carriage Extra” in nickel, ca. 1904. This is one of the larger
carriage clocks, 6.5 inches high with the handle down. The dial is
glossy paper, slightly yellowed, with an inset alarm dial. The hands

618.
$175
Porcelain clock with Ansonia movement, ca. 1900. This is a very nice
porcelain clock with putti in the upper corners and pairs of children
depicted on the lower left and right. It holds an Ansonia 8-day time-
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label left. No, this clock is not perfect by any means, but it certainly
approximates the original, looks good, and is priced accordingly.
These clocks have been selling for around $1500 in similar condition
recently; we haven’t seen a perfect one sell in recent years but it
likely would bring quite a bit more. $1200-$1600.

and-strike movement but that is not the correct
movement; this is probably a British or German
clock. It stands 12.5 inches high with good color
and no chips, crazing, or cracks. There is a signed
Ansonia porcelain dial and an outside escapement
that is running and striking appropriately. The
bezel could use some polish, but that is about the only issue; it
holds a beveled glass. $225-$350.

622. $2800
Early lyre banjo with bell, ca. 1830. An early unsigned
lyre banjo with a bell strike on top in a 33-inch figured
mahogany case. Two weights drive the time and
strike; the movement will run for a few minutes, and
the strike appears to work with a little push. The metal dial appears to hold its original paint, and the hands
look original as well. The lead weights don’t quite
match, and neither do the pulleys. The pendulum
assembly and weight shield may be original, and I
think the tablet with gold leaf background is original
and in very nice shape. The top finial is likely a replacement. I think there may have been a tapered base below the tablet
box, as the bottom is not veneered and there are some unexplained
holes. Couldn’t find an example of this clock in Petrucelli and Sposato’s book “American Banjo Clocks”, although similar bell strike
models with similar movements are found in the early 1800’s. I
found only one sale of a similar model in the Antique Clocks Price
Guide at Cottone’s in 2001 for $9625. That was a long time ago, but
there just aren’t many examples of this style of clock with the bell
on top. $3500-$5000.

619.
$100
Ingraham “Crown”, ca. 1900. Bless their heart, someone put a New Haven movement and dial in an Ingraham case. There is a label on the back of the 27-inch
refinished walnut case, which, if you read closely indicates that the clock was made by Ingraham. There is a
working level at the bottom, an old decorated glass, and
a New Haven-signed paper dial and 8-day time-andstrike movement, running and striking on a wire gong. A large single-barrel pendulum; looks like there should be a thermometer at
the top. A nice-looking marriage. $150-$250.
620.
$300
Henry Terry Eight-day Column & Splat shelf clock, 1825-1835. This
son of Eli Terry only made clocks for about a decade before going
into the woolen mill business. He is best known
for his 8-day wooden works clocks like this. The
mahogany veneer is in excellent shape, just a few
nicks here and there (lower right of lower door,
column bases and base sides). The stenciling on
the columns and splat is clear and original. The
dial board is clean, the hands correct but painted.
The dial glass is old and could be original; the
tablet was repainted on newer glass. No signature to the excellent art work. There is a key in
the escutcheon and there is a label inside behind
plexiglass. The 8-day movement is running and
keeping good time when the weather is right, and is driven by two
new old stock weights. If you do not want the weights let us know
on your bid sheet and we’ll give you a $25 discount. The clock
stands 35 inches high, with no evidence of ever having had feet. We
sold this clock in 2016 for $905. $400-$600.

623. $25
Etalage “MagiClock”, ca. 1955. The maker isn’t indicated, but these
were sold by several firms out of New York in the 1950’s. They are
one of the original “mystery clocks”. There is an Haydon electric
motor in the base that turns two small gears that rotate the two
concave plastic dials, one in front for the minute hand and the one
in back for the hour hand. The gears aren’t engaging
the plastic disks on this clock so it is only right twice a
day, but the motor is running. You might be able to get
the disks to engage. The plastic disks are also a bit
roughed up, and the gold finish on the case is rough.
The base that holds the motor is black plastic. You can
read more about these clocks at Roger Russell’s webpage “The
clocks of Leendert Prins”. $50-$100.

621. $1000
Seth Thomas off-center pillar & scroll, ca. 1825. A refinished case,
for sure. The feet and skirt would look to be replacements, based
on the stain/shellac applied to them (see the photo). Nonetheless,
they look correct. The tablet was nicely repainted by Mr. Moberg;
the scroll top has been re-veneered, and the scroll tips repaired.
Again, it looks good. The brass urn finials are
correct to Seth Thomas style and old, with metal
stems and no seams. The dial board is adapted
from another clock, and not a Seth Thomas, as it
lacks the appropriate decoration below the mainstem. The old winding holes have been filled and
painted over nicely, but the entire board is dark
and needs cleaning. The hands are pewter and
found on some other off-center P&S clocks and
so are probably correct. The wood strap movement is correct but has had some repairs, including the fly; there is no seconds hand, but many of these clocks did
not offer this. The dial glass is very old (as is the tablet) but the
putty holding it in place is new. We didn’t test the movement; the
weights are appropriate but the compounding pulleys are metal
and are not original (they should be wood). There is not much of a

624.
$60
Seth Thomas “Lodge”, ca. 1900. A one-day lever movement, time
and strike in a metal case, 7 inches high. The sides and
roof are nickel and the front is gilt, but tarnished and
worn. Two side glasses in windows to see the movement and a paper dial, old, darkened, but signed and
likely original. A seconds bit and an hour hand with a
missing tip. The clock is missing the knob to set the
time, but we’ll include a key that fits the shaft. The
clock is running and keeping time, but the strike is not
reliable. These come up occasionally on eBay and sell for $100-$200.
625. $100
Waterbury “Commodore” clock and barometer,
ca. 1929. Two ship’s wheels holding an 8-day
jeweled movement (as indicated on the dial)
and a barometer. There is a mercury thermometer in the middle. The brass stand is 9.25 inches
wide, 2.75 inches deep, and 6.5 inches high, designed to sit on your
desk on small ball feet. The brass finish could stand to be polished,
and there are some spots of corrosion, especially on the sides of the
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are next to impossible to photograph and all the
imperfections seem to be magnified, so please consider that this clock looks great from a more reasonable distance. There are some scrapes and wear to
the dial, and some of the numbers have been
touched up. It has an 8-day half-hour strike movement that is running and keeping time. Sale prices
for these brass clocks vary with the quality of the finish, ranging
from $100 to $250.

supports. Fortunately, they are not very noticeable. The silvered
dial on the clock shows some tarnish and wear; both dials sit behind
beveled glasses. We had the clock running when it was out of the
stand, but can’t get it running now. You wind it by turning the pilot
wheel, but I’m not sure which way works. There is a lever you lift up
to adjust the time by the same mechanism. Not sure the barometer
is working fully either. Well, the thermometer is correct. $125-$175.
626.
$100
Telechron “Electroalarm”, 1929-31. This is one of the most popular
Telechrons, put into production after General Electric bought Telechron. The brown plastic bakelite case is in excellent condition, no
chips, breaks, or scratches. The gold metal decorative strips in front
are present and original, as is the dial and hands.
The clock is running – BUT – you can’t set the time.
The knob for moving the hands is frozen, so the only
way to get it to show the correct time is to start it at
the time showing. I think there is also a problem
with the power-loss indicator (the red dot) as the
handle is loose. We did not test the alarm. The light
bulb at the top of the dial lights when turned on.
The power cord is an old replacement; the glass over the dial should
have a mirror finish around the rim. Since the clock runs, if you are
good with these things it seems you ought to be able to free the
hand-set shaft and make this clock fully functional. It stands 7.5
inches high. The average sale price for these clocks on eBay over
the last few years is $297.

630.
$200
Brass carriage clock with filigree trim, ca. 1900. This standard size
carriage clock stands 6 inches high with the handle up and has a 2inch porcelain dial with a filigree dial insert. There is a bright gold
front behind a filigree mask, with filigree side panels all behind beveled glasses. The glass in the door shows some chipping
in the corners, and there is some dried brass polish 200behind the glasses on the sides that would clean up easily if you’re willing to take it apart. There is no signature
anywhere I can see, and no country of manufacture indicated. The key that comes with it states “Made in England”. It is a time-only 8-day movement, and is running
and keeping time. Very nice, I think. An identical carriage clock sold
at Schmitt’s in 2004 for $500.
631. $650
Forestville Manufacturing Co. ripple-front “Round
Gothic”, 1842-1849. The torn label shows J.C. Brown
on the label under the Forestville name, indicating
the period of manufacture. The 8-day time-andstrike movement is signed “J. C. Brown Forestville
CT, USA” and is running, keeping time, and striking.
There’s good and bad here: both glasses are replacements; the dial is original, signed, and very dirty with
chipping paint. The hands are correct but new. The ivory door handle is original, the ripple molding is in excellent shape. The finials
are probably not original; one may be. The veneer is intact on the
sides and top. I only found three Forestville/JC Brown ripple-front
“onion-tops” in the Antique Clocks Price Guide, with the most recent sale at Schmitt’s in 2015 for $1600. $1000-$1500.

627. $150
Pickard & Punant French figural, ca. 1860. This French figural clock
stands just 12 inches tall on a gilt bronze base with
alabaster inserts. The girl is playing a tambourine
with a music stand and several horns next to her,
cast in a rich bronze finish. The clock has a porcelain
dial, no glass or bezel. There are two very faint hairlines in the dial, too faint to show in our photo. Original French Breguet hands. The movement is signed
and strikes the bell on the half-hour and counts the hours. It is running and keeping time. $200-$300.
628.
$800
Ithaca “Index”, ca. 1875. There are several versions of the “Index”,
this being the most common. They differ in the top piece. The walnut case is 31.5 inches high, clean and unmarred. There are carved
incisings on the door and dial boards. The calendar
dial indicates that it was made for Lynch Brothers,
who I believe were clock retailers; the time dial is
new. The glass is original but the Index lettering is
worn. The unsigned 8-day movement is running,
keeping time, striking the hours on a large nickel
bell, and the calendar is advancing. Three sales over
the last 3 years on eBay averaging $1700; Schmitt’s
sold a very similar condition model in 2011 for $2300.
$1000-$1400.

632. $25
Brewster & Ingrahams miniature OG, 1843-1852. This 30-hour OG is
17 inches high with a mahogany veneer on the front. The sides and
top are not veneered. The door frame was gold leaf, or
paint, at one time. Both glasses are old but I can’t guarantee the dial glass is original, as the fit is loose. The
tablet of an American eagle and shield is nice, with considerable wear. The zinc dial is probably original, with
original paint and painted green spandrels, and some
loss. The hands are very old and likely original. The
ribbed movement is signed and holds brass springs on
both sides; it is running. There is a good label inside; old pendulum
bob and a replacement key. $50-$100.
700.
$25
400 Day clock inside a very elaborate wood and brass
case. It has a quartz movement requiring an AA battery.
It is 10 inches tall and I excellent condition. $50-$100.

629.
$100
Ansonia “Surrey”, ca. 1910. Ansonia put out a number of metal case
clocks in the early 1900’s with a “Colonial Brass Finish” and all of
them have suffered the same fate over the years, with the brass
finish being worn off by excessive polishing. This one is in better
shape than most, but still has its issues. You can see that it has
been buffed to a bright shine and can also see spots where the copper undercoating is showing through. There is some fine pitting on
the sides, and some spots where there is still tarnish. Shiny clocks

701.
$50
Novelty clock signed on the dial and on the back, “Made In
Germany”. Metal case is 11 ½ inches tall and is complete,
except for whatever finish was on the metal case. The focal
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$50.

point of the clock of course is the deer and its antlers. Fortunately
the antlers are all present. The one day movement winds in the back
with a big clock type key, and it is running. $50-$100.

712.
$25
Lux “Bluebird with Three Flowrs”, ca 1935. 6 inches tall,
clean and colorful. $25-$50.

702.
$50
Miniature reproduction by the same gentlemen that
made #240. The label on the back of this case states,
“1982 / Limited Edition / Miniature Freeswinger / R.K. –
W.M. / No.36”. The dial also is signed “1982”. The two
men who made several miniature reproductions back in
the 1980’s were Rudy Kempler and William (Bill) Mather,
a couple of east coast collector entrepreneurs.

713.
$25
Lux “Bluebird with Oak Leaves”, ca 1934. 6 inches tall, good
original dark green color. $25-$50.
714.
$25
Lux “Swing Bird”, ca 1930. 7 inches tall, excellent condition. I forgot the bird was off when I took the picture. He is
on now, clock is great. $25-$50.

703.
$100
“Chelsea Clock Co. / Boston / U. S. Maritime Commission / Ser. No.”, signed on the dial of this nice clock in
a Bakelite type case, 7 ¾ across the back, 6 ½ across
the top. The dial was originally silver but it is wearing
off leaving a copper shade. The 8 day time only
movement is running, three hands are original, hinged on the right,
and also signed on the back. $150-$300.

715.
$25
Lux “Cuckoo Style”, ca 1937. 7 ½ inches tall, excellent condition. $25-$50.
716.
$25
Lux “Enchanted Forest”, ca 1934. 5 inches tall, very nice
condition. $25-$50.

704.
$50
“Schatz Ships Bell / Made in Germany”, found on the
perfect silver dial of this nice ships bell clock. It is 6 ½
inches wide, signed on the back also, and it is complete and original. The 8 day movement is running and
striking ships bells on the half hours. $50-$100.

717.
$25
Lux “Checkered Border”, ca 1930. 5 inches tall, very clean.
$25-$50.
718.
$25
Lux “Dutch Cottage, 30 hour”. Like new condition, came
without weights and chains. $25-$50.

705.
$50
Tambour clock with a 31 day time and striking movement that is
running. The mahogany case is 18 inches wide, has a bowed glass in
the bezel, silver dial, original hands and is signed
“D&A” on the dial. The movement is not marked in
any way, nor is the case. There is ripple like molding
around the case base and brass feet underneath.
$50-$100.

719.
$25
Two clocks. Waltham desk clock, 8 day movement, not running, all original, 10 inches tall.
Hanging metal clock, 12 inches, porcelain dial with
multiple lines and small chips. 8 day time only
movement is running. Probably German or Swiss
made. $50-$100.

706.
$25
Nice miniature cuckoo clock, signed on the dial,
“K.C.&Co.”. It is one weight, time only, and pendulum is
missing. It has a heavy painted wood dial, original hands,
chain, and weight. It is running without the pendulum. You
can order pendulums. $25-$50.

720.
$25
Two Seth Thomas electric tambour clocks. The
large one is running, the small one does not have
a cord connected to the movement. Both have
labels, small one is “Talson”, the larger one is, “Lynton”. Large case
is 16 ½ inches, small one is 14 inches. $25-$50.

707.
$25
Lux “Bird Nest”, ca 1935. 6 inches tall, 30 hour movement,
shows some fading and aging. $25-$50.

721.
$25
Waterbury Clock Company mantel clock/tambour,
ca 1915. Mahogany case is 20 inches wide, excellent
porcelain dial, original hands, and sash with bowed
glass. The 8 day movement is signed, running and
striking a standing gong. The unusual pendulum is a 2 inch cylinder
type. Ly-Waterbury #1373. $50-$100.

708.
$25
Lux “Bluebird with Six Logs”, ca 1935. 6 inches tall, in very
nice condition, colorful. $25-$50.
709.
$25
Lux “Bluebird with Maple Leaves”, ca 1933. 5 inches tall,
nice, clean, colorful. $25-$50.

722.

$25
“Hermle / Quartz / Made In Germany” signed on the dial
of this nice novelty clock. It is a nice looking 10 inch high
brass cased clock considering it was made in the age of el
cheapo clocks. It is running strong on two AA batteries.
They were corroding so I pitched them and it is still running. I don’t get it. I also cannot figure out how to stop
the pendulum. I will have the shipper figure out how to keep it safe.
$50-$100.

710.
$25
Lux “Lovebirds”, ca 1936. 5 inches tall, very nice, no wear,
very colorful. $25-$50.
711.
$25
Lux “Little House with Jagged Edges”, ca 1931. 6 inches tall,
also nice and clean, and all are complete and running. $25-
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723.
$50
Junghans electric clock under glass dome, “Ato”, ca
1934. Brass and glass case is 11 inches tall. Glass frame
lifts off to access the movement. The battery is located
under the base. The movement is signed and running.
$50-$100.

bly worth almost as much as our minimum bid. No labels and the
paper dial is not signed. The 8 day movement however is signed, is
running and striking half hours and hours on a Cathedral gong with
a brass base. Actually this is a special clock due to the design and
unusual case work. Ly-Kroeber #1158. $75-$150.

724.
$50
24 Edison and 1 Columbia cylinder record tubes. There
are 6 cylinder record tubes that are empty, 8 with records but no tops, 11 complete. We did not check to see if
music listed on the tube or top matched the actual music
on the record. No time for that.

Ansonia Clock Co. mantel clock, “Epsom”, ca 1883.
The18 inch high walnut case is near perfect, as far as
most of its parts. It is smoky dark even after someone
took off some of the black. It just needs a little more
cleaning, and then polish. The glass is like the one in
the catalogs, and still almost perfect. I am guessing the
dial is a replacement, nickel bell and 8 day movement
are proper for the clock. Great label on the back, and it
has an old pendulum and key. Ly-Ansonia #1754. $75-$150.

730.

725.
$25
“Witches Hat” metal horn for an Edison Gem model phonograph. The horn is in excellent condition, signed by Edison,
and has the metal extension rod to mount the horn to the
machine. It mounts like #60 in this auction.

$60

731.
$75
F. Kroeber, New York, mantel clock, “Parisian”, ca
1875. The very nice walnut case is 23 inches tall, has a
replaced glass but otherwise I believe it is all original.
Even the label on the back is exceptionally nice, same
with the pendulum, original dial although wearing on
the bottom half, hands, nickel bell and nickel dial rings.
A very nice clock. Ly-Kroeber, page 328. $100-$200.

726.
$50
F. Kroeber & Co. New York, mantel clock, “Cabinet
No.3”, ca 1881. They made this model in different patterns, ours has a porcelain dial with replaced hands.
Some small chipping or roughness around the 1 and 8.
This 12 ½ inch appears to be walnut with many variations
of wood accessories, barley twist columns, balcony and
finials on top, applied ornaments on the base, and grooved designs
over the front. The movement is 8 day, running, and striking a large
gong. It has a metal back cover over the movement opening. A label
on the back merely says, “Cabinet No. 3”. Ly-Kroeber #309. $75$150.

732.
$75
“H. J. Davies, New York / Arch Top Extra / 1 and 8-Day Strike”, copied
from the complete label on the back of this early shelf clock, ca
1873. No mention in the book, “Clockmakers & Watchmakers of America” that Davies was in business by
himself in New York. He was in a partnership for a year.
This 16 inch walnut shelf clock is near perfect, has
carved attachments top and bottom, half columns on
the front edges, removable door below the dial to
access the pendulum. Everything about the clock appears to be original but the inner section of the dial is
funky. Not sure if it was paper or paint. Hands are replacements.
The 8 day movement is running and striking a coil gong. $100-$200.

727.
$60
F. Kroeber, New York, mantel clock, “Pacific”, ca 1883. This is a model not commonly seen and in fact I have never sold one. Kroeber
advertised that the 22 inch high case was made of “Redwood”. It
does definitely have a red tint and the wood is not one I
have seen before. On the back is a complete label, the
gong base and beat scale are both signed by Kroeber.
The glass is original, the dial is a paper replacement, and
the pendulum is a Waterbury pendulum, not Kroeber.
The 8 day movement is running and striking the gong
each hour. Ly-Kroeber, page 324. $75-$150.

733.
$60
“Ansonia Clock Co. Factories New York & Ansonia
U.S.A.”, copied from the label on the back of this parlor
clock. The walnut case is 21 inches tall, has carved pieces
top to bottom, original glass, replaced paper dial and
hands. According to the label this clock might have originally had a self-adjusting pendulum. Has a very nice pendulum but not self-adjusting. The signed movement runs
8 days and strikes a signed coil gong. $75-$150.

728.
$60
Ansonia Clock Co. mantel clock, “Julia”, ca 1883. The
name does not fit the case. Note the Egyptian metal
ornaments, three on top, one on the base, plus the
brass/gold pendulum has an Egyptian look about it. The
original gold painted glass also fits in with the metal
ornaments. There is part of a label on the back, it has an
old dial, signed gong base and signed beat scale. The 8 day movement is running and striking hours on the coil gong. The 20 inch high
walnut case has etched designs on the front pieces and is clean and
very nice. Another unusual clock I have not seen before. Ly-Ansonia
#1852.
$75-$150.

734.
$25
German – Singing Bird Clock automaton, ca 1990. The
brass case stands 13 inches high, winds and sets underneath. The bird moves but the music is not playing. Above
my pay grade or I would take the bottom off and find out
why it is not playing. It is signed underneath, “Made In
Germany”. $25-$50.
735.
$50
A reproduction of Bradley & Hubbard’s 30 hour blinking
eye clock, ca1855. This model is called “Continental”. The
cases are cast iron, stamped underneath the base,
“Germany1858”. The clock is running and the eyes are
blinking. It is 10 inches tall, the originals were mostly 16

729.
$60
F. Kroeber, New York, mantel clock, “Topeka”, ca 1877.
The 23 inch high walnut case is clean and polished, all
original including the painted door glass and dial. The
pendulum is signed on the back and the glass front type
that lets you regulate slow-fast. The pendulum is proba-
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$25-$50.

736.
$25
A copy of Bradley & Hubbard’s blinking eye clock, “Topsy, ca 1865.
Most of the Topsy clocks I have seen featured African
American females. I cannot say if this one was black originally but it has definitely been repainted from some original color. Made of iron it stands 11 ½ inches tall where the
originals were 17 inches tall. The clock is not running and
the eyes are not blinking, but it is complete. Signed on
the base, “Germany 1858”. $25-$50.

904.
$15
Advertising thermometer, ca 1920’s. Adv. For, “Wilson’s
CO-RE-GA Powdered / The Perfect adhesive for Dentures”.
3 ½ inches in diameter. $25-$50.
905.
$95
Bowie knife, not one design or a single
kind of knife, but a series of knives made
and improved over the years by Jim Bowie. The blade of this knife is
6 inches, including the bone handle is 10 inches. Like most it is engraved on the blade, “Original Bowie Knife”. On the other side it is
engraved, “Solingen 53”. We notice the Bowie knives are traded on
EBay all the time. $100-$150.

737.
$75
Seth Thomas Clock Co. “Column”, ca 1850. This column case has the
OG design on the front, top, and base. Gold columns, old glasses,
original repainted metal dial, correct hands, pendulum, complete
label, and a pair of old iron weights. The 30 hour brass movement is
signed, “S.Thomas / Plymouth, Conn.”. The mahogany veneered
case is 25” high, in excellent original condition, clean
and polished. I would have obtained a 3rd mortgage on
my house to buy this clock in the 1970’s. Heavens to
Betsy, it is 170 years old and near perfect. I could sell
the parts on EBay for twice the minimum, or donate it
to the local Historical Society and take $500 of my taxes. Talk about a wedding present this would be perfect. Ly-Seth Thomas, page 521. $100-$150.

906.
$35
Single blade Case XXUSA, yellow handles, used
very little. 3 ½ inch blade.
907.
$95
3 blade Tree Brand German Boker Solingen knive
in very good condition.
908.
$125
Elgin Watch Co., Elgin, Illinois, “B.W. Raymond, 16 size,
21 jewels, nickel plate movement is running, screw
back and bezel, 8 adjustments, open face case and
Arabic numeral, double sunk, white enamel dial with
blued steel spade and poker hands, serial #796036.
Base metal case with engraved train on the back. $150$250.

900.
$500
All parts that came from a rare Southern Calendar Clock Co.
“Fashion No. 6 case. This is the black dial
model that sells for $3000 to $5000. All the
parts are present to build a black dial clock
except the pendulum and calendar hand.
Both dials are in their wood surrounds. Note
the veneer loss above the time dial. There
are nickel dial rings, three nickel hands for
the time dial, calendar hand is missing, 8 day
signed time movement, calendar movement,
Cathedral gong, nickel beat scale, door lock,
and pendulum stick that is broken. All the
attachments are on the calendar movement
that attach to the time movement. Buy any of
these parts separately and you are talking some substantial money.
$750-$1000.

909.
$5
Six books: Revolution in Time, David S. Landes, 1983;
Watch & Clock Encyclopedia, Donald deCarle, 1977 (two
copies); Watchmakers & Clockmakers of the World, Vol.
1, G.H. Baillie, 1988; American Clocks and Clock Makers,
Carl W. Drepperd, 1958; Time & Timekeepers, Willis I.
Milham, 1942.

901.
$400
Seth Thomas ships clock, with advertising on the
dial, “Albina Engine & Machine Works Inc. / Portland, Oregon. U.S.A.” The 8 day movement is double wind, time only, and is running. The bezels are 8
½ inches, the painted dial is 6 ¾ inches. Everything
looks to be original, shows normal wear and tear
for the age of the clock. Earliest repair date on the back of the clock
is “1930”. I figure it is ca 1921. $500-$750.
902.
$70
Advertising “Ingersoll Watches” on a brass swing arm. It was
used in Jewelry stores many moons ago to hang or display
watches. It is 14 ½ inches, very dark and has never been
cleaned. I had to lighten the picture considerably so you
could read the advertising. $100-$200.
903.
$15
Wood thermometer advertising “The Mutual Home and Savings Association / Largest in Dayton”. It is 18 inches long, has
minor paint loss, and the thermometer is working. Ca 1920’s.
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BID/AWARD FORM
DEADLINE FOR RECEIPT OF BIDS IS MIDNIGHT, JULY 31, 2018
Use a second sheet as necessary

NAME: ______________________________

DAYTIME PHONE: __________________________

STREET: _____________________________

EVENING PHONE: ___________________________

CITY/ST/ZIP: __________________________

EMAIL/FAX: _______________________________

SPENDING LIMIT: $______________ (List items in order of preference)
ITEM
NUMBER

SHORT TITLE

BID
AMOUNT

BIDDING INSTRUCTIONS

SHIPPING?

AWARD

TOTAL PURCHASE
15% PREMIUM
KY TAX (6%, KY residents only)
TOTAL DUE (cash or check)
Convenience Fee for payment by credit card or PayPal (3%, 4% international)
I understand that by submitting this bid form I have entered into a legal contract between myself and Horton’s Antique
Clocks. I have read and understand the Terms and Conditions document on the website. I agree to pay for every item for
which I am the winning bidder, up to my spending limit, and will make payment within 15 business days unless other
arrangements are approved by Horton’s Antique Clocks.

☐ I agree to the Terms and Conditions above

DATE: ______________________________

Return this completed form by email (Hortonclocks@aol.com), FAX (866) 591-6616, or postal mail to Horton’s Antique
Clocks, 3864 Wyse Square, Lexington, KY 40510-9706.

BID SHEET INSTRUCTIONS


Be sure your name and shipping/mailing address are current and correct. Do not use a post office box number.
Include a phone number where we can reach you; FedEx also requires a phone number. Include an email address
if you use email.



List your items by catalog number in order of preference if you have a spending limit. A short title/description
helps you and us to correctly identify the clock. Your spending limit might be a dollar amount, or a clock number
amount (i.e., no more than two clocks).



Your bid must be at least the minimum; bid what you are willing to pay for the item, but no more. Remember,
most bidders win their clocks for less than their maximum bid.



Add a note with bidding instructions, if necessary. For example, “I only want this clock if I don’t win clock #___”.



We will arrange shipping through several local shipping firms if you request shipping on the above form. They will
contact you with an estimate of cost, and provide shipping options.



We will fill in the Award column amount for clocks you win, and total the amount due. If you wish to use PayPal or
a credit/debit card add the 3% convenience fee to your total.



Call, FAX, or email us with you payment arrangements and we will get your clock(s) on their way to you!



Please allow 3-4 weeks for your clocks to arrive; we only have a few trusted shippers, and we are not their only
customer. You may call or email us anytime to find out the status of your delivery. We will try to arrange to have
the shippers notify you by email of your shipment status. Bear in mind that shippers often require packages over
$500 to be signed for upon delivery; you may wish to have your clocks sent to a business address if no one will be
at your home to sign. Alternatively, you can arrange through the shipping firm to have the packages sent to a local
outlet (UPS Store, FedEx Office) for pick-up at your convenience.

Phone: Carroll Horton, (859) 381-8633
FAX:
(866) 591-6616
eMail: Hortonclocks@aol.com

Thanks for shopping with Horton’s Antique Clocks!

